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Abstract 
Multimodal container terminals (MMCTs) provide an interface among 
different modes of transport and play an important logistic role in international sea 
freight shipment.  Their principal objective is to deliver cost and time effective, safe 
and reliable transfers of import, export and transhipment containers.  The demand for 
container shipment has been continuously growing parallel to the improvements in 
global trade. Shipping companies gravitate toward large ships to exploit economy of 
scale in container transportation.  They also require the turn-around time of ships to 
be kept within predetermined time windows.  In addition, capacity increases in many 
container terminals have been inadequate.  In MMCTs, quay cranes have 
considerable effect on the efficiency of the whole system. Many investments have 
been made to improve unloading and loading efficiency of the ships. Container 
handling operations are sequence-dependent and they have significant effect on the 
turn-around time of ships. Existing studies proposed that for large, real life size 
problems, the finest scheduling granularity can be considered as bay areas, complete 
bays, or groups of containers. However, container level decisions are necessary to 
enable the integration and synchronization with other sections of MMCTs. In this 
study, container loading and unloading have been considered while exploiting the 
trade-off between the sequences of quay crane horizontal movements and bay based 
container handling quantity. A new mixed integer programming model is developed 
to improve unloading and loading efficiency of the ships by considering handling 
time of individual containers. Due to the size and the complexity of the problem, a 
novel search algorithm is developed to tackle real life problem instances in 
reasonable times. Comprehensive experimentation has been applied and results 
shows that the proposed model and the solution approach are very promising and 
promote future research. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter outlines the definition of the problem in Section 1.1; research 
objective, focus, significance and methodology in Section1.2; background 
information of the multimodal container terminals in Section 1.3; and finally, an 
outline of the remaining chapters of the thesis in Section 1.4. 
1.1 PROBLEM MOTIVATION 
Multimodal container terminals (MMCTs) provide an interface among 
different modes of transport and play an important logistic role in international sea 
freight shipment.  Their principal objective is to deliver cost and time effective, safe 
and reliable transfers of import, export and transhipment containers.  They contain 
berths, temporary container storage areas, and capital-intensive handling equipment 
to satisfy demands. In the MMCTs, arrival time of ships, trains, and trucks do not 
perfectly match with service rates and capacity of quay cranes, yard cranes, and 
prime movers. Furthermore this mismatch is severely amplified due to poor 
operational and tactic planning efforts. Equipment capacity planning and scheduling 
decisions are subject to be renewed due to deviation from ship-to-berth plans.  
Unanticipated deviations tend to increase the turn-around time of ships which is 
considered as one of the most important measures of competitiveness. Therefore a 
robust and reliable planning and scheduling for scarce, capital-intensive equipment 
and berth is paramount; additionally the efforts for replanning process should be kept 
at minimum once up-to-date data is obtained to promote the responsiveness of 
MMCTs to unexpected deviations. 
Despite the recent global recession, the world container port throughput rate 
became 516.3, 472.3 and 540.7 million of twenty foot equivalent units (TEUs) for 
the years of 2008, 2009 and 2010 respectively (Unctad, 2013). Continuous 
standardization and containerisation has increased the efficiency of transfer 
operations.   Dedicated container shipping, train networks for inland transport, and 
improved container transfer equipment have substantially reduced the cost of 
container freight transport. However, excessive increase in the demand and 
inadequate capacity increase in many container terminals have caused severe strain 
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on the effective management of the MMCTs. The congestion levels in berthing and 
inner sections of MMCTs is now far worse and it continuously requires replanning 
efforts to protect the service levels of the ports in acceptable limits. Consequently a 
comprehensive planning and scheduling for MMCTs is certainly required either to 
improve the efficiency of the overall system in tactic and operational levels or to 
draw conclusions about strategic expansion potentials. 
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE, FOCUS, SIGNIFICANCE AND 
METHODOLOGY  
The objective of the study is to reduce the turn-around time of ships by 
optimising handling (i.e. quay cranes) equipment schedules under real life 
constraints while enabling synchronization among subsystems of the MMCTs. 
In MMCTs turn-around time of ships are directly influenced by: 
 the schedule of handling equipment; and 
 the location distribution of containers. 
Complete flow time of individual containers throughout MMCTs should be 
considered to obtain best schedules by dealing with all problems comprehensively. 
However designing and effectively resolving such a comprehensive model is still a 
challenge especially in such a vast interface having diverse, complex, and conflicting 
constraints and objectives.  Therefore the focus of the study will be on generating 
effective schedules for individual container handling operations while 
minimizing turn-around times of ships and enabling the synchronization of 
interrelated problems.  
The MMCT system is explained in Section 1.3.2 in details. This study deals 
with operational level decisions. It also claims that the performance of MMCTs can 
be improved without redesign of MMCTs in strategic level. Therefore; the main 
hypothesis of this research is that the turn-around time of the ships can be 
reduced significantly by minimising quay crane blockages without requiring 
redesign of MMCTs in strategic level. However achieving this objective is still a 
challenge because of the combinatorial nature of the problem. In addition, as it will 
be detailed in Chapter 2, most of the studies in an attempt to address the turn-around 
minimization objective fail to meet the practical concerns such as the ship stability 
requirements during handling operations.  
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Therefore regarding the objective and the focus, the methodology of this study 
is devised into two main phases; in the first phase, a novel quay crane scheduling 
model is designed and solved considering many practical constraints except the ship 
stability requirement; and in the second phase, the ship stability requirements during 
cargo handling operations is investigated to enable the translation of those 
requirements into quay crane scheduling problem domain and to promote future 
research.  
The significance of this research is that it considers many real life concerns 
and constraints which have not yet been tackled thoroughly in the existing 
literature. The main improvements made through this study are as follows:  
 scheduling of individual containers handling rather than the unrealistic 
approaches of bay areas, complete bays, or groups of containers handling; 
 flexible representation of MMCTs by cartesian coordinates for facilitating 
integration of interrelated problems and calculation of transfer times; and 
 a novel and flexible solution approach for tackling with the search space 
and the disjunctive relationships.  
The questions which will be answered through the study can be categorized in 
three main headlines as follows: 
 Scheduling Element 
 Why individual container handling time is required rather than bay 
areas, complete bays, or groups of containers handling approach?  
 How does individual container scheduling promote the integration of 
interrelated problems? 
 Ship Stability Requirements 
 What are the basics of ship stability and how can they be translated into 
operation research domain? 
 Should ship stability concern be considered in operational level (quay 
crane scheduling) in addition to tactic level (stowage planning)? To 
what extend? What can be the main assumptions and limitations? 
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 Model Formulation and Construction, and Solution Approaches 
 What are the differences of new mixed integer programming model and 
solution procedures compared to existing studies? 
 How hard the models are and why are meta-heuristics necessary to 
tackle with the problems? 
 What should be considered as the search space subset while scheduling 
quay cranes? Why is it necessary to eliminate some other subsets? 
1.3 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
1.3.1 Containerisation 
Containerisation is a well-established concept facilitating freight transportation 
within steal boxes; so-called containers. The ultimate form of this concept was 
achieved in the mid-20th century after significant efforts given on the standardization 
of container specifications. Containerisation also refers to the integration of two 
modes of transportation; land transport including road and rail transport and sea 
transport (Donovan, 2013).It has dramatically altered the manner of handling, storing 
and transferring containers throughout the globe by making substantial investments 
on the dedicated container terminals and handling equipment. One of the main 
impacts of containerization can be considered as the conversion of local economies 
into nodes of global trade network since the system is accessible, cost and time 
effective. 
Containers are now transferred more effectively from the origin to their 
destination by smoothly changing transport modes without any concern related to 
exposure, impairment and pillage of the content (Lun, Lai, and Cheng, 2010). 
Containerization has also decreased the waste of cargo-hold space within ships and 
storage areas by the uniformity of its external dimensions and the allowance of multi-
level stacking support. Container can be aggregated and disaggregated when it is 
required to reduce storing retrieving inefficiencies. In addition, dedicated container 
ships and container handling equipment have reduced the container transfer cost by 
economy of scale as well as the transfer time. Individual containers can be 
considered as the smallest irreducible entities of global freight network and the 
potentials of containerisation have not yet been explored completely. 
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1.3.2 Multimodal Container Terminal System  
MMCTs can be conceptualised as systems composed with many 
interdependent subsystems which are interacting through different container 
forwarding mechanisms. The ultimate objective of MMCTs is to interface among 
different modes of container transport. A conceptual division of the whole system 
into interrelated subsystems considering their operational specializations promotes 
the ease of the analytical analysis. The crucial point in such division is that each 
subsystem should have its own handling mechanism and among those sub-systems 
there should always be at least one transfer mechanism.    
Among many subsystems in MMCTs, quay and yard are the two consecutive 
subsystems, having capital-intensive handling equipment (i.e. quay cranes, yard 
cranes) and communicating with each other by container transfer equipment (i.e. 
trailers, prime movers, trucks, AGVs, ALVs, straddle carriers). Quay subsystem 
includes berthing areas for container ships and marshalling areas for container 
handling equipment to operate over the berthed ships and the container transfer 
equipment. Yard subsystem mainly includes temporary storage area in which import 
and export containers are temporarily stacked until they are demanded from quay-
side or the other hinterland subsystems of the ports. The container to be retrieved or 
stored is handled by yard cranes or reach-stackers and transferred to the demanded 
location by container transport equipment. The quay and yard layout, queuing and 
berthing policies of ships, marshalling and storage area stacking and retrieving 
policies, the capacity and the speed of handling equipment, and the capacity and the 
routing of transfer equipment change from port to port according to the strategic, 
tactic and operational decisions taken by the port managements.  
 In the quay subsystem, rail mounted quay cranes are aligned in between the 
berthing and marshalling areas. Those mobile quay cranes move horizontally to serve 
different partitions (bays) of the same ship or different ships berthed at different 
berth locations. Rubber mounted quay cranes may also be used in some container 
terminals. Those cranes are more flexible as they can also move vertically to cross 
the immobile one. Marshalling area is used for the storage of the import and export 
containers temporarily. Prime movers transport import containers from marshalling 
area to the yard subsystem for extended duration of storage or to the rail/road 
subsystem in which containers are advanced to their inland demand locations 
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directly. The export containers whose ship has been berthed are carried from yard 
and stacked into marshalling area until they are handled by quay cranes. Marshalling 
area is one of the key storage areas in the container terminals as they prevent quay 
cranes to remain idle. A proper usage of this buffer area by quay cranes which are 
one of the bottlenecks of the system can increase the efficiently of the whole system. 
However; because of the potential congestion of quay cranes and prime movers, the 
storage capacity of the marshalling area and the duration of the temporary storage is 
limited. A common practice is to totally forbid the marshalling area container storage 
as it also causes double handling in retrieving. 
The yard subsystem mainly consists of storage areas for export and import 
containers for prolonged duration. Storage area is further divided into blocks and 
sub-blocks. A block is a group of several sub-blocks of containers which have been 
stacked up to four to six levels from the ground. Containers within a sub-block have 
similar attributes such as destination, length and so on.  Sub-blocks are served by 
limited number of yard cranes for safety reasons. Additionally, if several adjacent 
sub-blocks are needed to be serviced simultaneously, the throughput level of the 
overall system may decline because of the congestion caused by excessive number of 
container transfer equipment within a limited road capacity among blocks. The 
stacking rules of containers define the pace of the overall container flow along with 
the location of the berth where the containers have been demanded. For instance, 
export containers which will be loaded onto same ship should be stacked preferably 
in the several blocks which are dispersed evenly in the storage area in order to reduce 
the congestion of transfer equipment and to prevent yard cranes to become a 
bottleneck. However, excessive scattering and increased distance from the berthing 
locations of ships may reduce productivity of quay cranes as a result of the increase 
in the flow time of containers. Reshuffling of containers is another phenomenon 
which certainly reduces the productivity of the complete system. This occurs when 
the demanded container cannot be attained before removing the containers which are 
stacked above. The temporary removal and restacking operations increase the 
unproductive times. 
In MMCTs, container ships are expected to arrive and leave within a 
predefined time windows. Once a ship arrives; a berthing location, a number of quay 
cranes, prime movers and yard cranes should be assigned to serve the ship. The 
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number of quay cranes which have been assigned and the berthing location relative 
to the locations of containers to be loaded greatly influences the turnaround times. 
For instance, 600 containers can be handled in twenty four hours by a single quay 
crane (25 containers per hour by a quay crane) assuming there are no disruptions in 
operations; on the other hand two quay cranes can handle the same workload in 12 
hours (in fact slightly more than 12 hours due to marginal reduction in productivity 
of quay crane interference). However, the number of quay cranes which can be 
assigned to a ship is under the restriction of the length of the ship, the safety 
distances, and the other ongoing quay crane deployments in the port. In addition to 
assignments, quay crane operations should be scheduled to define container 
unloading and loading times. As a common practice, unloading operations of all 
import containers precedes loading operations of all export containers in bays to 
reduce the complexity of operations. It is also necessary to consider any unloading 
and loading operations under ship stability requirements.  Heavy containers should 
preferably be placed to the lowest part of the ships to keep the ships as stable as 
possible. The safety distance among quay cranes also creates virtual precedence 
among the bays which are in proximity. Those bays cannot be handled at the same 
time. More information about ship stability is given in details in Chapter 6.  
As already explained , containers should be placed as closest as possible to the 
berthing locations of their ships in order to reduce the travel time of containers. 
However, the arrival time of a ship can deviate because of the disruption of 
operations at the previous container terminal or the delay caused by changing 
weather conditions. Therefore the berthing position of a vessel cannot be certain 
before its arrival to the port. Even if the ship arrives on time, another ship may 
occupy its planned berth because of delays and disruptions in the terminal. For these 
reasons scheduling efforts should be efficient enough to minimise replanning efforts. 
A general representation of the multimodal container terminals can be seen in Figure 
1. 
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Figure 1. A Typical Layout of Multimodal Container Terminal  
1.4 THESIS OUTLINE 
This thesis is divided into several chapters. The following Chapter 2 gives a 
detailed literature review related to the focus of the study. In Chapter 3, a novel 
mixed integer programming model which enables integration of quay crane 
scheduling problem with interrelated problems is given. In the mathematical model, 
individual containers rather than oversimplified assumption of groups of containers 
planning is considered. In Chapter 4 a novel and flexible solution approach is 
presented which tackles with arising complications of proposed model. In the first 
part of Chapter 5, the proposed solution approach is experimented to compare its 
performance in generating effective schedules by using problem instances accessed 
from literature. The promising results obtained through the experiment have 
motivated an advanced experimentation concept which is presented in the second 
part of Chapter 5. The proposed experimentation concept aims to capture the inherent 
patterns in different stowage plans which should be attempted or avoided. In Chapter 
6, a detailed investigation of ship stability requirements and some emerging 
extensions of the proposed modelling and solution approaches are presented. Finally 
in Chapter 7, a brief conclusion is given. This study is aimed to promote the 
integration of the interrelated problems. Considering the promising results achieving 
this objective is now more viable. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
This chapter gives a detailed literature review related to the problems involved 
in the quay and yard sections of the container terminals. A brief definition of each 
problem is also explained. Intensive research has been carried out to minimise 
unproductivity in handling operations affecting turn-around time of ships.  
2.1 LITERATURE CLASSIFICATION STUDIES 
Recent research streams can be traced in the comprehensive studies done by 
Vis and de Koster (2003), Steenken et al. (2004), Stahbock and Voß (2008), Monaco 
et al. (2009), Bierwirth and Meisel (2010),  Rashidi and Tsang (2013), and Bierwirth 
and Meisel (2014). These authors pointed out that the features of operations research 
are increasingly used for the problems arising in MMCTs as the complexity of the 
system increases. Another common point in their studies was that the integrated 
modelling approach which is concatenation of interdependent problems is much 
more important as they improve the quality of linked decisons. 
Vis and de Koster (2003) framed the decision problems in manned and 
automated container terminals as strategic, tactic and operational level while giving a 
classification of those problems along with their appropriate literature. They pointed 
out that due to the complexity of the problems in terminals, simplifications are 
necessary to tackle with those decision problems with mathematical programming, 
branch and bound, queuing models, network models, and assignment problems. They 
also asserted that optimisation of several types of automated transfer equipment 
should be investigated jointly.  
Steenken et al. (2004) outlined the principal processes and operations 
descriptively and classified the methodology applied to solve associated problems in 
seaport terminals. They pointed out that capital intensive container ships and 
handling and transfer equipment are the main motivation for the container terminals 
aiming to reduce unproductive times for cost savings. They also asserted that 
automation can be used to increase the terminal throughput and reduce the 
turnaround time of the ships. An extension of this work was done in Stahbock and 
Voß (2008). 
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Monaco et al. (2009) gave a review of five decision problems occurring in the 
transhipment hub of Gioia Tauro in Italy along with their effects on the seaport 
performance. In this study potential solution techniques were also discussed. 
Bierwirth and Meisel (2010) gave a detailed scheme of the quay-side decision 
problems such as berth allocation, quay crane assignment and scheduling. They put 
particular emphasis on the recent integrated solution procedures and algorithms. 
They also claimed that the quay-side tactical and operational decision making 
processes are the most important considerations especially for the reduction of turn-
around time of the ships. In their follow-up paper, Bierwirth and Meisel (2014) 
followed the same structure while classifiying quay-side decision problems 
comphrehensively and they analysed over hundred papers which had been published 
after 2009. The authors pointed out the potential directions of the research at the end 
section of their paper. 
Rashidi and Tsang (2013) defined a classification scheme for scheduling 
decision problems likewise the previous studies in literature except the fact that each 
problem in the classification was modelled as constraint satisfaction and optimization 
problems (CSOPs). However, solution procedures and efficient algorithms to tackle 
these decision problems were not investigated in the study. Authors also pointed out 
the necessity for the integration of quay and yard related problems through a 
scheduling and vehicle routing modelling approach. 
Liu et al. (2002) designed and analysed four different automated container 
terminal concepts by taking into consideration the projections about the increase in 
the demand. The concepts were also evaluated by their performances and costs. The 
main performance criteria were throughput rates for cranes and land, ship and truck 
turn-around time, gate utilization, container storage time and idle times of 
equipment. The cost model on the other hand was structured as cost of locations,  
equipment and labour. The main finding of the research through simulation was the 
fact that automation can greatly increase the throughput levels of container terminals 
while reducing the operational costs. 
2.2 STOWAGE PLANNING PROBLEMS 
Avriel et al. (1998) considered stowage planning problems and minimized 
container shifting. They also deduced the relationship between the number of shifting 
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required and the number of port of destinations. An algorithm so called suspensory 
heuristic procedure was developed. However, ship stability and strength 
requirements were not considered. Avriel et al. (2000) then showed the general 
stowage planning optimization problem is NP-complete by using graph-colouring 
analogy. However this proof was done solely for stowage planning for shifting 
constraints. 
Wilson and Roach (2000) presented a computerized methodology for stowage 
planning by dividing the planning procedure into two phases namely the strategic 
and tactical planning. After an initial localization of containers, a thorough placement 
of containers to specific slots of a location was carried out. In the strategic planning 
phase the objective was mainly focussed on the maximum efficiency of quay crane 
operations in each port while minimizing the costly hatch lid removals. The search 
was done by a branch and bound methodology. The tactical phase focused on the 
reduction on the re-handles and the container weight constraint within a stack. For 
the second phase a tabu search algorithm was applied. However the paper did not 
report the results obtained by the approach. 
In this paper; Imai et al. (2006) focused on load planning of ships while 
keeping the rehandling (shifting) operations in storage area at minimum. The three 
ship stability requirements GM, heel and trim were also considered. However; solely 
the loading related rehandles were addressed without considering necessary 
rehandling operations during the unloading phase of ships. 
Liu et al.(2010) focused on generation of an initial stowage plans for container 
ships considering whole ports of destinations (PODs) in their voyage. Groups of 
containers were considered and assigned to the different partitions of the ship so 
called blocks. Crane intensity, some of the ship stability measurements and 
minimization of shifting were also dealt. This work was the primary phase of the 
complete stowage planning generation and it was an input for the second phase of the 
work done in (Low et al., 2011). The paper also showed the relationship between 
crane intensity and the ship stability while asserting there is always a trade-off 
between those two different type safety and operational requirements. 
Low et al. (2011) focused on improving some stability requirements of the 
ships given initial stowage plan solved with other non-stability requirements. They 
also considered the line of visibility safety requirement of the ship. Some 
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improvements were made in transversal and longitudinal stability of the ship by the 
help of a heuristic algorithm relying on making small changes to correct undesirable 
placements. However, ballast levels and adjustments and their physics on the ship 
were not investigated all of which are creating significant deviations in the behaviour 
of the ship. 
Pacino et al. (2012) developed a linear model for stowage planning problems 
in master planning phase while considering variable displacement due to ballast 
tanks usage and ship’s hull structure differences. Displacement is the loaded weight 
of the ship and the seaworthiness of any stowage plans is affected by the deviating 
centre of gravity throughout the voyage as the assumption of the constant 
displacement becomes redundant when gravity of the ship changes. Experimentation 
showed given an error margin in the displacement of the ship, master plans obtained 
through the mathematical model was seaworthy considering variable displacement. 
2.3 BERTH ALLOCATION AND QUAY CRANE ASSIGNMENT 
PROBLEMS 
The objective of berth allocation problem (BAP) can be defined as the 
assignment of berthing location and berthing time for container ships (Bierwirth and 
Meisel, 2010). BAPs fall into two main categories as discrete and continuous cases. 
The former assumes the whole berth is divided into finite and distinct number of 
berth sections and either each ship is assigned to a single berth section or more than 
one sections. The latter assumes the berth as whole in which any ship can berth 
anywhere. Continuous case has achieved more attention in literature as it is more 
realistic due to different sizes of ships requiring different berth length and as it gives 
more useful results in terms of berth space utilisation. Imai et al. (2005) has proved 
the latter case being np-hard by relating it to a two dimensional cutting stock 
problem. There is a high dependency among BAP and quay crane assignment 
(QCAP) problems in terms of the time attachments to the ships. However; it is 
worthwhile to note that the relationship between the reductions in turn-around time 
of ships and the increase in the number of assigned quay cranes is not linear (Monaco 
et al., 2009) This is due to the fact that the productivity of quay cranes reduces while 
the number of quay cranes assigned to a ship increases because of the blocking issues 
among subsequent quay cranes. As mentioned, the quay crane scheduling problem 
(QCSP) and yard related problems are also affecting the berthing location and the 
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turn-around time of the ships significantly. One of the common objectives for BAPs 
can be said to be the minimization of delays in turn-around times. In those problems; 
the arrival pattern of the ships are also important; in some cases it is assumed that all 
the ships are ready to berth and in others there are ships which will come in known or 
unknown times. To summarize; BAPs integrated with QCAPs attracts attention of 
researchers due to its inarguable effects on the total efficiency of the port operations 
and as it is almost certainly the initial problem which should be tackled before any 
other problems.  
Theofanis et al. (2009) presented a literature review on berth planning 
problems. The efficiency and the effectiveness of the existing models were also 
evaluated and a conclusion about the future potential research streams was also 
given. 
Nishimura et al. (2001) developped dynamic berth allocation formulation to 
minimize the total service and waiting time of the ships and genetic algorithm 
aproach was applied for computational experiments of their formulation. 
Young-Man and Kim (2003) developed an integer programming model for 
continuous berth allocation problems integrated with quay crane assignments. 
However in the work, the main assumption was the proportional increase or decrease 
in service time of the ship related to the number of quay crane assigned. A two 
phased solution procedure was applied. In the first phase, sub- gradient optimization 
technique was used to find berth schedule and in the second phase, dynamic 
programming features were used to find detailed crane schedules. 
Imai et al. (2003) extended dynamic berth allocation formulations by explicitly 
incorporating ship berthing priorities according to their handling volume. However 
the new model was non-linear and even the relaxed version was requiring high 
computational times to tackle. For that reason, the authors applied genetic algorithm 
and showed the flexibility of priority dispatching for ships to be berthed. Imai et al. 
(2005) considered continuous berth allocation problems while minimizing the total 
service time. A two phased heuristic algorithm was designed to tackle the problem. 
Zhen et al. (2011) proposed a reactive model for BAP under uncertainty in the 
arrival and processing times of the vessels.  In their model, the variation from initial 
schedule was penalized in the recovery process.  Their objective was a minimization 
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of primary scheduling cost and deviation cost from actual schedule.  Different 
scenarios of deviating from initial schedule were evaluated within the framework of 
simulated annealing (SA). However, it should be noted that the rescheduling problem 
of BAP is more complicated than the deterministic BAP which is already np-hard. 
Xu et al. (2012) developed a robust scheduling model for continuous BAP with 
uncertain ship arrivals. For that matter, they introduced buffer times as decision 
variables among service time of ships which are planned to be berthed in the same 
location in order to mitigate uncertain delays. In their algorithm, they integrated 
branch and bound (B&B) and simulated annealing. B&B was used to generate 
different sequences of arrivals of ships and simulated annealing was used to improve 
the sequences. At the end of the algorithm, simulation was used to further evaluate 
different environments of ship arrivals and the robustness of their algorithm. 
2.4 QUAY CRANE SCHEDULING PROBLEMS 
Quay crane scheduling problems should be considered as one of the most 
important problems in the terminals as quay cranes are scarce resources considerably 
affecting the deployment and scheduling of transfer equipment and yard cranes. The 
objective is to define the optimal work sequence of a given number of quay cranes to 
reduce the turn-around time of the ships. This problem falls into m-parallel machines 
category which is known to be np-hard (Lim et al., 2007), (Pinedo, 2012). Quay 
crane scheduling problems have also many practical constraints related to the safety 
requirements of quay cranes since they are travelling on the same rail track. Because 
of this physical infra-structure; they cannot cross each other and due to the 
operational safety a buffer distance should be kept among them. It is obvious from 
the structure of ships and the stacking manner of containers that there are precedence 
relationships among containers in the same stack.  
In the literature; QCSPs have been tackled with different granularity of 
scheduling elements. Scheduling of bay areas (group of bays), complete bays (a 
single bay), complete stacks in bays, groups of container stacked in bays are common 
granularity levels in the quay crane scheduling formulations (Bierwirth and Meisel, 
2010). However; this is one of the main deficiencies of those models when the port 
operations are observed since only an individual container cannot be (un)loaded at 
once (except the existence of quay cranes with twin lifting capacities). Another 
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deficiency is the fact that the ship stability requirement was not considered during the 
operations of quay cranes. In reality in case a ship starts losing its balance, the work 
sequence of quay cranes is altered to stabilize to compensate the balance the loss. 
Another way to align the balance of ships is done through ballast water adjustments 
which is not always desirable from economic and environmental perspectives. The 
excessive loss of balance is unacceptable for the operational safety of the ship.  
Daganzo (1989) introduced the static and dynamic cases of the crane 
scheduling problem. In the static case, a given number of ships were considered to be 
berthed. In the dynamic case, the ships arrive at different times and form a queue if 
there is no space for berthing. A mixed integer programming formulation was 
presented and solved for the static case for a small number of ships to elucidate the 
dynamic case. 
Kim and Park (2004) proposed a mixed integer programming model (MIP) for 
the QCSP. The peculiarity of this study was that a ship is partitioned into holds 
having multiple groups of containers as individual tasks. A branch and bound method 
(B&B) and greedy randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP) were also 
presented. Moccia et al. (2006) refined the MIP model presented by Kim and Park 
(2004) Samarra et al. (2007) also developed a tabu search (TS) heuristic for the 
model proposed by Kim and Park (2004). They included the improvements made by 
Moccia et al. (2006). The designed heuristic algorithm was more efficient compared 
to the algorithms presented in the previous works. However, Bierwirth and Meisel 
(2009) showed the deficiencies in the model presented by Sammarra et al. (2007) 
and they strengthened the quay crane interference constraints. A new heuristic was 
proposed and an analysis was done to compare the effectiveness of solution 
algorithms. 
Meisel (2011) developed a mathematical model for quay crane scheduling 
problems where assigned quay cranes have been also given a specific time windows 
to serve a ship. However in this study single ship and its assigned quay cranes were 
considered without observing the effects of the time windows to the remaining port 
efficiency.  Meisel  and Bierwirth (2011) introduced a unified evaluation scheme for 
quay crane scheduling problems while providing a java implementation for the 
creation of problem test instances. Through this study the different quay crane 
scheduling modelling approaches which are named in literature as bay areas, 
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complete bays, and container groups are compared for their effectiveness in 
makespan minimisation.  
Unsal and Oguz (2013) developed a constraint programming model for quay 
crane scheduling problems by considering crane crossover constraints. They also 
extended the quay crane scheduling formulation and integrated quay crane 
assignment and scheduling problem. They obtained a considerable improvement in 
terms of computational times in generating good schedules for quay cranes. 
Ng and Mak (2006) developed an integer programming model for quay crane 
scheduling problems by considering the quay crane interference constraint 
requirements. As this problem was intractable, a decomposition approach into single 
quay crane, non-overlapping work zones was followed. Then, dynamic programming 
was applied to find optimal partition. 
Meisel and Wichmann (2010) focused on improving crane productivity in a 
single bay of the ships by considering consecutive loading and unloading of 
containers so called double-cycling. In their work they also considered reshuffle 
containers which should be repositioned within a bay or moved to access below 
stacks. The increase in productivity was achieved by changing reshuffle containers 
servicing policy creating extra storage and transportation time. Instead, they made 
reshuffling within the ship bay which is eliminating unproductive times. However, 
container sequencing problem without considering adjacent quay crane dependence 
may result in misleading conclusions about productivity in case there are quay crane 
blockages and idle times due to long servicing in a bay. 
Legato et al. (2012) developed  a novel approach for quay crane scheduling 
problems. In this work, quay cranes were given service rates, ready times, and due 
dates while meeting quay crane interference constraints. Branch and bound technique 
was applied with tightened lower bounds which had been proposed in some other 
studies.  Legato and Trunfio (2014)  proposed a refined branch and bound approach 
for the same problem and reduced the solution time considerably. In their new study 
the authors refined some of the proposed lower bounds in the literature and they also 
defined new lower bounds, branching and fathoming criteria. 
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Lim et al. (2007) formed a theoretical construct for quay crane scheduling 
problem with non-crossing constraint and general m parallel machine scheduling 
problems. 
Zhang and Kim (2009) presented a Mixed Integer Programming model (MIP) 
for QCSP with dual cycles. They suggest two-stage optimization phases along with 
gap based local search technique and experiment realistic problem instances. 
Wang and Kim (2011) formulated a mathematical model for scheduling the 
activities of QCs while considering the delays caused by the excessive workload of 
yard cranes. Due to the large number of constraints, the developed model could not 
be solved for optimality and a GRASP heuristic algorithm (greedy randomized 
solution search procedure) was proposed. 
Santini et al. (2014) proposed a new way to improve quay crane crossover 
constraints developped in studies Lee et al.(2008) and Lee and Chen (2010). These 
studies developed a model for quay crane scheduling problems with complete bay 
approach. The authors improved these recent studies by eliminating two dummy bays 
and quay cranes which were used to avoid the real quay cranes travelling out of the 
boundaries of the ship. They also eliminated one of the constraint used in the study 
Lee and Chen (2010). The authors reduced the solution time of the problem within an 
hour for the most realistic ships which currently has about twenty three bays.  
2.5 YARD CRANE DEPLOYEMENT AND SCHEDULING PROBLEMS 
Yard cranes, similar to quay cranes are capital-intensive, scarce capacity 
handling equipment in the yard subsystem of the MMCTs. Determination of the 
number of yard cranes in each storage area location according to distribution of 
import(export) containers and the schedule of its location-to-location movements 
within the storage area can be considered as the main objective of the problem. Yard 
cranes can be rail mounted or rubber tyred depending on the flexibility requirement 
of the terminal management. Due to safety requirments there is a limit on the number 
of yard crane allocations within a location in the storage area. Similar to quay cranes, 
they cannot crossover. Another concern related to the congestion of yard cranes and 
trailers force planners to minimize yard crane movements as much as possible within 
a period of planning time as they are extremly slow in motion. Operating two yard 
cranes close to each other also causes congestion in transfer equipment and reduces 
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the productivity of all transfer and handling equipment operating in other 
subsystems. Therefore; the yard crane deployement and scheduling problem is very 
important from the perspective of MMCT operational efficiency since it may affect 
different subsystems of the MMCTs significantly. In literature; there is an abundance 
of works considering yard crane problems in tactical and operational level. However; 
the integration of yard crane deployement and scheduling  and the other subsystems 
of container terminals can be still a promising area of research. 
Zhang et al. (2002) developed a mixed integer programming model for rubber 
tyred gantry crane (RTGC) deployment among different container storage blocks. 
Lagrangean relaxation methodology was used to solve the problem. By some 
modifications and the introduction of additional constraints to the relaxed problem 
good results were obtained. However, in this study many of the safety requirements 
of the cranes were not considered. 
Ng (2005) developed an integer program for yard crane scheduling problems 
minimizing the waiting times of prime movers. In the model the interference of 
cranes were also considered. Through a two-phase scheduling heuristic, the problem 
is simplified. Mainly, in the first phase each yard cranes were considered as 
independent single crane scheduling problem and in the second phase corrections 
were made to improve the schedule by changing the tasks-yard crane assignment 
while prohibiting blockages of yard cranes. 
Froyland et al. (2008) developed three stage algorithm for a landside facility 
transfer group of containers among trucks, trains, a temporary storage area, and 
straddle carriers. The decomposition in the algorithm was made in the time scale 
exploiting strategic, tactical, and operational features of the problem. At the very 
finest level of the decisions, an online algorithm takes the control of the scheduling 
problem and uses online information of truck arrivals. 
Li et al. (2009) formulated yard crane scheduling model by considering yard 
crane interference. They improved the model presented by Ng (2005) and reduced 
the number of variables existed in that work. 
2.6 INTEGRATED STUDIES 
In the literature; many authors pointed out the necessity for the integrated 
studies in order to improve the quality of tactical and operational level management 
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problems in MMCTs. Because of the abundance of the complex problems in each 
subsystem of the MMCTs, the tendency in literature has been on the integration of a 
couple of hierarchal decision problems within each subsystem. Another research 
stream has focused on the integration of two or more interdependent problems 
among subsystems. In the former case; BAP and QCAP integration can be assumed 
the most natural assembly. However; as already mentioned in the Section 2.3; this 
integration cannot entirely improve the quay management as it assumes perfect 
efficiency for quay crane operations. Therefore, a potential improvement lays in the 
integration of those three hierarchical decision problems along with stowage 
planning of containers to be transferred. In the latter case; the quay subsystem 
problems have been merged with the yard subsystem problems. This integration has 
been justified through the consideration of the layout of the storage area and its 
effects to the quay or to the congestion level of the handling and transfer equipment. 
However; due to oversimplification in order to obtain solvable problem cases, the 
applicability and benefits of those integrations have been shadowed. The integration 
of all existing problems in operational and tactical level through mathematical 
modelling is certainly intractable, for that reason more importance should be given 
on to finding intelligent assumptions and common elements in order to promote the 
applicability of those integrated models.  
Zhen et al. (2011a) integrated two important tactical problems in transhipment 
hubs, berth allocation and crane assignment and storage area planning.  A MIP model 
was proposed with the assumption of unloading and loading operations were done 
consecutively. The proposed model had 46 constraints and four additional constraints 
added to linearize nonlinearity.  For this reason, they directly applied a heuristic 
approach to solve large scale problem instances.  
Meisel and Bierwirth (2006) integrated continuous BAP with QCAP as 
BACAP.  They attempted to minimize vessel delays in berth while determining the 
number of QCs which should be assigned to each vessel. The objective also 
minimizes idle time of QCs.  The problem was modeled as resource constrained 
project scheduling problem and an adopted priority rule based method was applied. 
In their latter study, Meisel and Bierwirth (2009) incorporated undesired berthing 
position of a vessel and marginal productivity decline in quay cranes depending on 
that berthing position deviation as dynamic continuous BACAP. 
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Giallombardo et al. (2010) proposed a MIP model for the problem of BAP and 
QCAP. The model also incorporates quay crane profile as a decision variable. A two 
level heuristic is applied to solve the proposed model. 
Kozan and Preston (2006) developed an integrated model to minimize 
turnaround time of vessels in MMCTs.  Through an iterative procedure, the proposed 
model determines the optimal transportation schedule and the placement of inbound 
and outbound containers. Kozan and Casey (2007) proposed an integrated approach 
to minimize the delays of vessels by considering all the movements of import and 
export containers between the sections of MMCTs.  In solution procedure several 
meta-heuristics are used and compared using real sized data. They also considered 
the flow of containers throughout the stages of MMCTs while synchronizing the 
movements of equipment and machines carrying containers. However, the optimal 
sequence of container loading and unloading operations was not incorporated which 
is equally important for the performance of the MMCTs. Wong and Kozan (2010) 
developed a container process model to increase the efficiency of quay cranes, yard 
cranes and yard machines in seaport terminals. The stowage plan and the locations of 
the containers in the storage area were assumed to be known. They also considered 
different layouts of storage area and how the layout can effect the service time of 
vessels. 
Zeng and Yang (2009a) proposed a simulation optimization model to schedule 
the processing inbound and outbound containers on quay cranes, yard cranes, and 
yard trailers while minimizing the make-span. The designed model was analogous to 
hybrid flow shop scheduling problem with three stages. They also considered the 
uncertainty in service time throughout the container terminal via simulation. 
Although the problem was able to deal with uncertainties, the obtained results were 
computationally slow. In their latter study, Zeng et al. (2009b) introduced two 
models for multi-crane oriented scheduling.  While the first model deals with inter-
ship based sharing mode, the other considers ship-based sharing mode. They 
concluded that empty travels of yard trailers can be reduced and the efficiency of the 
overall system can be ameliorated by evenly distributing the jobs on yard trailers and 
yard cranes. 
Cao et al. (2010) formulated MIP model for integrated quay cranes and yard 
trucks scheduling for unloading operation. Sequence dependent setup times and 
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blocking were taken into consideration in two stages flexible flow shop model. 
Genetic algorithm and an adopted Johnson’s rule-based heuristic algorithm were 
used to solve large instances of the problem. 
Fu and Diabat (2014) developed an integrated quay crane assignment and 
scheduling model. They incorporated quay crane crossover constraints and proposed 
langrangian relaxation  method to solve developped mathematical model. However 
in this study, quay crane travelling times from bays to bays of the ship was not 
included. This has a great drawback while considering the safety margines and 
crossover constraints of the quay cranes. 
2.7 FLEXIBLE FLOW SHOP AND JOB SHOP SCHEDULING PROBLEMS 
The flow shop and job shop scheduling problems have been attracting 
increasing attention in the literature as they both have application counterparts in 
many service and production systems. They both have a well-established framework 
and assumptions from the theoretical perspective. Many variants of those models 
have been studied in order to represent real life problems by the inclusion of real life 
specific constraints and approaches. Flexible flow shop problems can be defined as 
parallel, identical m-machines, n-stages environment in which of each stage each job 
should be processed by a single machine and all jobs should follow the same 
sequence of stages (Pinedo, 2012). The flexible job shop is very similar to the 
flexible flow shop problems except each job has its own specific sequence of visiting 
stages (Pinedo, 2012).  
Linn and Zhang (1999) rewieved hybrid flow shop(HFS) scheduling problems 
from the perspective of processing complexity such as two,three, and k-stages HFS. 
The paper also adressed the approaches used in scheduling to tackle with the 
problem. They concluded by asserting that multi criteria objective functions should 
be considered and strong ties between theory and the application should be 
estabished. 
Ruiz and Vázquez-Rodríguez (2010) presented a review of HFS scheduling 
problems from the perspective of exact,heuristics, and meta-heuristics solution 
approaches. The paper examined over 200 papers and briefly summarized their 
differences in the inclusion or exclusion of the well established problem 
assumptions. An analysis over the employed solution procedures and the distribution 
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of the objective functions utilized in the literature were also given. One of the 
significant observation in the paper was that considering examination results, only 
25% of the existing HFS papers had suggested meta-heuristics approaches to tackle 
with the problem.  They also claimed that due to the unpredictability of real world 
problems, more attention should be given on robust scheduling aproaches in HFS. 
Zheng and Wang (2003) developed a hybrid heuristic for flow shop scheduling 
problems by using the features of genetic algorithm. In their work, different 
parameters of genetic algorithm were methodically investigated to observe the 
performance of the proposed algorithm. To prevent premature convergence, they 
hybridised a so-called NEH heuristic for permutation flow job problems to generate a 
suboptimal solution in addition to the randomly created other solutions to increase 
diversity of the population pool. They then applied multi-crossover operator to enrich 
the exploration phase of the hybrid genetic algorithm. Finally they applied a 
probabilistic mutation operator to increase the local search effectiveness. The 
increased quality of solutions by hybridizing different approaches has been 
demonstrated while keeping the computational efforts affordable.  
Chen et al. (2007) developed an integrated hybrid flow shop model for quay 
cranes, yard cranes and yard equipment. The peculiarity of this model was the 
incorporation of setup times, precedence relationships and blocking constraints 
which is not usual in classical flow shops problems. Chen et al. (2013) integrated the 
scheduling of quay cranes, yard cranes and yard trucks while minimizing the make-
span of vessels.  However, in this study the stowage plan for export containers, the 
storage placement for import containers, yard crane deployment were considered as 
parameters for the constraint programming model. 
Ribas et al. (2010) gave a comprehensive literature review related to HFS 
scheduling problems. In the paper two different taxonomy criteria were suggested. 
The first perspective was from the production system characteristics including 
machine characteristics (identical, uniform, and unrelated parallel machines), job 
constraints, and objective functions. The latter was from the perspective of solution 
approaches including exact procedures, heuristics (constructive and improvement), 
hybrid approaches, and simulation and decision support systems. At the end of the 
classification potential future research focus was also given.  
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2.8 TABU SEARCH 
Tabu search is accepted one of the most successful metaheuristics designed to 
tackle with combinatorial optimisation problems. It is a high level procedure 
managing lower level constructive and improvement heuristics to lead the search into 
the promising search space subsets. Through its memory structure, tabu search 
records the information gathered through the search procedure to encourage or 
discourage some of the features to be repeated in the solutions. Memory is also used 
to explore the different subsets of the search space when the search procedure has 
stuck to the local optima. The principles of this strategy and a comprehensive tutorial 
were thoroughly represented in the following papers (Glover, 1989), (Glover, 
1990a), (Glover, 1990b) by the pioneer of the tabu search.  
Brandimarte (1993) developed a tabu search algorithm to resolve flexible job 
shop scheduling problems. A broad range of information about the basics and 
literature review of flexible job shop scheduling problem, the heuristic algorithms in 
use up to date, and disjunctive graphs were also provided. The relocations of jobs 
among different machines were also mentioned. Although the computational 
experiment was limited, the results were promising. 
Mladenović and Hansen (1997) presented a new metaheuristics so called 
variable neighbourhood search which outperforms other metaheuristics approaches 
to solve travelling salesman problem. A basic framework which changes the 
neighbourhood within a local search algorithm was presented and shown as more 
effective in a wide range of combinatorial optimisation problems. The presented 
metaheuristics aimed to explore distant neighbourhoods of the existing solution 
systematically. 
Ahuja et al. (2002) give a survey of neighbourhood search algorithms which 
aims to improve the existing solution into better solutions within reasonable 
computational times. Three main class algorithms which are very large scale 
neighbourhood search, large neighbourhoods search using network flow analogy or 
dynamic programming features, and polynomial solvable neighbourhoods with real 
life restrictions were of the concern in the paper. The paper focused on the travelling 
salesman problem and the successful resolving algorithms by emphasizing their 
approach in neighbourhood solution managements. The neighbourhood metrics 
defining the performance of algorithms were also mentioned.  
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Nowicki  and Smutnicki (2005) provided a tabu search algorithm approach for 
job shop scheduling problems with make-span objective. The presented algorithm 
used big valley phenomenon, latest path relinking techniques, and a new 
neighbourhood structure. The obtained results were compared by the existing studies 
in accuracy and solution time. 
2.9 SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
As it is clear from the segregation of the literature review, there are an 
abundance of problems in MMCTs having different objectives and constraints. Most 
of the time those problems were categorized hierarchically and they had been 
focused individually without assessing the consequences of a decision to the 
subsequent problems. Even the structures of the individual problems with all 
practical constraints have not been established from theoretical perspective due to 
their combinatorial and complex nature.  To exemplify, quay crane scheduling 
problems have been tackled with many different scheduling granularity such as bay 
areas, bays,  or group of containers  without considering the ship stability 
requirements which has been stated to be the most significant factor in the ships’ and 
handling operations’ safety. In addition to this, integrated studies have been 
shadowed by similar factors and due to the unrealistic assumptions; their 
applicability to the real life scenarios may be equivocal. For these reasons, it may be 
beneficial to strengthen the mathematical formulations of individual problems such 
as stowage planning, quay crane scheduling, yard crane deployment and scheduling 
by considering all related constraints and objectives. After strengthening the 
individual problems, their synchronisation or integration should be attempted without 
losing the essence of the real life rationale and to refine the quality of linked 
decisions. Therefore, in this study the focus will be on quay crane scheduling 
problems by considering individual containers as the main scheduling granularity. 
Likewise the individual containers, the ship stability requirements during handling 
operations will be another area of investigation as they have been left to the future 
studies. 
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Chapter 3: Quay Crane Scheduling Model 
This chapter describes the research to achieve the aims and objectives stated in 
Section 1.2; A preparatory information about the basics of quay crane scheduling 
problems and their disjunctive graph representations is discussed in Section 3.1; A 
mixed integer programming model having an objective of minimising the turn-
around time of the ships is developed in Section 3.2; the verification of the 
mathematical model is discussed in Section 3.3.  
3.1 QUAY CRANE SCHEDULING PROBLEMS 
Quay crane scheduling problems are considered as a parallel and identical 
machines problem with quay crane safety and container precedence relationships 
constraints. The objective of QCSPs is to define the optimal schedule of container 
handling operations minimizing the turn-around time of the ships with a given 
number of quay cranes and a stowage plan. The number of assigned quay cranes are 
defined through the berth allocation and quay crane assignment models considering 
the whole terminal capacity and all incoming ships in the planning period. However 
most of those models ignore the stowage plans and distribution of workload among 
quay cranes and they consider perfect schedules without idle or unproductive times. 
Therefore, despite the allocated quay cranes which is theoretically enough to 
complete all the operations in the time window agreed with shipping companies, 
quay crane scheduling problems should be solved in operational level due to these 
deficiencies. 
Since the quay cranes travel horizontally while handling containers, their 
unproductive movements may delay the departure time of the ships. In worst 
scenario ships leave the port without completing the remaining container loading 
operations. Most of the time the container terminal operators increase the allocated 
resources by trading off the expenses of terminal to mitigate delays. Another reason 
of the delays may occur due to interferences of quay cranes. Enough safety distance 
must be kept from both sides of the quay cranes translating into the fact that 
containers in the safety margins of a quay crane cannot be handled by a subsequent 
quay crane. Most of the time, the operation planer may change the container 
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assignments, number of allocated quay cranes, and the schedule to eliminate the 
blockages. However this replanning effort is undesirable during handling operations. 
Additionally, adding an extra quay crane increases the productivity marginally since 
quay crane movements are interdependent. For these reasons; an effective container 
to quay crane assignments, sequencing and scheduling are necessary to minimise 
turn-around time of the ships. Quay crane movements are justified by the following 
facts:  
 the scattered locations of the import and export containers to be handled; 
 excessive workload within bays causing the workload sharing among quay 
cranes; and, 
 safety requiremetns of quay cranes.  
The scattered location of the containers and the excessive workload in a ship 
bay are unavoidable complications for the quay crane scheduling problems caused by 
stowage planning deficiencies. They directly influence the work sequence and the 
schedules of the quay cranes. However, the unnecessary interference of quay cranes 
is most probably caused by poor scheduling efforts. The effect of interference should 
be mitigated as much as possible. Considering all these intertwined facts, excessive 
movements and blockages of quay cranes should be minimised with an effective 
scheduling approach. 
The main deficiency of existing QCSPs is that the scheduling granularity has 
been assumed as bay areas, complete bays, or group of containers. However these 
granularities are not realistic when the operations of MMCTs are observed. 
Integration and synchronization of successive subsystems are not enabled as 
aggregate containers cannot be handled at once by single handling equipment. 
Furthermore those models are also unable to support the ship stability requirements 
since they assume aggregate jobs need to be handled without pre-emption even if 
they cause stability loss. It is also worthwhile to note that considering aggregate jobs 
does not promote automation in the ports due to the fact that automated machines 
should be managed with high timing accuracy to prevent collisions. For these reasons 
individual containers and their exact loading or unloading times should be considered 
to facilitate the ship stability controls, automation, and the integration or 
synchronisation of the model with other subsystems. The following model can be 
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utilised as a foundation scheduling model for quay crane operations since it is very 
flexible for future developments.  
3.2 DISJUNCTIVE GRAPH REPRESENTATION 
Representing quay crane scheduling problems as a disjunctive graph model can 
be convenient to gain an insight about the complexity of container stacking and quay 
crane interference among containers. In Figure 2 each node 𝐶𝑛
𝑖(𝑒)
 represents either an 
import or an export container having directed solid and bi-directed dashed arcs 
connecting them with other nodes. Directed solid arcs represent restrictive orders of 
handling while bi-directed dashed arcs represent decisions about the sequencing, the 
handling time or handling priority of two nodes. 
In Figure 2 directed solid black, blue and red arcs represent conjunctive 
relationships which can be assumed as technological precedence constraints. Such 
relationships exist in between containers which is (will be) loaded in the same stack. 
Black and blue arcs are used to show immediate precedence relationships among 
container pairs stacked one onto the other. On the other hand, the red arcs show 
indirect precedence relationships between any container pairs which are located in 
the same stack but accommodating intermediate containers. The conjunctive 
relationships are restrictive and they are imposed rather than decided. Note that; even 
if those container pairs are allocated to different quay cranes, as an operational 
requirement their handling sequence cannot be violated. 
Bi-directed dashed black, red and blue arcs represent disjunctive relationships 
which do not strictly impose a technological processing sequence but rather a 
decision about handling times and assignments of container pairs. Such relationships 
may occur among any container pairs depending on their assignments to quay cranes, 
their locations, and quay crane movements. These reasons are written separately, 
however most of the time their coexistence contributes to relationships. It is 
worthwhile to remind that compared to most of the other scheduling problems with 
immobile machines (i.e. single, multi machines, job shops, flow shops problems...) in 
quay crane scheduling the machines are mobile and their interferences or crossovers 
are prohibited due to technological limitations. According to these insights, bi-
directed, dashed, blue arcs represent the potential assignments of a container to any 
quay cranes. These arcs are related to assignment (container split among quay 
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cranes) rather than handling time decisions. Bi-directed, dashed, and black arcs 
activate if container pairs which are located in different stacks are assigned to same 
quay cranes. As soon as the assignments are decided, the quay crane can handle them 
in any sequence since those containers do not have any technological precedence 
constraints. The bi-directed, dashed, and red arcs represent disjunctive relationships 
due to quay crane movements. They can be only activated among two containers if: 
 they are assigned to different quay cranes; and 
 they have proximity relationships which means they are very close to each 
other without allowing parallel processing; or 
 they require one quay crane to cross the other. 
Note that proximity and quay crane crossover relationships can be summarized 
as follows respectively: 
 two containers which are located in different bays however the distance 
among these bays are shorter than safety margin of quay cranes. In such 
situation, one of the quay cranes must enter that bay area first to handle its 
assigned container while the other is waiting idle (blockage).  
 two containers which are located in different bays however one of the quay 
cranes is required to remain idle since it cannot travel to the other stack 
location which can be on the other side of the other crane. 
It is worthwhile to note that crossover disjunctive relationships which are 
activated by quay crane movements should be avoided as much as possible since 
they increase idle time of quay cranes. Moreover, the setup time of the quay crane 
which cannot crossover another quay crane to reach a container is much higher than 
the closest quay crane.  
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Figure 2. Disjunctive Graph of QCSPs with Individual Containers 
3.3 MIXED INTEGER PROGRAMMING MODEL 
3.3.1 Notations and Parameter Calculations 
𝑖 containers, i = 1,2, … i, i′, i′′… I 
𝑖𝑖(𝑒) import or export containers 
𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 cartesian coordinates 
𝑙𝑖
𝑥(𝑦)(𝑧)
 location of container i on the ship 
𝑞 quay cranes, q = 1,2, …q, q′, …Q 
𝛿 unit safety distance depending on the operational requirements of the  
quay cranes,measured by units of bays. 
𝛿𝑞𝑞′ minimum unit safety distance between any quay cranes q and q
′ based  
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on Bierwirth and Meisel (2009) 
𝛿𝑞𝑞′ = (𝛿 + 1)|𝑞 − 𝑞′| 
𝑙𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑥(𝑦)(𝑧)
 location of the berth in the container terminal 
𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑧  maximum  hoisting height of quay cranes 
𝑡𝑥 the unit time  bay  to bay movements of quay cranes 
𝑡𝑖
ℎ handling time of container ii(e) 
?̃?𝑖𝑖′ the minimum time gap required between the completion time of the   
containers i and i′  to handle intermediate containers i′′ located in the  
same stack. 
 
Figure 3. Cartesian Representation of Ships Partitioning 
 
In Figure 3 containers are identified as 𝐶1, 𝐶2 and so on where the superscripts 
represent the handling sequence for simplicity. The calculation of ?̃?𝑖𝑖′ exploits the 
inherent information of stack levels of import and export containers to be handled at 
the same location (x, y) of the ship. The import container 𝐶4  cannot be unloaded 
until all the upper containers 𝐶1, 𝐶2, 𝐶3 have been unloaded. The reverse condition is 
analogous for export containers. An export container 𝐶7 cannot be loaded until all 
import and export containers 𝐶1, 𝐶2, 𝐶3, 𝐶4, 𝐶5, 𝐶6  have been handled. Therefore, 
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the first case of ?̃?𝑖𝑖′  calculates two import pairs of containers. As seen in Figure 3, 
between the completion times of container 𝐶1 and  𝐶4, a necessary duration of time 
should be kept to accommodate handling time of intermediate containers 𝐶2 and  𝐶4. 
The same rationale applies for the second and the third case. The second case stands 
for an import and an export container pair 𝐶2 and  𝐶5 whereas the third case is for 
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3.3.2 Decision Variables 




1 if container i is handled  by quay crane q at work sequence s 
0 otherwise                                                                                                 
 
𝑣𝑖𝑖′ {
1 if container i finishes before the completion time of container i′
0 otherwise                                                                                                      
 
3.3.3 Objective Function and Constraints 
Objective function (1) minimizes the makespan. Cmax can be considered as the 
completion time of last container.  
 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥                                                                                                       (1) 
Constraint 2 ensures the maximum completion time is equal or greater than the 
completion time of the any container.  
 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≥ 𝑐𝑖   ∀𝑖                                                                                                           (2) 
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= 1   ∀𝑖                                                                                                    (3) 
Constraint 4 ensures that every work sequence of a quay crane can be assigned to at 
most one container. 
∑𝑢𝑖𝑠
𝑞 ≤ 1   
𝐼
𝑖=1
∀𝑠, 𝑞                                                                                                     (4) 
Constraint 5 satisfies the continuity of container handling sequence. Container 𝑖 can 
only be assigned to a quay crane handling sequence if the previous sequence has 









   ∀𝑠, 𝑞 | 𝑠 > 1                                                                       (5) 
The containers which are to be handled in the same stack must be sequenced 
regarding their physical precedence relationships. Therefore, constraint 6 enforces 
three conditions to be satisfied in the sequencing decision variables. In short, a 
container which must be handled before another container cannot be sequenced after 
that container. This constraint is satisfied when the containers are assigned to same 
quay crane otherwise it becomes redundant and sequencing issue is delegated to 
constraint 12 and 13.  
1 − 𝑢𝑖𝑠













𝑧 ) ∨ (𝑖𝑖, 𝑖′𝑒) ∨ (𝑖𝑒 , 𝑖′𝑒 , (𝑙𝑖𝑒
𝑧 < 𝑙𝑖′𝑒
𝑧 ))               (6) 
Constraint 7 links sequencing and completion time decision for the container pairs 
which are located in the same stack. This equation sets the tightest time gap in the 
model caused from physical precedence of the container pairs. The pairs of 
containers can be both imports, one of them import the other export, or both exports. 
Therefore, this constraint satisfies any container pairs having such conjunctive 
relationship. It is important to note that the right hand side of the constraint is not 
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always equal to 0 unless those containers are assigned to same quay crane. The 
constraint 6 and 7 are closely connected. 









)   











(𝑖𝑒 , 𝑖′𝑒 , 𝑙𝑖𝑒
𝑧 < 𝑙𝑖′𝑒
𝑧 )
)                                                              (7) 
Constraint 8 satisfies the required amount of travelling time is kept among the 
container pairs which are located in different bays but sequenced consecutively at the 
same quay crane.  
𝑐𝑖 + 𝑡𝑖𝑖′
𝑞𝑞 + 𝑡𝑖′
ℎ − 𝑐𝑖′ ≤ 𝑀(2 − 𝑢𝑖𝑠
𝑞 − 𝑢
𝑖′,𝑠+1
𝑞 )   
∀𝑖, 𝑖′, 𝑞, 𝑠 | (𝑙𝑖
𝑥,𝑦 ≠ 𝑙
𝑖′
𝑥,𝑦) ∧  𝑠 < |𝐼|                                                                        (8) 
Constraint 9 sets the 𝑣𝑖𝑖′value equal to 1 for the container pairs having conjunctive 
relationship where 𝑖 must always be processed before 𝑖′. The conjunctive relationship 
must not be violated in any case as it is a physical constraint. For this reason, the 𝑣𝑖𝑖′ 
value should be set beforehand in order to activate the correct disjunctive constraint 
of those containers in case they have been assigned to different quay cranes.  











(𝑖𝑒 , 𝑖′𝑒 , 𝑙𝑖𝑒
𝑧 < 𝑙𝑖′𝑒
𝑧 )
)                                      (9) 
 
Constraint 10 sets the sum of 𝑣 to 1 for the disjunctive pairs of containers so that 
either 𝑖 or 𝑖′ to be handled first. The first type of disjunctive relationship is caused by 
two containers located in separate stacks which can be handled by a single quay 
crane in any order. The second type is because of containers which are located in 
proximity and assigned to two different quay cranes.  








𝑦)                                  (10) 
Constraint 11 relates the decision variables 𝑣 and  𝑢 for the disjunctive container 
pairs which have been assigned to the same quay crane. When a container is assigned 
to a quay crane at a sequence and if a disjunctive container is assigned to the same 
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quay crane in a next sequence the decision variable 𝑣 which does not have 
sequencing index can be set. Note that 𝑣 is an intermediate decision variable to link 
the timing decisions with sequencing decisions. 
𝑢𝑖𝑠













𝑦)    (11) 
 
Constraint 12 or 13 satisfies the necessary time gap between the handling times of 
container pairs which are located in proximity. This proximity relationship is highly 
dependent on the realized quay crane container assignments. The proximity 
relationships occur due to containers which cannot be processed at the same time 
since safety margin of two quay cranes overlaps; or because of the fact that a quay 
crane cannot cross over the subsequent. The constraint 12 and 13 are either-or 
constraints and they are activated depending on the decision about which container is 
handled first. The constraints should consider any container quay crane assignment 
cases. These constraints were studied in the following papers Kim and Park (2004), 
Moccia et al. (2006), Sammarra et al. (2007) and later, these constraints are improved 
based on  Bierwirth and Meisel (2009).  
𝑐𝑖 + t𝑖𝑖′
𝑞𝑞′ + 𝑡𝑖′








)                             (12) 
𝑐𝑖′ + t𝑖𝑖′
𝑞𝑞′ + 𝑡𝑖








)                             (13) 
 ∀𝑖, 𝑖′, 𝑞, 𝑞′| (
(𝑞 < 𝑞′ ∧ 𝑙𝑖
𝑥 > 𝑙𝑖′
𝑥 − 𝛿𝑞𝑞′) ∨
(𝑞 > 𝑞′ ∧ 𝑙𝑖
𝑥 < 𝑙𝑖′
𝑥 + 𝛿𝑞𝑞′) ∨





Constraints 14 and 15 define the boundaries of binary decision variables. 
𝑢𝑖𝑠
𝑞 ∈ {0,1}    ∀𝑖, 𝑖′, 𝑞                                                                                               (14) 
𝑣𝑖𝑖′ ∈ {0,1}    ∀𝑖, 𝑖
′                                                                                                  (15) 
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3.4 VERIFICATION OF QUAY CRANE SCHEDULING MIXED INTEGER 
PROGRAMMING MODEL 
In order to verify the accuracy of the mathematical model some problem 
instances were solved for optimality by using IBM ILOG OPL using IBM CPLEX 
OPTIMISER version 12.5 on a Microsoft Windows 7 PC with an Intel i7 Quad Core 
3.4 GHz CPU and 8 GB of RAM. The implementation details can be seen in 
Appendix A. The data instances were created to check whether the constraints were 
activated properly for the conjunctive and disjunctive relationships. It is worthwhile 
to note that to check the accuracy of the model, it is necessary to create instances 
having at least following features: 
 an imaginary ship having containers stacked(or will be stacked) into one 
bay or more bays; 
 a number of containers(at least two) in the same location to check the 
activation of precedence, assignment, and interference constraints; 
 at least two quay cranes to observe quay crane interference constraints; 
 at least two different stacks of container located in different bays to check 
travelling duration of quay cranes and to better observe interference of 
quay cranes; 
 handling times of containers should be also given. 
Following these insight very restrictive problem instances were created to test 
the accuracy of the problem easily. Two of the instances are reported in the following 
Table 1 and 3. Each instance has thirteen containers to be handled by two quay 
cranes in a ship of two rows, six bays, and three stack levels. Tables 1 and 3 show the 
cartesian locations of containers and uniform handling time of containers. Two 
minutes of handling time is selected to simplify the effort of checking the resulting 
schedules for feasibility. (For corrected container handling times refer to Section 
6.2.2) In Table 2 and 4 the handling sequences and times of containers can be 
observed.  
Despite very restrictive instances, the optimiser roughly took six hours to give 
the optimal results. This prolonged solving duration can be mainly due to the 
excessive number of disjunctive relationships and the symmetry among containers. 
In the current model there is no obvious benefit or enforcement of handling a 
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container before another unless they have conjunctive relationship. It should be noted 
that the disjunctive relationships should be handled intelligently with a more flexible 
solution approaches to satisfy the need of the real life cases. At least hundreds to 
thousands of containers size instances should be solved in reasonable times to 
achieve this objective. 
 
 
Table 1: Cartesian Coordinates of Containers (1
st
 problem instance) 







1 3 0 1 2 
2 3 1 1 2 
3 4 0 1 2 
4 2 1 1 2 
5 0 0 1 2 
6 1 1 1 2 
7 1 0 1 2 
8 1 1 2 2 
9 0 0 2 2 
10 2 0 1 2 
11 5 0 1 2 
12 5 0 2 2 




Table 2: Completion Time of Containers in Each Handling Sequence 
q\s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
𝑞1 4 7 8 6 9 5 ** 
𝐶𝑖 5 10 12 16 21 23 ** 
𝑞2 12 11 3 2 1 13 10 



















Table 3: Cartesian Coordinates of Containers (2
nd
 problem instance)  







1 3 0 1 2 
2 3 1 2 2 
3 4 0 1 2 
4 2 0 1 2 
5 3 1 3 2 
6 2 1 1 2 
7 1 0 1 2 
8 2 1 2 2 
9 3 1 1 2 
10 2 0 2 2 
11 5 0 1 2 
12 5 0 2 2 




Table 4: Completion Time of Containers in Each Handling Sequence 
q\s 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
𝑞1 5 13 10 8 6 4 7 
𝐶𝑖 2 7 9 11 13 15 24 
𝑞2 12 3 11 1 2 9 ** 
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Chapter 4: Solution Approach Algorithm 
Design 
This chapter proposes a novel approach to solve the quay crane scheduling 
problems. A preparatory introduction for the proposed methodology is given in 
Section 4.1. The fundamentals of tabu search steps and the adaptation of these 
fundamentals into scheduling methodology are explained in Sections 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 
and 4.5.  Section 4.6 gives a general representation of proposed scheduling 
methodology. 
4.1 PREPAROTORY OBSERVATIONS 
4.1.1 Metaheuristics 
Conventional optimization algorithms and methodologies are unable to solve 
large, real life size quay crane scheduling problems in reasonable time. In the 
literature, QCSPs have been tackled by branch and bound techniques, constraint 
programming, constructive and improvement algorithms. As analysed in Section 2.4, 
the granularity of most of those studies fails to meet the real life requirements in 
certain ways. Most of the studies are also obsolete due to the increase in problem 
size. In MMCTs, containers should be handled, stored, and rehandled from their 
arrival to departure times. In order to manage the system efficiently, those operations 
should be traced and inefficiencies should be minimized. Therefore, exact unloading 
and loading times of individual import and export containers should be computed to 
promote increase in efficiency. Moreover, individual container scheduling enables 
the integration or synchronization of container unloading and loading schedules with 
interrelated problems. It is worthwhile to note that the designed solution algorithm 
should: 
 deal with excessive number of disjunctive relationships in reasonable 
times; 
 be flexible for extensions to incorporate more realistic real life constraints;  
 be adaptable for other problems since the container handling operations are 
standardized in all sections of container shipping industry; and, 
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 be robust and reliable. 
Considering the literature, metaheuristics have been very successful in solving 
combinatorial optimization problems in reasonable times. Metaheuristics are high 
level procedures which are managing low level constructive and improvement 
heuristics to lead the search to the promising search space subsets. The common 
points of such approaches are as follows; 
 they have evaluation function(s) and selection strategies to retain or reject 
a solution according to their evaluation value;  
 they require at least one complete initial solution to improve  by moving 
from solution(s) to neighbourhood solution(s); 
 they are designed to manage exploitation and exploration of the search 
space while learning from the past of search procedure;  and, 
 they have strong strategies to escape from local optima found through 
search. 
 In this study “tabu search” approach has been selected considering following 
reasons: 
 tabu search is inherently appropriate for the problem design since the 
infeasibilities during the search procedure can be avoided easily 
compared to population based approaches. To exemplify, in genetic 
algorithm through crossovers, a container may appear in a solution more 
than once assuming container handling sequences for each quay crane 
represents a complete solution in the solution population; 
 tabu search is more flexible as it enables an explicit control of the 
memory structures; 
 tabu search has been applied on different combinatorial optimization 
problems and proved its practical success.  
Regarding to the trend of continuous growth in ship sizes and the scarce 
capacity of MMCTs, the complexity of the problems tend to increase with existing 
operation philosophies. Therefore smart handling policies and robust search 
strategies should be proposed to manage the increasing number of disjunctive 
relationships and conflicting objectives effectively. This can be achieved by 
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exploiting the nature of crane movements and existing real life solutions. In the 
following sections a novel, flexible solution approach is presented. This approach 
can be easily extended and adapted for different operating philosophies. Some 
extensions of the algorithm are discussed in Chapter 6.  
4.1.2 Redundancies in Existing Solution Approaches 
One of the challenges in combinatorial optimisation problems is that the search 
spaces are too large and exhaustive search is almost impossible or unreliable to 
obtain good results in reasonable times. In quay crane scheduling with individual 
container problems, swapping two containers and trying to investigate the search 
space solely with a swap (or insert) function may certainly not converge to near 
optimal solutions in reasonable times because the horizontal movement times of quay 
cranes cannot be justified by container to container move. To exemplify assume: 
 a stream of container handling sequence is given and some random swap 
and insert operations will be applied to improve the makespan;  
 a container in a quay crane work sequence is denoted by 𝑐𝑖
𝑏, the subscript 
and superscript represent container identifier and bay number 
respectively;  
 a container is handled in 1 unit time; and, 
 horizontal travelling time from bay to bay is 3 unit times for quay cranes. 
In Table 5 the operations and their consequences on makespan are given. The 
first, second, and fourth cases in Table 5 shows that bay to bay moves for single 
containers cannot be justified with limited number of random swaps(or inserts) until 
those containers are somehow clustered in the sequence. Such an approach would 
have required the worse solutions to be accepted for many search iterations to 
converge better results.  Case 3 shows that the other redundancy is to swap two 
containers from the same bay having no effect on makespan. Defining some swap 
rules to prohibit such redundancies may not guarantee fast convergence due to 
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Table 5: Redundancies in Neighbourhood Investigation via Swaps and Inserts  
Cases Operations Changes in Handling Sequences Makespan 
1 swap(𝑐4
1, 𝑐5








2… 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 11 
 swap(𝑐1
1, 𝑐8








𝟐… 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 14 








1… 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 23 
2 swap(𝑐1
1, 𝑐8








𝟑… 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 14 








1… 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 20 
3  swap(𝑐1
1, 𝑐4








2… 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 11 








2… 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 11 
4 insert(𝑐9








2… 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 11 









2… 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 36 
Regarding these insights, novel approaches should be designed to find and 
investigate promising subsets of the search space effectively. To do so: 
 The rationale of quay crane movements should be included in the 
algorithm approaches; 
 Different neighbourhood investigation functions should be designed in 
addition to swap and insert; 
 Grouping analogy of containers should be used more flexibly. 
4.1.3 Static and Dynamic Constraints for Search Space Considerations  
In QCSPs, a quay crane should not travel out of the ship boundaries to 
permit a subsequent quay crane to handle the containers at the fore or aft sections 
of the ship during the period that they are both deployed to serve the ship. Such 
quay crane container assignments certainly increases the turn-around time since 
the closest quay crane has less setup time than the others. Moreover the quay 
crane travelling out of the ship boundaries increases the idle times. Therefore, in 
a real life solution some quay cranes can never be assigned to the containers in 
the edge bays if there are already others located on that side of the ship. To 
illustrate, quay crane 1 and 4 should have 𝜹𝟏𝟒 = 𝟔 bays of safety margin to 
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accommodate quay cranes 2 and 3 among them assuming 𝜹 unit safety margin is 
equal to 1 bay. This information inherently translates into a static search space 
reduction. Assuming we have twenty consecutive bays to handle, quay crane 1 
can never be assigned to the containers which are located in the bays indexed 
over 14 to 20 likewise the quay crane 4 to bays 1 to 6. This search space 
reduction scheme can be applied for any quay crane pair following same 
rationale. This search space reduction can be made statically and jobs to quay 
crane assignments complying with these rules can be discarded from further 
considerations beforehand. To illustrate, in Figure 6 quay crane two can never be 
assigned to bay one; quay crane three can never be assigned to bays one, two, 
three, and four and etc. 
As it is analysed the abundance of disjunctive relationships in Section 
3.1.2, considering every disjunctive arcs in any iteration of a search algorithm 
may guarantee the optimal solution but it would certainly take unreasonable 
amount of time. For this reason, as it is thoroughly discussed in latter sections of 
this chapter, the considerations of all the disjunctive relationships should be 
restricted intelligently to a reasonable size of disjunctive subsets during the 
intermediate steps of the search. The consideration of disjunctive subsets can be 
dynamically altered in any iteration of the search algorithm without violating 
feasibility of schedules. Careful jobs to quay crane allocations are necessary to 
protect the feasibility of schedules. Once the jobs are assigned to quay cranes, the 
assignment disjunctive relationships and a subset of quay crane interference 
disjunctive relationships can be discarded from consideration for that step of the 
search iteration without causing infeasibilities. To illustrate assume there are two 
jobs and two quay cranes is assigned to one job each. Such job to quay crane 
assignments discards the assignments disjunctive constraints from further 
consideration for that iteration. Moreover, according to the locations of the jobs, 
the disjunctive relationships causing quay crane interferences can be bounded as 
well. The location scenarios and their consequences on quay crane interferences 
are as follows assume: 
 one job is located in bay one while the other in bay twenty; 
 there is no need to check quay crane interference constraints since 
the location of containers allow parallel processing. 
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 one job is located in bay five while the other in bay six; 
 the location of containers do not allow parallel processing under 
one bay safety margin among quay cranes, therefore quay crane 
interference constraints should be considered; 
 one job is located in bay ten and the other in bay six and the container 
which is located in bay ten is assigned to a lower stream quay crane 
requiring crossover of the upper stream quay crane; 
 the quay crane interference constraints should be considered.  
It is worthwhile to note that the assignments causing quay crane crossovers 
will be minimised by assigning container which are located contiguously to each 
quay crane. These contiguous assignments will let to have temporary contiguous 
workspaces having an isolated interaction with other workspaces.  
To point out the key points of the rest of the chapter and to summarize 
management of disjunctive relationships: 
 through a practical sequencing and assignment representation, 
disjunctive relationships of each quay cranes can be ignored since the 
sequencing representation determines the order of handling. (solution 
representation) 
 quay cranes are assigned to unrestrictive and dynamically altered 
workspaces; (constructive sequencing heuristic and relocation function) 
 only the interacting sections of workspaces can be safely considered as 
disjunctive relationships among quay cranes; (quay crane interference 
constraints, scheduling heuristic) 
 in any iteration the workspace boundaries (subset of disjunctive map) 
can be readjusted to investigate alternative container to quay crane 
assignments; (through relocation function) 
4.1.4 Inclusion of Precedence Relationships 
In this study, container handling policy is assumed as all import containers 
must be handled before all export containers in bays. This has led elimination of the 
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conjunctive precedence relationships within bays. However, precedence relationships 
can be handled as follows in case another handling policy obliges.  
 If job 1 precedes job 2; 
 If they are both assigned to same quay crane, do not allow job 2 to be 
moved prior job 1. Assuming job one is assigned to sequence s, job 2 
cannot be assigned to sequences 1 to s.  
 If they are assigned to different quay cranes, while controlling disjunctive 
relationships of job 1 and 2, job 2 must come after the time interval of job 
1. Therefore the time section until the completion time of job 1 plus 
t12
𝑞𝑞′
becomes an infeasible interval where job 2 cannot start. 
Note that if those jobs are assigned to different quay cranes there is no way to 
consider the feasibility of the schedule in sequencing level. 
4.1.5 Expected Features of Good Enough Solutions 
A scheduling methodology consisting of a robust job assignment, 
sequencing, and dispatching rules should be designed to obtain effective 
schedules. It is also necessary to define some neighbourhood investigation 
functions to improve an intermediate schedule to a better schedule efficiently. 
For this purpose, the elements of the problem (i.e. quay cranes, containers, 
container stacking policies, handling volumes and handling rates) should be 
observed in details to better understand the acceptable patterns of good enough 
schedules. To exemplify, as it is discussed in Section 4.1.2., bay to bay moves to 
handle individual containers cannot be justified when operational expenses and 
requirements of quay cranes are observed. A further discussion on the expected 
features of good enough schedules is as follows: 
 excessive horizontal movements of quay cranes is not desirable due to 
at least two reasons 
 increase in makespan; and   
 increased potential for quay crane interferences. 
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 a quay crane which has jobs in nearby has less setup time to handle that 
job than a quay crane which is not nearby, therefore such quay crane 
container assignments should not take place in final solution; 
 the workspace of quay cranes should be contiguous (excluding the bays 
having no workload to handle) since non-contiguous workspace 
increases setup times; (Lu et al., 2012) 
 the total workload in the ship should be distributed as evenly as 
possible without causing excessive workload imbalance; 
 quay cranes skip desirably smaller number of bays at once compared to 
maximum distance that they can travel in their contiguous workspace to 
minimise setup time. 
 Following sections discuss a scheduling methodology which exploits these 
insights to converge to good enough solutions efficiently. 
4.2 SOLUTION REPRESENTATION, NEIGHBOURHOOD 
STRUCTURE, AND NEIGHBOURHOOD INVESTIGATION 
FUNCTIONS 
4.2.1 Solution Representation 
Tabu search requires an initial solution to investigate candidate solutions 
from its neighbourhood and to move onto candidate solution if it has a better 
makespan value. A flexible solution representation can be seen in Figure 4. The 
complete solution 𝑆 can be defined as sequenced collections of jobs 
1,2, … 𝑗, 𝑗′, 𝑗′′…𝐽 assigned to quay cranes 1,2, … 𝑞, 𝑞′, …𝑄. A job 𝑗 can be further 
described as follows: 
 group of containers with a total handling duration of 𝑑; 
 all the containers in a job must be located at the same bay location 𝑏; 
 a job can be handled by quay crane 𝑞 at its handling sequence 𝑠 and 
completed at time 𝑐. 
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Figure 4.Solution Representation 
Jobs can be further considered as collections of containers which can vary 
in size from one up to total number of containers which should be handled in 
each bay.  The representation can be taught as two dimensional arrays in which 
each row can adjust its length dynamically throughout the search. The 
representation is designed according to the MIP model, by combining the 
decision variables of 𝐶𝑖 and 𝑥𝑖𝑠
𝑞
 which are denoting the completion time of each 
container 𝑖 and the handling sequence s of container 𝑖 by each quay crane q 
respectively. The main features of the representation are as follows: 
 each scheduling node (a job) contains a varying number of containers 
which can range from 1 container up to all containers in a bay; 
 conjunctive precedence relationships among the containers in a job can 
be ignored since their handling order is inherently imposed;   
 each scheduling node denotes an amount of d unit times to handle a 
number of containers at that sequence s; 
 for simplicity, handling time of a container is considered as 1 unit time; 
 a bay b can be split to jobs having 1 container to up to maximum 
number of containers; 
 the sum job durations from the same bay must be equal to the total 
workload of that bay; 
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 a bay can be visited more than once (up to maximum number of 
containers); 
 at the beginning of search, the duration of each job is equal to total 
workload duration of each bay;  
 throughout the search procedure, the job sizes of quay cranes are 
readjusted and relocated among quay cranes dynamically. 
4.2.2 Neighbourhood Investigation Functions 
Neighbourhood investigation functions are used to lead the search into 
promising search space subsets. Five different investigation functions have been 
designed to refine the search for the needs of the novel solution representation. 
 Swap Move: applied to handling sequences of each quay crane to change 
their routings in their contiguous workspaces. The sequences 𝑠, 𝑠′ of all job 
pairs 𝑗, 𝑗′ having 𝑗 < 𝑗′ are swapped. 
Split Move: is used to generate new jobs as 𝑗′, 𝑗′′ from an initial job 𝑗. The 
total handling time of new jobs must be equal to initial job. The split move is 
done to all jobs 𝑗 … 𝐽 with handling times 𝑑𝑗 …𝑑𝐽, under following rules:  
 jobs are split to 1,𝑑𝑗 − 1; 2, 𝑑𝑗 − 2;…𝑑𝑗/2, 𝑑𝑗/2 unit times; 
 jobs are split as 𝑑/2, 𝑑/2; 
 jobs of any quay cranes are split to unit times as one container in each 
job group. 
Note that this move increases the number of jobs in the intermediate schedules as 
well as the efforts for investigating neighbourhood of intermediate schedules. 
However, through the refinement of job sizes, the solution quality may be 
enhanced.  
 Merge Move: is used to generate a new job 𝑗 by combining jobs 𝑗′, 𝑗′′…𝐽 
having same bay attributes. The following rules apply in finding candidate 
merges; 
 Consecutive: any job pairs 𝑗′ and 𝑗′′ which are sequenced 
consecutively in a handling sequence of a quay crane 𝑞 can be merged 
as job 𝑗 if it does not increase makespan. 
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 All: all the jobs 𝑗′, 𝑗′′…𝐽 which are assigned to same quay crane can be 
merged regardless their sequencing decision and deterioration in 
makespan. 
Note that merge move can be considered as a counter move of split 
reducing neighbourhood investigation efforts of a solution. This move promotes a 
faster convergence if unnecessary splits have been made consecutively during the 
search. 
 Relocation Move: any job 𝑗 which is assigned to quay crane 𝑞 is relocated to 
subsequent quay crane 𝑞′ if their workspaces are adjacent and without violating 
workspace contiguity rule. Additional rules are also applied to investigate the 
effects of different quay crane numbers on makespan; 
 Decrease quay cranes: all the jobs of a quay crane 𝑞 are relocated to a 
subsequent quay crane  𝑞′ if the utilization of 𝑞 is too low compared to 
other quay cranes.  
 Increase quay cranes: if the utilisation of quay cranes is too high, an 
additional quay crane is introduced to the system; some jobs from one 
end of the ship are gradually assigned to that additional quay crane. 
 Split to relocate: job 𝑗 of a quay crane 𝑞 is split as 1, 𝑑𝑗 − 1; 2, 𝑑𝑗 −
2;…𝑑𝑗/2, 𝑑𝑗/2 unit times and relocated to an admissible quay crane 
giving the best makespan value. 
 Percentage relocation: %1, %2… of the total workload of a quay 
crane 𝑞 can be split and relocated to other admissible quay cranes. 
4.2.3 Action Based Neighbourhood Investigation 
An action can be considered as an ordered collection of neighbourhood 
investigation functions which can be applied on the current solution.  
 action (1): applying swaps, splits, swaps, merges; 
 action (2): applying splits, relocations, swaps; 
 action (3): applying split to relocate, merges, swaps; and so on. 
Despite the variety and the flexibility of neighbourhood investigation 
functions, obtaining near optimal solutions can still be challenging since the 
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search space of the problem is too large. When a function is applied on the 
current solution, the candidate next solution may not give an improving result 
immediately. To exemplify, when a job is split into two new jobs, a new 
sequencing decision of these jobs should be taken. Therefore, it is more likely 
that this split function if followed by a swap function may give better results. It is 
worthwhile to point out that an application of randomly selected functions one 
after the other may introduce inefficiencies. To illustrate, after swapping a 
solution exhaustively, applying a merge function may most certainly be a 
redundant step since it is uncertain that the intermediate schedule has split jobs. 
While such arguments may not be the case in different problem domains, most of 
these redundancies have been observed during verification of the solution 
algorithm. 
Following these insights, actions are designed as predetermined sequences 
of neighbourhood functions to be applied on a solution. One of the remarkable 
benefits of action based neighbourhood investigation is that the neighbourhood 
investigation functions can be sequenced as a complement to another. To 
exemplify, splits can be followed by swaps, relocations can be followed by 
merges. The second remarkable benefit is that intermediate solutions obtained 
after applying a function within an action may give inferior results however those 
results are still accepted and the following function is still applied. As a third 
benefit designing actions as action-counter action fashion may promote fast 
convergence. While an action is more focused on splits and swaps the counter 
action may focus on merges and swaps. Different actions may also be more 
effective while applying on different schedules encountered throughout the 
search procedure. To exemplify if an intermediate solution is achieved by the end 
of an exhaustive split oriented action, merge or relocation oriented actions may 
promote fast convergence.   
4.3 TABU STRUCTURE, ASPIRATION CRITERIA, STOPPING 
CONDITIONS 
The tabu structure is designed to satisfy new requirements of proposed 
neighbourhood investigation functions and actions. In tabu search, tabu-active 
information is kept by short memories to prevent recurring visited solutions for a 
period of time. However incorporating a short term memory for each function is 
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ineffective due to dynamic readjustment of jobs. To illustrate, a swap memory 
which keeps tabu-active relationship of jobs 𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑗′ is redundant when these 
jobs are split, merged or relocated. In this study the concept of prohibiting 
occurrence of an event is adapted as follows: 
 actions which have been applied a number of times without giving an 
improvement are tabu-active for a number of iterations (tabu tenure); 
 actions which have been already applied on a solution a number of 
times are discarded from further considerations as candidate action for 
that solution. 
Aspiration criterion is defined as follows: when all the candidate actions 
are inadmissible, tabu-active state of an action is overridden and selected as the 
next action to apply on the current solution. 
Stopping criteria is defined as follows: when a total number of iterations 
have been applied the algorithm stops execution. 
4.4 INTENSIFICATION AND DIVERSIFICATION STRATEGIES 
Intensification and diversification strategies are used in tabu search to 
exploit the current subset of search space more thoroughly or to explore other 
subsets of search spaces. These concepts are adapted to satisfy novel 
requirements of proposed investigation methodology. 
Intensification of a solution is done by applying same action on a solution. 
Applying same action repetitively exploits the functionality of that action and the 
features of that solution. A solution which has not yet been split can be split and 
swapped many times to refine the schedule until no more improvements can be 
achieved. Actions are then changed since they have not been giving improvement 
for a number of iterations. Actions which are tabu-active and actions which are 
completely banned for a solution are considered while selecting a new candidate 
action.   
Diversification is achieved by keeping track of intermediate solutions 
which have been encountered throughout the search procedure. In case no 
improvement can be made on the last solution for several iterations, the head of 
that branch is backtracked to apply different set of actions in different sequence 
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to obtain a new decent branch. Solutions which have been investigated by all 
actions more than several times are discarded from further consideration. The 
backtracking can be seen in Figure 5. 
  
Figure 5.Backtracking 
4.5 SOLUTION CONSTRUCTION 
4.5.1 Constructive Sequencing Heuristic 
The sequencing algorithm generates an initial feasible solution by 
allocating equal amount of container workload to each quay crane. The 
contiguity of quay crane workspaces is not violated and allocated jobs are also 
sequenced unidirectional. An initial arrangement of conjunctive and disjunctive 
relationships is established through this algorithm. The complexity of original 
problem is reduced since allocations and sequencing decisions are made 
separately than the scheduling. The assignment process starts from the first bay 
and first quay crane, terminates at the last bay and the last quay crane. The quay 
cranes are assigned to jobs until they have equal amount of workload. Job 
durations can be equal to the total workload or a partial amount of a bay to 
balance the workload equally. To exemplify, assume a ship of six bays having a 
total workload of seventy five unit times should be served by three quay cranes 
each of which should get twenty five units of times. These jobs to quay crane 
assignment are shown in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6. Job to Quay Crane Assignments and Quay Crane Workspaces 
Assume quay cranes 1,2…𝑞 …𝑄 are available to handle ship bays 
1,2…𝑏′, 𝑏 …𝐵 with workload 𝑤1, 𝑤2 …𝑤𝑏′ , 𝑤𝑏…𝑤𝐵 respectively. The main 
steps of the algorithm are given as follows: 
i. The workload 𝑤𝑞 of each quay crane 𝑞 should be approximately equal to 
𝑤∗ ≅ ∑ 𝑤𝑏
𝐵
𝑏=1 /𝑄 after all the jobs are allocated; 
ii. Generate jobs  𝑗1, 𝑗2… 𝑗, 𝑗
′… 𝑗𝑛 from bay 1,2…𝑏, 𝑏
′…𝐵 considering 
following rules and allocate jobs to quay cranes 1,2…𝑞, 𝑞′…𝑄 respectively; 
 if 𝑤∗ − 𝑤𝑞 > 𝑤𝑏 then job 𝑗 is sized as 𝑤𝑏 and assigned to 𝑞, 𝑤𝑞 is 
reduced by 𝑤𝑏 and job 𝑗
′ will be generated from next bay 𝑏′ for quay 
crane 𝑞. 
 if 𝑤∗ − 𝑤𝑞 = 𝑤𝑏 then job 𝑗 is sized as 𝑤𝑏 and assigned to 𝑞, 𝑤𝑞 is set 
equal to 0 and job 𝑗′ will be generated from bay 𝑏′ for next a quay crane 
𝑞′.  
 if 𝑤∗ − 𝑤𝑞 < 𝑤𝑏 then job 𝑗 is sized as 𝑤𝑞 and assigned to 𝑞, 𝑤𝑞 is set 
equal to 0 and job 𝑗′ will be generated from bay 𝑏 for quay crane 𝑞′ 
which has 𝑤𝑏 − 𝑤𝑞 remaining workload. 
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4.5.2 Scheduling Heuristic: Largest Remaining Workload Quay Crane First 
A scheduling algorithm is designed to determine makespan of solutions 
encountered throughout the search. A quay crane which has the largest remaining 
workload is given priority while scheduling the jobs. This rule performs 
satisfactorily while deciding which quay crane should work first in congested bay 
areas. The algorithm fixes feasible time slots for candidate unscheduled jobs of 
quay cranes by considering conjunctive and disjunctive relationships. Note that 
conjunctive relationships occur in between every consecutive sequence pair of 
quay cranes. Conjunctive relationship defines an infeasible time interval where a 
job cannot be scheduled. Assume jobs 𝑗′ and 𝑗 are handled by quay crane 𝑞 and 
sequenced at 𝑠 − 1 and 𝑠 respectively. The completion time 𝑐𝑗′ plus the crane 
horizontal travelling time 𝑡𝑗′,𝑗 defines the infeasible time interval [0, 𝑐𝑗′ + 𝑡𝑗′,𝑗] 
where job 𝑗 cannot be scheduled. The disjunctive relationships of an unscheduled 
job occur due to the proximity relationships with other jobs when they are 
assigned to different quay cranes. The disjunctive relationships of job pairs 
assigned to same quay crane do not require reconsideration because the handling 
order of those jobs are determined by the sequencing heuristic. On the other hand 
the scheduling algorithm considers disjunctive jobs of the unscheduled job if 
their time slots have already been fixed. Note that the time slot of the 
unscheduled job cannot overlap with disjunctive time intervals. Assume an 
unscheduled job 𝑗 handled by quay crane 𝑞 has a scheduled disjunctive job 𝑗∗ 
handled by quay crane 𝑞∗. The start time 𝑠𝑗∗ minus the safety time gap 𝑡𝑗𝑗∗
𝑞𝑞∗
and 
the completion time 𝑐𝑗∗ plus the safety time gap 𝑡𝑗𝑗∗
𝑞𝑞∗
defines the time interval 
[𝑠𝑗∗ − 𝑡𝑗𝑗∗
𝑞𝑞∗ , 𝑐𝑗∗ + 𝑡𝑗𝑗∗
𝑞𝑞∗] where job 𝑗 cannot be scheduled.  To emphasize job 𝑗 can 
be processed at time 𝑐𝑗′ + 𝑡𝑗′,𝑗 if completion time of its disjunctive jobs are 
unfixed, otherwise a feasible start time 𝑠𝑗 is determined with following algorithm 
by considering all its disjunctive relationships. 
i. starting time 𝑠𝑗 is set equal to 𝑐𝑗′ + 𝑡𝑗′,𝑗  because of conjunctive job 𝑗
′ 
which has been sequenced and handled immediately before 𝑗; 




∗〉𝑗 is the disjunctive set of job 𝑗 and their 
completion time 𝑐𝑗∗ have been already fixed. Order the job indices by 
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ascending according to their  𝑠𝑗∗ − 𝑡𝑗𝑗∗
𝑞𝑞∗
values and assume the ordered 










respectively as in ordered set until a feasible start time 𝑠𝑗 can be fixed 
for job 𝑗; 
Case 1: if  𝑠𝑗 > 𝑐𝑗∗ + 𝑡𝑗𝑗∗
𝑞𝑞∗
then 𝑠𝑗  is unchanged, go to next job 𝑗
∗  
Case2: if 𝑠𝑗 > 𝑠𝑗∗ − 𝑡𝑗𝑗∗
𝑞𝑞∗
 and 𝑠𝑗 < 𝑐𝑗∗ + 𝑡𝑗𝑗∗
𝑞𝑞∗
 then 𝑠𝑗 = 𝑐𝑗∗ + 𝑡𝑗𝑗∗
𝑞𝑞∗
, go to 
next job 𝑗∗  
Case 3: if 𝑠𝑗 < 𝑠𝑗∗ − 𝑡𝑗𝑗∗
𝑞𝑞∗
 and 𝑠𝑗∗ − 𝑡𝑗𝑗∗
𝑞𝑞∗ − 𝑠𝑗 < 𝑡𝑗
ℎ  then 𝑠𝑗 = 𝑐𝑗∗ + 𝑡𝑗𝑗∗
𝑞𝑞∗
, 
go to next job 𝑗∗  
Case 4: if 𝑠𝑗 < 𝑠𝑗∗ − 𝑡𝑗𝑗∗
𝑞𝑞∗
 and 𝑠𝑗∗ − 𝑡𝑗𝑗∗
𝑞𝑞∗ − 𝑠𝑗 ≥ 𝑡𝑗
ℎ  then go to step 𝑖𝑣 
Case 5: if 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝐷 = ∅ then go to step 𝑖𝑣 
iv. the start time of job 𝑗 is 𝑠𝑗 with completion time 𝑐𝑗 = 𝑠𝑗 + 𝑡𝑗
ℎ     
This algorithm is repeated for every job 𝑗 in the handling sequences of quay 
cranes until makespan is found. The disjunctive cases of the scheduling algorithm 
are seen in Figure 7. Case one and two are used to enlarge infeasible time 
sections where the current job cannot be scheduled. Case three and four on the 
other hand try to detect a time slot where the current job can be feasibly 
scheduled. Note that those cases can be encountered in any order independent 
from each other. 
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Figure 7. Disjunctive Cases of Scheduling Algorithm 
4.5.3 Hypothetical Lower Bound of Quay Crane Scheduling 
In quay crane scheduling problems defining a lower bound for the maximum 
completion time of ships is necessary to assess the quality of the schedules. Several 
studies (Kim and Park, 2004) and (Legato et al., 2012) reported lower bounds for 
partial schedules to assess the quality decision nodes. In quay crane scheduling 
problems defining a lower bound for the maximum completion time of ships can be 
very challenging due to following reasons: 
 the workload is not uniformly distributed within the ship, quay cranes 
cannot share the total workload equally; 
 the effect of horizontal movements changes under different workload 
distribution among quay cranes; and 
 the effect of horizontal movements and workload distribution may behave 
different under different sequencing and scheduling methodologies. 
 However it is necessary to have at least an approximate lower bound to assess 
the quality of encountered schedules. Hypothetical lower bound is calculated as 
follows; 
𝑞 quay crane index 
𝑄 number of available quay cranes 
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𝐶𝑞
ℎ𝑦𝑝
 hypotetical lower bound of  quay crane q
′s completion time 
𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥
ℎ𝑦𝑝
 hypotetical lower bound completion time 
𝑇𝑊𝐿 total workload in unit time which should be handled by quay cranes 
𝑙𝑗



















 As it can be observed hypothetical makespan does not consider any different 
sequencing order than unidirectional. It also ignores the blockages of quay cranes 
which may occur. It is worthwhile to note that this lower bound is not restrictive 
however it is used to assess the schedules obtained through search procedure. 
4.6 ALGORITHM FLOW  
The proposed structures, sequencing, scheduling, and search strategies 
presented in Section 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 are utilised in harmony to converge near 
optimal results in reasonable times.  After a solution is constructed with constructive 
sequencing heuristic, a non-tabu action is selected to apply on the solution as long as 
improvements can be achieved. When a solution cannot be improved for a certain 
amount of iteration, the applied action is labelled as tabu-active, banned from further 
consideration for that particular solution and a new non-tabu action is selected.  If the 
algorithm cannot achieve any improvement from that solution, then a backtracking 
procedure begins and a previous visited solution is fetched from long term memory 
to apply a non-tabu action to diversify the search.  This procedure can also be seen in 
Figure 5. The complete tabu search algorithm flow is given in Figure 8. This 
algorithm has been implemented using C# programming language and the flexibility 
of object oriented concepts. The implementation is seen in Appendix B. 
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Figure 8. Algorithm Flow 
4.7 BENEFITS OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
The benefits of the proposed algorithm can be highlighted as follows: 
 the efficiency of schedules are not limited by the initial job properties, 
compared to the counterparts of the problem with fixed number of jobs and 
fixed processing times;  
 the group sizes are decision variables rather than parameters. 
 the rationale of quay crane horizontal movements is better exploited 
without losing container level decision flexibility; 
 the algorithm can readjust all the jobs equal to one container size; 
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 the algorithm can evaluate different numbers of deployed quay cranes with 
relocation function;  
 the large problem sizes are managed more effectively since for larger 
instances the decision trade-offs of quay crane horizontal movements is 
same as for small instances; 
 the number of split jobs are bounded since in larger instances quay 
cranes need to handle the bays longer amount of time. 
 the algorithm is flexible since; 
 it enables readjustments in job sizes to minimise quay crane 
interference; 
 job readjustment can be disabled by putting split constraints to 
accommodate different requirements imposed from storage area; 
 the quay cranes can be given ready times for different types of analysis. 
 the algorithm mitigates redundancies during neighbourhood investigation; 
action based neighbourhood scheduling enable a more controlled investigation 
of search space. 
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Chapter 5: Computational Experiments and 
Results 
This chapter describes the experimentation and the results of the proposed 
scheduling methodology presented in Chapter 4. Section 5.1 gives a comparative 
analysis of the performance level of scheduling methodology with other studies; 
Section 5.2 develops an advanced computational experiment scheme while Section 
5.2 explains the implications of the computational results. 
5.1 DESIGN OF COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS 
In this study, the experiments are devised into two sections which intend to 
show: 
i. the performance level of the proposed scheduling methodology; and,  
ii. potential consequences of stowage plans.  
5.1.1 Comparison with Other Studies 
As mentioned in Section 2.4, many papers have been published considering 
quay crane scheduling problems due to growing demand for efficiency 
improvements in ship handling processes. In addition, most of those studies 
presented some remarkable data generation methodologies to test the performance of 
their approaches. In this study, a software platform which has been developed by 
(Meisel and Bierwirth, 2011) is used to generate data instances to compare the 
performance of  the proposed scheduling approach with other studies. This tool 
provides a parameterized instance generation platform to create a variety of test 
instances with different difficulty levels. Ship sizes (number of bays), number of 
group of containers, distribution of workload locations, density of precedence 
relationships, and workload limits of the bays are the main parameters used to 
generate different sets of benchmark instances.  In this study, the largest data set so 
called “set C” is generated as advised in (Meisel and Bierwirth, 2011) for the purpose 
of a comparative analysis of performance. The data generation scheme is as follows: 
 number of groups of containers n are set to seventy five, eighty, eighty 
five, ninety, ninety five, and a hundred respectively; 
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 ten instances are to be created for each n with seed numbers ranging 
from one to ten; 
 the location distribution parameter of container groups is set to uniform 
distribution; 
 the number of bays in the ship is set to twenty; 
 the capacity of each bay is considered as six hundred containers; 
 the number of containers which should be handled is considered as fifty 
percent of the total container number in the ship (which is equal to six 
thousands out of twelve thousands that is twenty bays of six hundreds 
containers); 
 the number of quay cranes q is set to six; 
 crane travel time is considered as one unit time; 
 the container handling time is considered as one unit time; 
 After these parameters are set accordingly, ten instances are generated for 
each numbers of groups of containers. As a common practice, the average results of 
ten instances are compared against the values in other studies.  Despite the fact that 
this tool has been initially created for three types of problem (i.e. bay areas, complete 
bays, groups of containers) it is still usable for quay crane scheduling problem with 
individual containers. As it is also stated in the study (Meisel and Bierwirth, 2011) 
by clustering the container groups in different ways, test instances can provide a 
unified comparative basis for different problem types. To exemplify, by clustering 
groups of containers within each bay, data sets for complete bay problem can be 
obtained. From this perspective, the groups of containers are clustered to obtain the 
numbers of containers which should be handled in each bay of the ship.  The pre-
processed data is then used to test the performance of proposed scheduling 
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Table 6: Comparison of Computational Results 
instances Average Makespan Values, 𝑍 Average Solution Times (Sec),  𝑡 
n q 𝑍𝑈𝐷𝑆  𝑍𝑇𝑃𝑁 𝑍𝐶𝑃 𝒁𝑻𝑺 𝑡𝑈𝐷𝑆 𝑡𝑇𝑃𝑁 𝑡𝐶𝑃 𝒕𝑻𝑺 
75 6 1142.9 1142.9 1139.5 1141 3600 3114 504 24.1 
80 6 1120.4 1120.3 1114.9 1111.7 3246 2880 876 37.6 
85 6 1084.7 1084.7 1082.8 1084 3600 3288 1242 30.3 
90 6 1068.9 1068.8 1066.4 1064 3600 3384 816 49.1 
95 6 1083.3 1082.9 1080.2 1078.5 3600 3450 1050 64.2 
100 6 1086.5 1085.3 1083.4 1079.5 3600 3600 1140 60.6 
Averages 1097.8 1097.5 1094.5 1093.1 3541.0 3286.0 938.0 44.3 
In Table 6 columns 𝑍𝑈𝐷𝑆 , 𝑍𝑇𝑃𝑁 , 𝑍𝐶𝑃 refer to the average makespan values and 
𝑡𝑈𝐷𝑆, 𝑡𝑇𝑃𝑁 , 𝑡𝐶𝑃 refer to the average solution times which were obtained through the 
studies carried out by (Bierwirth and Meisel, 2009),(Legato et al., 2012),(Unsal and 
Oguz, 2013) respectively.  The results of proposed scheduling algorithm is given 
under highlighted column 𝑍𝑇𝑆. As seen in Table 6, for the instance types seventy five 
and eighty five, the novel search algorithm has found slightly inferior results than the 
best found solutions in terms of the average makespan values. However for the other 
instances slight improvements have been achieved. In some instances, the 
constructive sequencing and largest remaining workload quay crane first scheduling 
heuristics presented in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 have improved the best found results 
in the literature. It is worthwhile to note that some of the instances are very easy to 
solve with the novel algorithm due to the fact that: 
 they do not include high density of workload within a relatively small bay 
areas of the ship which may cause quay crane interference, in such cases 
initialization of the algorithm has given same or slightly better results; 
 they include high density of workload within a relatively small bay areas 
which cannot be handled in parallel, in addition the remaining workload in 
other bays does not compensate workload sharing of these congested bays; 
and,   
 the strength of the novel scheduling algorithm which is enabling the 
readjustments of job sizes.   
Despite the slight improvements in overall makespan values, significant 
improvements have been achieved in terms of speed. In the literature, the latest study 
which was conducted by (Unsal and Oguz, 2013) approximately took nine hundred 
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thirty eight seconds on average (fifteen point six minutes). However, the novel 
scheduling algorithm reduces the solution times to around forty four point three 
seconds on average (approximately to three quarters of a minute) which is seen in 
column 𝑡𝑇𝑆, in Table 6. The results show that ninety five percent less computational 
times is achieved in overall.  
In summary, with the proposed scheduling algorithm a significant 
improvement in solution times has been obtained with slight increases in makespan 
in some problem cases. Regarding the robustness and flexibility of the novel 
scheduling algorithm, integration or synchronization of quay crane scheduling with 
stowage planning, berth allocation, quay crane assignments, and storage area related 
problems are promoted in more viable way. It is also worthwhile to point out that this 
scheduling approach can be used as a foundation algorithm for future autonomous 
container terminals since it considers exact handling time of containers. Moreover, 
the automated machines can be reactively scheduled within seconds when up to date 
data is available and to prevent collisions.  
Despite the significant improvements which has been made regarding to the 
latest studies, it is necessary to further assess the potential consequences of different 
stowage plans on ship makespan. For this purpose, the following section presents a 
novel algorithm for testing quay crane scheduling methodologies given different load 
plans.  
5.1.2 Advanced Computational Experiment and Results 
In this section a novel data generation concept is proposed to observe and 
capture the consequences of ship stowage plans on makespan. The search space of 
quay crane scheduling problems can be too large and making a comprehensive 
analysis can be very challenging and very time consuming. To give a general idea, 
the size of the search space can be counted as ‘maximum number of containers in 
each bay’ to the ‘number of bays’ power (which approximately makes  60020 
different stowage plans, a ship with twenty bays assuming at most six hundred 
containers can be handled in each bay). For this reason, a novel data generation 
concept is proposed to identify what could be “the best” and “the worst” stowage 
plans which should be “attempted” and “avoided”. Considering the fact that the best 
or the worst cannot exactly be the same for every port system, this approach can be 
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adapted to make advanced analysis of different ship stowage plans by enlarging 
those definitions. 
Stowage planners try to maximize quay crane productivity while considering 
ship stability requirements and container shipping demands in multi-port 
environments. By intuition, an even distribution of containers within ships and an 
effective scheduling of quay cranes may promote high productivity. Therefore a best 
and a worst stowage plans can be intuitively designated respectively as follows: 
 a number of containers which are equally distributed and closely distanced 
regarding the number of quay cranes and their safety margins can lead to 
the best stowage plan; and, 
 a number of containers which a great amount of them are stacked within a 
bay or distributed within a small bay area can lead to the worst stowage 
plan due to increased obstacles in parallel processing.  
 moreover, note that this case is undesirable considering ship balance 
requirements since unloading or loading from one side of the ship may 
disturb the ship stability. 
Achieving the best case can almost be impossible considering the stochastic 
nature of container shipping demand. However, it is most likely easier to avoid the 
worst by observing and capturing the inherent patterns in worst scenarios. Therefore 
the emphasis in this novel concept is given to “what a stowage plan should not be” 
leading to an understanding of “what the stowage plan should be”. It should be also 
pointed out that solving a large problem case even in reasonable times without an 
adequate insight of the stowage plan can lead to a short term resolution of the vicious 
problem. Following approach can be used as an alternative to capture inherent 
patterns of different stowage plans:  
 considering “percentage container workload distributions” rather than 
“the number of containers”; and, 
 considering a small number of bays to better understand how quay crane 
interference may affect the makespan. 
 Generating values out of predetermined percentages may promote a better 
explanation of different stowage plans since the generation of such cases can be 
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easier and straightforward. Note that, it is very challenging to assess the effect of a 
thousand or a thousand and one or two containers. To exemplify; assuming a ship of 
ten bays and considering twenty, thirty, ten and forty percent of the total workload is 
located into bay one, five, six, and nine can be useful to capture the patterns of such 
workload distributions. This generalization also leads to establish a common basis 
for different numbers of containers to be treated similar, if they have the same 
percentage distribution patterns.  
 Moreover, considering a restricted number of bays can be more beneficial in 
understanding how two, three, and more quay cranes interfere given the percentage 
workload of that isolated area in concern. The restricted area can be enlarged in a 
controlled way to assess the influence of percentage workload distribution under 
different location distribution. Even if this concept may appear similar with other 
data creation schemes which have been using different distribution functions, the 
crucial point of this approach is that the data instances can be generated in a more 
controlled manner rather than randomness. It is also worthwhile to note that this 
approach has been inspired by the fact that all quay cranes do not interfere at any 
time but in some restricted areas such an event may occur.    
 In Table 7 hypothetical ship stowage plans can be seen for a ship having ten 
bays. Each row represents a different ship having different percentage workload 
distributions. This table aims to capture the pattern of the best and the worst stowage 
plans. The fractional percentages can be adjusted easily to avoid fractional numbers 















Table 7: Ship Stowage Plan with Different Container Assignments (as %)  
 Bay Numbers 
Scenarios 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 50 50 0 0 0 0 
3 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 
4 0 0 5 20 50 20 5 0 0 0 
5 30 0 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 30 
6 0 0 0 20 50 30 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 20 0 50 0 30 0 0 0 
8 0 20 0 0 50 0 0 30 0 0 
9 0 0 0 20 25 25 30 0 0 0 
10 25 0 0 25 0 0 25 0 0 25 
11 0 20 0 25 0 25 0 30 0 0 
12 0 0 20 12.5 25 12.5 30 0 0 0 
13 0 20 0 12.5 25 12.5 0 30 0 0 
14 20 0 12.5 0 25 0 12.5 0 30 0 
15 0 0 20 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 30 0 0 
16 0 20 0 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5 0 30 0 
17 20 12.5 0 12.5 0 12.5 0 12.5 0 30 
18 0 0 0 20 20 30 30 0 0 0 
19 0 0 0 20 30 20 30 0 0 0 
20 0 0 20 0 30 0 20 0 30 0 
21 20 0 20 0 20 0 20 0 20 0 
22 20 0 20 0 20 0 20 0 20 0 
23 20 20 20 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 
24 20 20 20 0 20 20 0 0 0 0 
25 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
26 10.5 10 10.5 9.5 10 10.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 10.5 
27 9 11 11 10.5 9 10.5 10 10 9 10 
 
The container numbers with given percentage distribution can be seen in Table 8. 
Assume two hundreds of containers are chosen for preliminary analysis. More 










Table 8: Stowage Plan Cases for 200 Containers 
 Bay Numbers 
Scenarios 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 0 0 0 0 200 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 100 100 0 0 0 0 
3 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 
4 0 0 10 40 100 40 10 0 0 0 
5 60 0 0 0 0 80 0 0 0 60 
6 0 0 0 40 100 60 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 40 0 100 0 60 0 0 0 
8 0 40 0 0 100 0 0 60 0 0 
9 0 0 0 40 50 50 60 0 0 0 
10 50 0 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 50 
11 0 40 0 50 0 50 0 60 0 0 
12 0 0 40 25 50 25 60 0 0 0 
13 0 40 0 25 50 25 0 60 0 0 
14 40 0 25 0 50 0 25 0 60 0 
15 0 0 40 25 25 25 25 60 0 0 
16 0 40 0 25 25 25 25 0 60 0 
17 40 25 0 25 0 25 0 25 0 60 
18 0 0 0 40 40 60 60 0 0 0 
19 0 0 0 40 60 40 60 0 0 0 
20 0 0 40 0 60 0 40 0 60 0 
21 40 0 40 0 40 0 40 0 40 0 
22 40 0 40 0 40 0 40 0 40 0 
23 40 40 40 40 40 0 0 0 0 0 
24 40 40 40 0 40 40 0 0 0 0 
25 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
26 21 20 21 19 20 21 19 19 19 21 
27 18 22 22 21 18 21 20 20 18 20 
 
In accordance with Table 7 and 8, Table 9 gives makespan values under different 
numbers of quay cranes. The percentage decrease in makespan when quay crane 
numbers are increased one by one is also given in the rightmost columns. Since the 
described algorithm is very efficient in solution speed, the computational times have 
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Table 9: Makespan and Marginal Reduction 
 Number of Quay Cranes % Reduction in 
Makespan 
ship\q 1 2 3 4 1 to 2 2 to 3 3 to 4 
1 200.00 200.00 200.00 200.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 203.00 203.00 203.00 203.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 227.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 -55.95 0.00 0.00 
4 212.00 146.00 143.00 143.00 -31.13 -2.05 0.00 
5 227.00 115.00 80.00 80.00 -49.34 -30.43 0.00 
6 206.00 163.00 163.00 163.00 -20.87 0.00 0.00 
7 212.00 106.00 100.00 100.00 -50.00 -5.66 0.00 
8 218.00 109.00 100.00 100.00 -50.00 -8.26 0.00 
9 209.00 113.00 113.00 113.00 -45.93 0.00 0.00 
10 227.00 109.00 77.00 50.00 -51.98 -29.36 -35.06 
11 218.00 109.00 74.00 60.00 -50.00 -32.11 -18.92 
12 212.00 106.00 88.00 88.00 -50.00 -16.98 0.00 
13 218.00 109.00 78.00 78.00 -50.00 -28.44 0.00 
14 224.00 112.00 74.00 60.00 -50.00 -33.93 -18.92 
15 215.00 108.00 88.00 88.00 -49.77 -18.52 0.00 
16 221.00 112.00 74.00 60.00 -49.32 -33.93 -18.92 
17 227.00 114.00 78.00 68.00 -49.78 -31.58 -12.82 
18 209.00 123.00 123.00 123.00 -41.15 0.00 0.00 
19 209.00 103.00 103.00 103.00 -50.72 0.00 0.00 
20 218.00 106.00 73.00 60.00 -51.38 -31.13 -17.81 
21 224.00 112.00 78.00 56.00 -50.00 -30.36 -28.21 
22 224.00 112.00 78.00 56.00 -50.00 -30.36 -28.21 
23 212.00 106.00 83.00 83.00 -50.00 -21.70 0.00 
24 215.00 108.00 83.00 83.00 -49.77 -23.15 0.00 
25 227.00 112.00 77.00 56.00 -50.66 -31.25 -27.27 
26 227.00 113.00 76.00 59.00 -50.22 -32.74 -22.37 
27 227.00 113.00 77.00 59.00 -50.22 -31.86 -23.38 
   Maximum Reduction -55.95 -33.93 -35.06 
Yellows shows makespan reduction in all cases 
Greens shows makespan reduction in first two cases 
Others shows no improvement in makespan 
 The results show that in ship cases one and two there is no possible 
improvements in makespan when quay crane numbers are increased due to the fact 
that the workload has not been distributed evenly to allow parallel processing. 
Therefore, such workload peaks should be avoided and distributed by considering 
quay crane safety margins. The green rows illustrates that even if the workload is 
partitioned within the bays more equally, parallel processing has somehow been 
limited due to the closeness of workload within a restricted number of bay area. The 
yellow cases on the other hand illustrate how even and equal workload distribution 
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promotes the makespan reductions while increasing quay crane numbers. Values in 
this table are shown in Figure 9 to represent the effects of number of quay cranes 
changes on makespan. 
 
 
Figure 9. Marginal Change in Makespan 
 It is important to point out that two quay crane cases give the largest 
improvement in makespan due to: 
 slight or no interference of quay cranes; 
 quay cranes are sharing the workload almost equally 
 quay cranes are sharing the total horizontal distance travelled almost 
equally. 
 The intersection points of three and four quay crane assignment cases 
illustrate that there is no potential improvement which can be achieved when the 
number of quay cranes are increased due to: 
 extreme interference of quay cranes and further workload sharing is not 
viable; and, 
 unnecessary capacity increase of quay crane numbers when a physical limit 
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 The following analysis has been aimed to illustrate the extensibility and 
flexibility of novel data generation concept. More sophisticated scenarios can be 
created through the concept described above. The following data generation rules are 
designed to assess when there is an extreme amount of workload stacked in a single 
bay while the rest of the workload is almost insignificant to compensate the peak 
workload during parallel processing. This case can be considered as one of the worst 
scenarios because the peak workload will most certainly be dominating the 
makespan. The peak workload can then be reduced systematically to observe the 
changes in makespan. To further strengthen the observations, two additional 
considerations can be done as follows: the peak workload can be shifted within the 
ship systematically to observe if its location affects the makespan; the total workload 
of the adjacent bays of peak bay can be adjusted systematically to observe how that 
restricted bay area affects the makespan. The data creation scheme is explained as 
follows: 
  %50, %40, and %30 of total workload of the ship can be stacked into one 
bay;  
  the peak workloads can be put to the bays 1, 3, and 5 while shifting the rest 
of the workload accordingly to the right bays; 
  the peak workload can be isolated with no workload, %10, and %20 of total 
workload in its adjacent bays; and, 
  the rest of the bays can be assigned at most %10 of workload while not 
violating the total workload percentage. 
 Shifting workload may violate the consistency of the scenarios however, even 
the shifted data can be considered as an unrelated case which can be beneficial of 
comparing with the others. The details of generated data by the designated rules can 
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Table 10: One Peak Bay Scenario Analysis 
   Bays 













1 100 0 7 15 20 7 16 15 20 0 
3 20 0 100 0 7 15 20 7 16 15 






1 100 11 9 10 9 19 7 12 15 8 
3 15 8 100 11 9 10 9 19 7 12 






1 100 20 5 8 12 13 7 6 14 15 
3 14 15 100 20 5 8 12 13 7 6 
5 7 6 14 15 100 20 5 8 12 13 













1 80 0 15 18 17 20 18 13 19 0 
3 19 0 80 0 15 18 17 20 18 13 






1 80 8 16 10 13 15 20 16 12 10 
3 12 10 80 8 16 10 13 15 20 16 






1 80 17 16 6 13 9 20 7 12 20 
3 12 20 80 17 16 6 13 9 20 7 
5 20 7 12 20 80 17 16 6 13 9 













1 60 0 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 0 
3 20 0 60 0 20 20 20 20 20 20 






1 60 5 20 16 17 17 13 18 19 15 
3 19 15 60 5 20 16 17 17 13 18 






1 60 20 15 8 13 17 19 12 18 18 
3 18 18 60 20 15 8 13 17 19 12 
5 19 12 18 18 60 20 15 8 13 17 
 
The makespan values associated with each case can be seen in Table 11. The 
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Table 11: Makespan of One Peak Bay Scenarios 
   Quay Crane 
Numbers  











 1 224 112 100 100 
3 227 121 100 100 





 1 227 114 114 114 
3 227 120 114 114 





 1 227 123 123 123 
3 227 129 123 123 
5 227 126 123 123 
   












 1 224 113 80 80 
3 227 114 86 80 





 1 227 114 91 91 
3 227 115 96 93 





 1 227 119 100 100 
3 227 118 106 103 















 1 224 112 77 60 
3 227 112 77 60 





 1 227 114 75 68 
3 227 114 81 81 





 1 227 115 83 83 
3 227 118 86 83 
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Figure 10 shows a graphical representation of the consequences of peak workload. 
 
Figure 10. Influence of Peak Workload on Makespan 
 there is no sign to assert that peak workloads influences the makespan 
when one or two quay cranes are deployed;  
 the location of the peak workload seems uninfluential when one or two 
quay cranes are deployed; 
 there is a clear overall decrease in makespan as the peak workload 
decreases through the scenarios (%50, %40, %30 respectively); 
 there is a clear evidence that when the workload around peak bay 
increases, makespan with one extra quay crane result either the same or 
getting very close to one less quay crane;  
 there is a clear evidence that in scenario two and three, decreasing peak 
workload and isolating it with no workload distinguishes the makespan 
when three and four quay cranes are deployed; 
 there is no obvious sign that in any scenario the bay location of peak 
workload influences the makespan; 
 as it was observed in the first analysis, there is a marginal decrease in 
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5.2 SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
In the first part of this chapter, the proposed scheduling algorithm is compared 
with other studies which focused on branch and bound and constraint programming 
approaches. Promising results are obtained in terms of algorithm efficiency. The 
latest study with groups of containers simplification is improved by ninety five per 
cents less in solution times and the duration of solving quay crane scheduling 
problems with individual containers has been reduced to fraction of minutes. These 
results will certainly have a great impact on the future studies and the integration or 
synchronisation of quay crane scheduling problems is now more viable. The 
scheduling algorithm can also be used in autonomous container terminals to 
reschedule the incoming transfer demands efficiently while preventing machine 
collisions. Parallel to promising performance improvements, a novel data generation 
concept has been established to capture the characteristics of potentially “the best” 
and “the worst” stowage plans which should be attempted or avoided. This concept 
may facilitate sophisticated sensitivity analysis of the stowage plans. Despite the 
small problem cases which are analysed in this chapter, larger instances can be 
designed and solved with the proposed scheduling algorithm and data generation 
concept efficiently. 
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Chapter 6: Extensions and Future 
Directions 
This chapter discusses potential extensions and improvements which can be 
incorporated into proposed scheduling methodology. In Section 6.1 the basics of ship 
stability requirements is discussed by giving a broad terminology related to ships and 
their stability criteria; In Section 6.2  ship stability constraints are developed and the 
mathematical model described in Chapter 3 is extended; In Section 6.3 some 
additional features for the algorithm described in Chapter 4 is presented. 
6.1 INVESTIGATION OF SHIP STABILITY  
In this section some of the key background information about the ship stability 
and its importance during cargo handling are discussed to draw some useful 
assumptions for the extension of quay crane scheduling model with ship balance 
constraints. Interested readers can obtain more detailed information through the 
references given. 
Ship stability can be defined as the capability of ships restores their initial state 
after disturbances and moments (Barrass and Derrett, 2012). Disturbances and 
moments may occur due to winds, waves, cargo and ballast water handling, and 
hydrostatic pressures. Moments can be further explained as the effect of a force 
depending on the location and its magnitude relative to a rotation axis. Ships react to 
the disturbances by heeling to the port or starboard sides, hogging or sagging due to 
shearing forces and bending moments, trimming due to the deviation of the 
longitudinal draft levels, or by a combination of all. Those reactions are permissible 
within some predefined ranges which are defined for each ship specifically. Ships 
should be resilient enough to protect their desired equilibrium state and their intact 
hull structure under any circumstances during the handling operations of their cargo 
and their voyages. The equilibrium states that ships can possess are so-called stable, 
neutral and unstable equilibrium states. In brief the definitions are as follows; in 
stable equilibrium state ships can return their stabile initial state after being 
disturbed; in neutral equilibrium state ships attain a new neutral equilibrium state 
according to the effects of disturbances; in unstable equilibrium state ships tend to 
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overreact compared to magnitude of the disturbing forces. Clearly the neutral and 
unstable equilibrium states are not desired under any circumstances due to 
unpredictable reactions of the ships to the combined disturbances and moments.  
6.1.1 Terminology and Definitions 
 In the body of ships there are three main interacting centres named as centre of 
gravity (G), floatation centre (F), and metacentre (M) due to the shape and the load 
distribution of ships. There are also different downward and upward forces which are 
the deadweight of the ships and the buoyancy force of the water (hydrostatic 
pressure) respectively. Those centres and their distances from each other define the 
equilibrium state of the ships and they are used to predict the reactions of the ships 
due to disturbances and moments. The formal definitions of the centres and 
equilibrium states are explained below based on the books (Serway and Jewett, 2013) 
(Barrass and  Derrett, 2012), (Rawson and Tupper), and (Bruce and Eyres, 2012). 
The centres can be seen in Figure 11 which is based on (Barrass and Derrett, 2012). 
 
The centre of gravity (G) can be defined as the point through which the net 
effect of the weight of a body (ship) may be assumed to act (Serway and Jewett, 
2013). 
The centre of flotation (F) is “the centre of gravity or centroid of the water 
plane area about which a ship heels and trims” (Barrass and Derrett, 2012). Centre of 
flotation can coincide with centre of gravity of a body which has a uniform shape and 
a homogenous weight distribution immersed in a fluid either partially or completely. 
It should be also noted that due to the non-uniform shape of the water plane of the 
ships and the non-homogenous weight distributions, G and F do not usually coincide. 
The centre of buoyancy (B) can be defined as the centre of gravity of the 
underwater volume of the ships (Barrass and Derrett, 2012). Law of flotation 
principle of Archimedes also states that the weight of a body freely floating in a fluid 
is equal to the buoyancy which is also equal to the weight of the fluid displacement 
(Rawson and Tupper).  
The metacentre (M) can be defined as the intersection point of two verticals 
passing through B and a new centre of buoyancy 𝐵1 due to a disturbance which heels 
the ship (Barrass and Derrett, 2012).  Note that these vertical lines cutting through 
metacentre only occurs up to a small angle of inclination. As the inclination increase 
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the metacentre changes relative to new buoyancy points of the underwater volume of 
the ship. 
The distance among (G) and (M) defines the equilibrium state of the ships. 
According that distance, ships react differently to disturbances and moments as they 
are in different state of equilibrium. This means that same disturbance may cause two 
ships to differ in their reactions if one of them has stable equilibrium and the other 
has neutral or unstable equilibrium. Additional definitions are as follows; 
Metacentric height (GM) can be defined as the distance between G and M. 
Metacentric height is said to be negative if G is above M; in reverse case it is called 
positive (Barrass and Derrett, 2012). 
 
Figure 11. Interacting Centers in Ships  
6.1.2 Ship equilibrium States 
 As already mentioned ships can possess one of the three equilibrium states and 
they are explained based on (Barrass and Derrett, 2012). 
Stable Equilibrium  
When a ship has positive GM that is the centre of gravity G is below the 
metacentre M, the ship tends to return its initial equilibrium state after being 
stimulated by an external force. Due to that heeling moment; a moment of ‘statical 
stability’ reacts to move the ship to its initial position.  
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Unstable Equilibrium 
This phenomenon occurs when a ship has a negative metacentric height that is 
the centre of gravity G is above the metacentre M. Here, the ‘statical stability’ tends 
to heel the ship more than the initial heeling moment. This may even cause the ship 
to capsize. 
Neutral Equilibrium 
When G and M of a ship overlaps at the same point which is called zero GM, 
the ship finds new equilibrium after being stimulated by a small external force (small 
angle of inclination). 
As already discussed; ships react to the disturbances and moments according to 
their equilibrium states. The reactions occur either by rotating or translations over the 
x, y, and z axis (see Figure 12) based on (Rawson and Tupper). Translation along x 
and y axis leads the ship to remain in neutral equilibrium. On the other hand after a 
translation on z axis the ship will tend to return to the state of stable equilibrium. 
Rotation on x and y axis can cause the ship to react in accordance with its initial 
equilibrium. However rotation in z axis (yawing) results in a neutral equilibrium state 
(Rawson and Tupper). Ships are subjected to different disturbances in still water and 
during voyage. The statical stability moment as Barrass and Derrett (2012) 
explained, is the moment which returns the ship to the initial position after a small 
external disturbance causing the ship to heel or trim if they are in stable equilibrium. 
While the ships are floating at the port in the still water, the disturbances can be 
assumed to be due to cargo and ballast handling operations. The effects of the winds 
and the waves can be neglected while the ship is in harbour. Three important safety 
criteria can be considered at the port during unloading and loading operations 
namely; 
 hogging and sagging; 
 transverse stability;  and, 
 longitudinal stability.  
Note that in case a deviation from the predefined stowage plan for ballast and 
cargo handling occur, other stability criteria such as single hold and adjacent holds 
weight limit violations, visibility due to stack heights should all be reevaluated. If 
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any violations in seagoing stability requirements have been observed the cargo 
handling operations should be stopped and corrective actions should be taken. The 
definitions of safety criteria are explained as follows; 
 
Figure 12. Axis of Translation and Rotation of the Ships  
6.1.3 Hogging and Sagging  
The weight of a homogenous body floating in the still water is subjected to the 
upward and uniform buoyancy forces. However, due to the uneven distribution of the 
weight of the hull structure and cargo, ships are subjected to non-uniform buoyancy 
forces (Bruce and Eyres, 2012). Lightweight, cargo weight, ballast load, hydrostatic 
pressure of the water (buoyancy) can be named as static loads to which ships should 
resist in still water in order to remain intact. Dynamic loads which is also called 
inertia loads are caused by the ship motions due to the exertion of waves and winds 
(Rawson and Tupper), (IACS,1997). Especially during the cargo handling; ships are 
under the pressure of static stresses because of the rate and sequence of the unloading 
and loading operations. As already stated; dynamic stresses can be considered 
negligible in the port as the waves and the winds are not as strong as the sea or 
ocean. The difference of the magnitude of the resultant forces in each transverse 
section of the ships, due to the difference between the weight of those sections and 
the upward forces of buoyancy, cause vertical shearing resultant forces which tend to 
distort the hull structure of the ship. This phenomenon can be seen in Figure 13 
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Figure 13. Vertical Shear and Longitudinal Bending in Still Water 
The bending reaction of the ship to the different resultant forces in its different 
sections is also called bending moments. Hogging and sagging are two moments 
which should be kept under control during unloading and loading operations in still 
water at the port. Hogging and sagging are the concave downwards and upwards 
bending of the ship respectively (Rawson and Tupper).  As Rawson and Tupper also 
pointed out that still water hogging and sagging momentums are suitable assessment 
measures for different cargo handling sequences especially for the long cargo ships. 
They suggested that the ships can be divided into twenty intervals and weights of 
each interval can be summed and divided by the length of the ship to find the mean 
weights per unit length. The obtained saw tooth distribution of weights per unit 
length is compared against the distribution of buoyancy to observe which momentum 
may occur and to calculate its magnitude.  
6.1.4 Transverse and Longitudinal Stability  
Compared to hogging and sagging transverse stability and longitudinal stability 
are relatively easy to observe. They are both the same kind of reaction in different 
axis due to the same kind of disturbances. The formal definitions are explained 
according to book written by (Barrass and Derrett, 2012). 
List can be defined as the transverse inclination of the ship due to the change in 
internal forces such as cargo movements about the x axis. 
 Heel can be defined as the transverse inclination of the ship due to the change 
in external forces such as wind or waves about the x axis. In Figure 11 heeling 
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rotation over x axis of the ships can be observed. The angle of rotation is observed 
from the ships and used for calculations. 
Trim can be defined as the water draft difference in the different longitudinal 
sections of the ships such as forward and aft (Barrass and Derrett, 2012). The 
distance between the waterline (W) and the ship keel is defined as water draft. Trim 
may occur due to external and internal forces as an angle of rotation from the centre 
of flotation of the ships. In the following Figure 14, this phenomenon is seen. 
 
Figure 14. Trim of Ships 
The centre of flotation can be assumed the support point of the ship on the 
water plane. The additional weight placed on that centre cannot cause trimming 
moment but it would increases the water draft evenly in all sections of the ships. 
However any weight placement deviating from this centre causes rotation as it is 
seen in Figure 14 which is based on (Barrass and Derrett, 2012). The measurement of 
the trim is made in draft difference rather than the angular rotation in the y axis at F.  
6.1.5 Stiff and Tender Ships 
A ship tends to return its initial equilibrium state after being a subject of a 
small disturbance which does not change its centre of gravity. If the ship has 
extremely big positive GM, under a heeling or listing disturbance it takes its initial 
position quickly. For the reverse case in which the ships have extremely small 
positive GM; the reaction to the disturbance will be slow. The former case is called 
stiffness while the latter is tenderness. However, both of the conditions are not 
desirable (Barrass and Derrett, 2012). The two extremes may cause the ship either 
stay almost motionless or capsize. The stable equilibrium therefore should be in a 
favourable range for the safety of the ships (Rawson and Tupper). It is also necessary 
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to point out that the gravity point of the ships is subject to change during handling 
operations. This is the main motivation why the trim and list should be continuously 
checked in order not to endanger the safety of the ships. This can be achieved by 
keeping the metacentric height (GM) distance within the desirable ranges and by 
controlling the draft levels of the ships at which they can endure a limited amount of 
moments due to cargo and ballast unloading and loading. To further discuss, note 
that even if the final state of a ship after all unloading and loading operations is safe 
due to sudden and excessive changes in the moments during handling operations may 
severly affect the ship stability.  
6.2 IMPROVEMENTS IN MIP MODEL 
6.2.1 Quay Crane Scheduling Model Extension with Stability Constraints 
Due to the complexity of the stability criteria, some assumptions and 
simplifications should be made to incorporate stability requirements into scheduling 
model. It is worthwhile to underline that the quay crane scheduling is an operational 
level decision making process. As already mentioned the stowage planning problems 
consider the ship stability requirements in tactical level within seagoing criteria. 
Among the most accurate stowage plans, loading and ballast water exchange plan is 
discarded straightaway if they violate the safety of the ship during voyage. To restate 
the objective of the stowage planning can be said to be the arrangement of a safe 
departure loading plan given the amount of cargo and ballast water to be carried in 
each node in the voyage (IACS, 1997). As it can be deduced stowage plan solely 
considers the safety of the ship for the seagoing conditions which is in fact stricter 
than the berthing safety conditions. However; the crucial point is that during cargo 
unloading and loading operations, due to poor scheduling without the consideration 
of ship stability requirements; instability can severely violate the safety of the ship 
and the continuity of the handling operations. As IACS also underlined cargo 
handling sequences should be devised by considering the structural and operational 
limits of the ships given the stowage plan (IACS, 1997). From this insight, the 
stability criteria should be checked incrementally during operations in order to 
reduce the likelihood of stability loss. Some assumptions for the ease of 
mathematical model design and without losing the essence of the stability criteria are 
as below; 
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 Every ship has been provided with a stability booklet containing 
information on its stability limitations. In our study we assume ships are 
box-shaped therefore their G and F coincides in amidships (mid of the 
ship). This reduces the (moment) calculations to be made by considering 
the distance taken from amidships and downward forces multiplication. 
 The unloading and loading sequences should be checked in incremental 
steps by considering stability requirements in still water (IACS, 1997). The 
partial sequences violating stability requirements such as the draft levels, 
list, shear forces and bending moments can be discarded straightaway. 
 In the port the ship is assumed to be affected by only cargo and ballast 
water handling operations. In the still water where there are no strong winds 
and waves ships can be considered as a rigid body for the purpose of 
stability analysis. Therefore the aim is to keep the ship in stable conditions 
during handling operations. However during voyage, due to wind and 
waves; hydrodynamic forces may change the buoyancy forces (Rawson and 
Tupper).  
 In this study, we further assume ballast water exchange is done either 
before handling operations commence or after the handling operations have 
been completed. This is very reasonable assumption especially when 
considering from environmental perspective, ballast water exchange is done 
in open water where the risk of introducing nonindigenous species is at 
minimal.   
 The time limitations of the MSc thesis do not allow a deep analysis of 
stability requirements such as free surface effect; a phenomenon which is 
caused by the movements of water in the partially loaded ballast tanks. 
Note that partially loaded tanks tend to create overreaction due to moving 
water inside the tanks when the ship lists.  This assumption can also be 
justified by the fact that controlled net effect of cargo handling will be very 
small and should create negligible water movements. 
 We assume stowage planning problem is solved by considering all the 
stability requirements and the containers which should be unloaded and 
loaded is given as an input to our model. Any shift from the plan can be 
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resolved within the stowage planning boundary and new input can be 
rescheduled by using our approach. 
 A loading or unloading operation of a container is assumed not having 
substantial shifting of G (or F) of the ship. It is assumed that the weight 
additions/removals of a single container to ships are small in comparison 
with the total displacement of the ship. The following statement from this 
insight is that a single container would not have a major change G but a 
group of container may endanger operational safety. Therefore operational 
ship stability control is required and can be easly controlled by minimizing 
the shifts in gravity point of the ships. 
 All the stability criteria can be controlled separately. As (Barrass and 
Derrett, 2012) also noted changes in list and the trim can be separately 
considered. 
According to the assumptions and explanations; the main objective is to keep the net 
moment changes as minimum as possible in order not to change the ship stable 
equilibrium state to neutral or unstable state during handling operations. The quay 
crane scheduling model is extended with stability requirements as follows. 
Additional parameters  
𝑖𝑠(𝑏) contianers located either from amidship to stern s or from amidship to  
bow of the ship 
𝑖𝑙(𝑟) contianers located either from mid section to left 𝑙 or from mid to right  
 𝑟 𝑜𝑓 the ship 
𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑑
𝑥(𝑦)
 location of the amidship 
𝑑𝑖
𝑥(𝑦)








𝑤𝑖 weight of container i in tones, categorized as [3], [4,10], [11,20], [21,30]  
∓𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑥(𝑦) tolerance of longitudinal (x) and vertical (y)moment difference  of a  
ship representing trim and listing requirement respectively.  
(−)represents stern to amidship and starboard side of ship,while (+) 
represents amidship to bow and port side of the ship 
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𝜇𝑖
𝑥(𝑦)












Constraints (18) and (19) prevent temporary ship stability loss due to the schedule of 
containers handling. In order to prevent the ship listing to the port or starboard sides 
or to keep the longitudinal moment difference between the drafts fore and aft in 
acceptable boundaries, containers should be handled by considering their net effect 
on the weight distribution of the ship. Constraint (18) and (19) consider transverse 
and longitudinal stability respectively. 










≤ 𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑦   ∀ 𝑖                                                   (18) 










≤ 𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑥   ∀ 𝑖                                                      (19) 
An initial approach to solve the ship stability 
The mathematical model presented in Chapter 3 had several drawbacks such as the 
excessive number of disjunctive relationships and the symmetry of containers. For 
these reasons, there is no point in solving the mathematical model extended with 
stability requirements with conventional algorithms. One can develop a quay crane 
scheduling model by including all the search space reductions beforehand as 
constraints rather than an abstract inclusion of all unnecessary disjunctive 
relationships. With such a modelling approach reasonable results may be obtained. 
However we prefer to extend the solution algorithm to handle the stability 
requirements since we believe our approach is more flexible in terms of extensions 
and improvements in algorithm design. Below an initial attempt to incorporate the 
stability requirements with the current algorithm design is given. The logic behind 
this approach is that every time while a schedule is being established, moment 
difference of ships sections relative to ship rotation axis is calculated and in case 
there is a risk of instability due to excessive moment difference, the next job which 
should be scheduled is split or scheduling the sequence is completely rejected. To 
restate, the algorithm described in Section 4.5.2 is followed by a stability control 
check and a job is only scheduled if it does not violate the stability requirements. 
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Otherwise, after splitting the job violating stability requirements several times; if 
violations cannot be alleviated, the scheduling algorithm rejects the sequences and 
tabu search makes new moves through new actions with more swaps, merges, splits 
and relocations. The flow chart of this algorithm is seen in Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15. Scheduling Algorithm Flow for Improving Ship Stability 
A basic case study 
Assume we have two hundred containers to unload from starboard and port side of 
the ship with total weight of four thousand tons (i.e. 20 tons per container * 200 
containers). Assume also the ship is in stable equilibrium and it is at rest in still 
water. The centreline can be considered as the listing rotation axis of the ship and the 
distances can be taken from this axis to calculate the moments while considering the 
listing stability constraints of the ship. Assume half of the containers in port side of 
the ship have been unloaded. The listing (inclining) moment of this unloading 
operation will be eight thousand tons*meters assuming all the containers were in a 
location 2 meters away from centreline (4000 tons (t) * 2 meters (m) = 8000 t-m). 
Considering the ship may just tolerate six thousand tons meter moment difference at 
once, unloading port or starboard side completely then unloading the other side will 
certainly endanger the operational safety of the ship. A feasible handling sequence 
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can be first handling hundred fifty containers from one side and another hundred fifty 
from the other side which in total create zero listing moment (150 containers * 20 
tons = 3000 tons and 3000 tons* 2 meters = 6000 t-m which is smaller than 8000 t-
m). Then handling the rest of fifty containers remained in both side will result in a 
better schedule with less stress on the ship. Note that similar calculations have been 
carried out in practice by calculating the moments of each unloading and loading 
operations and then by checking if such operations are within the stability limits of 
the ship for that displacement of the ships. 
6.2.2 Cartesian Coordinates and Integrated Studies: Improved Container 
Handling Times and Time Gaps 
As mentioned in Section 1.3.1, containerization has led standardisation in 
container shapes. This allows containers to be stacked and retrieved exactly the same 
manner in different sections of the MMCTs. Therefore the scheduling model and the 
solution approach can be utilised for different scheduling problems in different 
sections of MMCTs. Moreover, cartesian locations which are explained in Chapter 3 
can also be incorporated into integrated studies to represent the whole the MMCTs, 
container locations and container transfers. The dimensions of cartesian locations can 
be readjusted for different purposes and using the unit speed of handling machines 
more realistic time elements can be included into schedules. More realistic container 
handling times depending on locations of containers may promote effectiveness of 
scheduling outcomes.  
The equations below are written to incorporate this approach into quay crane 
scheduling problems. The handling times of containers in the storage area and 
intermodal sections of MMCTs can be improved as an extension of the following 
studies (Kozan and Preston, 2006),(Kozan and Casey, 2007). The parameters which 
are used to calculate the equations can be seen in Figure 16. 
 
Figure 16. Container Distance from Marshalling Area 
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Additional parameters 
𝑒𝑥(𝑦)(𝑧) cartesian location scaling factor of dimensions in meters 
ex,y,z = 6.1, 2.44, 2.59 as equal to 1 TEU container dimensions  
𝑙𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡ℎ
𝑥(𝑦)(𝑧)
 location of the berth in the container terminal 
𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑧  maximum height of hoisting by quay cranes.  
𝑡𝑞
𝑥(𝑦)(𝑧)
 travel, hoisting and trolley speed of quay crane q in x, y, z directions  
respectively.  (meters/minutes) 
𝑡 the  time to attach(detach)container to(from) quay crane 
Container unloading and loading time corrections 
𝑡𝑖
ℎ 
handling time of container ii(e)in minutes considering hoisting  









𝑦)) + 2 ∗ 𝑡 




 the minimum safety time to assign quay cranes q and q
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𝑥  𝒊𝒇 (𝑞 < 𝑞′), (𝑙𝑖
𝑥 > 𝑙𝑖′





𝑥  𝒊𝒇 (𝑞 > 𝑞′), (𝑙𝑖
𝑥 < 𝑙𝑖′




𝑥  𝒊𝒇 (𝑞 = 𝑞′)                                               
𝑀 𝒐𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒘𝒊𝒔𝒆                                                                            
 
6.2.3 Consideration of Quay Crane Reliability Factor 
In MMCTs reliability of handling and transfer equipment has a considerable 
effect on the performance since there is not much extra capacity to mitigate 
unplanned downtimes. There are a couple of studies in the literature addressing this 
problem. However there is still a necessity to develop more flexible approaches and 
concepts to alleviate the reliability problem. The algorithm presented in Chapter 4 
can be easily adapted to handle planned downtimes of quay cranes which can be 
assumed as an input before optimization procedure begins. The downtime duration 
for quay cranes can be marked as unfeasible time sections at which none of the jobs 
can be handled by unavailable quay cranes. To further discuss, the scheduling 
algorithm presented in this study is flexible enough to include ready times, 
unavailability and maintenance times of quay cranes.  
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6.3 IMPROVEMENTS IN ALGORITHM DESIGN  
As the solution approach has been proved its effectiveness, more functionality 
can be added to strengthen the flexibility of the approach. This can be achieved 
through the design of additional neighbourhood investigation functions, composite 
functions, and actions. 
Additional neighbourhood investigation functions, composite functions, 
and actions; 
 New functions can be designed; 
 Insert move: a candidate job can be selected and inserted to another 
sequence. 
 Quay crane number increase/decrease: the numbers of quay cranes 
can be more effectively changed during search procedure in case 
there is no/too much blocking.    
 New composite functions can be designed as similar to split to relocate; 
 Relocate to merge: this function can be applied on the jobs in 
disjunctive areas causing quay crane blockages. The job can be 
reassigned from blocking quay crane to blocked quay crane to push 
the bottleneck and to observe its effects.  
 Actions can be designed as; 
 Actions- counter actions: while an action is designed split oriented, 
the other can be designed as merge oriented (similarly swap and 
relocation oriented). This way when an action does not give any 
improvement and become tabu-active, the counter action can reverse 
the bad move slowly while exploring new areas of search space. 
 Short- long actions: some actions may have less steps and some 
other may have more steps. In some data instances, the problem can 
be solved with short actions in less amount of time whereas in other 
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Improvements in tabu search functionality and hybridization  
 Some jobs can be marked as split, merge, relocation, swap- active; 
 Jobs which must be completed as a group without preemption. They 
can be marked as split-active. 
 Jobs which cannot be done consecutively due to safety or congestion 
reason. They can be marked as merge-active. 
 Jobs which should be handled with a specific machine. They can be 
marked as relocation-active. 
 Jobs which must be done in a predefined time period. Their handling 
time can be imposed beforehand and they can be marked as swap-
active. 
It is worthwhile to note that since jobs can be marked as split-active, the 
flexibility and transitivity of the algorithm approach is promoted. This model can 
easily resolve bay areas, complete bays, or group of containers since the granularity 
can be adjusted.  
 Hybridization with other meta- heuristics can be incorporated; 
 simulated annealing and tabu search can be hybridized: while the 
temperature is high sophisticated actions can be applied; whereas 
while the temperature is low simpler actions can be applied. 
 actions can be selected with probabilistic decision taking. 
 Different backtracking rules can be applied. The solutions which will be 
backtracked can be chosen: 
 with probability depending on temperature; 
 regarding to the distance from the initial node of decent branch;  
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Chapter 7: Conclusions 
This chapter summarises the contributions made throughout the study. The 
research questions which have been asked in Chapter 1 are answered in Section 7.1; 
a brief summary and implications of the thesis is discussed in Section 7.2.   
7.1 THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND THEIR ANSWERS 
In Chapter 1, some research questions have been asked to frame the scope of 
the study and to point out the necessary improvements in the existing literature on 
quay crane scheduling problems. To restate the objective of the study have been 
designated as the decrease in turn-around times of ships while optimising handling 
equipment schedules under real life constraints. Moreover, quay crane scheduling 
problem with individual container handling have been selected as the focus to 
achieve the objective. The following questions which have been asked to investigate 
missing answers in the literature: 
Questions related to scheduling element 
 Why individual container handling time is required rather than bay areas, 
complete bays, or groups of containers handling approach? 
Individual container handling reduces the blockages of quay cranes and promotes 
effectiveness and efficiency of schedules. This has been proved in Chapter 5 by 
showing the decreases in makespan values. 
Individual container handling is also necessary while considering the ship 
balance requirements. Handling bay areas, complete bays, or groups of containers 
are not logical in case the stability of ships is disturbed during the handling 
operations. In such situations the handling operations are altered as a counter 
measure therefore the schedule becomes redundant. For ship stability, more 
check points such as after handling each container should be considered which 
has been discussed in Chapter 6 in details. 
 How does individual container scheduling promote the integration of interrelated 
problems? 
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Containers are the smallest indivisible entities of the MMCTs.  Therefore 
consideration of individual container handling with exact handling times enables 
integrated decision taking even if the interrelated problems may have different 
objectives. Note that cartesian location approach which is explained in Chapter 3 
also makes integrated modelling approaches more viable. 
Individual container scheduling also facilitates the management of autonomous 
container terminals. Finding exact handling times of containers are necessary to 
manage autonomous machines which require high accuracy in their movements 
since any potential collision must be prevented. 
Questions related to ship stability requirements 
 What are the basics of ship stability and how can they be translated into operation 
research domain? 
A detailed investigation on ship stability has been carried out in Chapter 6 in 
order to enable the translation of these requirements into operations research 
domain. Through careful examination of books (Bruce and Eyres, 2012), (Barrass 
and Derrett, 2012), (Serway and Jewett, 2013), (Rawson and Tupper) some 
assumptions have been deduced and some preliminary constraints have been 
written without losing the essence of real life requirements. 
 Should ship stability concern be considered in operational level (quay crane 
scheduling) in addition to tactic level (stowage planning)? To what extend? What 
can be the main assumptions and limitations? 
The ship stability must be solved in operational level because it has been find out 
in Chapter 6 that with a bad quay crane scheduling, excessive unloading or 
loading from/to one side of the ships may endanger the operational safety. 
Questions related to model formulation and construction, and solution 
approaches 
 What are the differences of new mixed integer programming model and solution 
procedures compared to existing studies? 
The main difference of the novel mixed integer model is that it considers 
individual container scheduling rather than bay areas, complete bays, or groups 
of containers.  
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 How hard the models are and why are meta-heuristics necessary to tackle with 
the problems? 
The complexity of the quay crane scheduling model has been explained in 
Chapters 2 and 3. Quay crane scheduling problems are considered as np-hard. 
This conclusion has been reached by careful examination of the articles which 
are proving this feature of the problem. 
Metaheuristics are extensively used in literature and they have proved their 
effectiveness in solving combinatorial optimisation problems. This study itself is 
also a proof about the efficiency levels that metaheuristics can provide. 
 What should be considered as the search space subset while scheduling quay 
cranes? Why is it necessary to eliminate some other subsets? 
The investigation of conjunctive and disjunctive relationships has carried out in 
Chapter 3 in details. Note that considering all the disjunctive relationships can be 
very time consuming regarding the abundance of interactions. Therefore, in 
Chapter 4 some static and dynamic constraints are proposed to handle the subsets 
of these relationships.  
7.2 CONTRIBUTIONS AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH 
MMCTs require comprehensive operational planning to meet increasing 
service demand without any trade-off from service quality. The main aim of the 
MMCTs is to keep ship turn-around time within the predefined time windows. 
Significant investments have been made on existing facilities to improve unloading 
and loading efficiency of the ships. However, capacity increases in many container 
terminals have been inadequate. In Chapter 2, a detailed investigation of literature is 
carried out and quay crane scheduling problems is selected as the main focus of the 
study. Those models have been in consideration for more than a decade since 
effective handling operations are extremely required. Quay crane scheduling 
problems have been designed with different unrealistic scheduling granularities such 
as bay areas, complete bays, or groups of containers to produce schedules in 
reasonable times by trading off from effectiveness of schedules. Through Chapter 3 
and 4 this deficiency is improved and container level handling decisions is adopted to 
achieve complete effectiveness in schedules. In Chapter 3, a novel cartesian 
partitioning approach is also presented for incorporating container level decisions 
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into mathematical models easier. This approach exploits the uniformity of containers 
and container handling operations and enables integration of the proposed 
mathematical model with other interrelated problems. In Chapter 4, a novel 
scheduling methodology is developed and presented which is incorporating the 
effectiveness of tabu search methodology in investigating combinatorial search 
spaces. The proposed design has been proved its flexibility and adaptability and it 
enables future extensions which are elaborated in Chapter 6 briefly. The crucial point 
of this scheduling methodology is that it considers job sizes as decision variables 
rather than parameters as it have been assumed in the majority of other studies. In 
Chapter 5, the proposed scheduling methodology is compared with other studies and 
promising results have been obtained in terms of algorithm efficiency. The latest 
study with groups of containers simplification has been improved by ninety five per 
cents less in solution times and the duration of solving quay crane scheduling 
problems with individual containers has been reduced to fraction of minutes. These 
results will certainly have a great impact and the integration or synchronisation of 
quay crane scheduling problems is now more viable. In the second part of Chapter 5 
a novel computational experiment concept has been presented enabling future 
advancements for more sophisticated sensitivity analysis of stowage plans. Through 
this novel concept different stowage plans, quay crane allocations and their 
consequences can be assessed more effectively by capturing bad patterns of some 
stowage plans which should be avoided. As a result of the analysis in Chapter 5, 
marginal decrease in makespan has been observed when more quay cranes are 
allocated to the ship. Therefore, it is necessary to make an economic analysis to 
compare ship waiting costs with terminal expenses considering marginal decrease in 
quay crane productivity. In conclusion, despite a considerable performance 
enhancement, the proposed scheduling methodology and data generation concept are 
still in their infancy however their extensibility and adaptability for different 
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//safety distance among two quay cranes 





}   
execute travel_blockage_time_gap{ 




safety[q1][q2]=(safety_constant+1)*(q1-q2);  } 
         else{ 
         safety[q1][q2]=safety[q2][q1];   
        }          
    }      




          if(i1!=i2){    
          for(var q1=1;q1<=nbCranes;q1++){ 
               for(var q2=1;q2<=nbCranes;q2++){ 
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     horizontal_speed; 
} 
               } 
            } 
         }          
      } 
   }    
 } 




//1. Condition of t_ii' 
for(var i1=1;i1<=nbContainers; i1++){ 
   for(var i2=1;i2<=nbContainers; i2++){ 
 if(l_x[i1]==l_x[i2]&&  
   l_y[i1]==l_y[i2]&&l_z[i1]>l_z[i2]){ 
          t_d[i1][i2]=t_i[i2]; 
           for(var i3=1;i3<=nbContainers; i3++){ 
    if(l_x[i1]==l_x[i2]&&l_x[i2]==l_x[i3]&&  
       l_y[i1]==l_y[i2]&&l_y[i2]==l_y[i3]&&  
       l_z[i1]>l_z[i3]&&l_z[i3]>l_z[i2]){ 
                    t_d[i1][i2]=t_d[i1][i2]+t_i[i3]; 
              } 
          } 
      }  




dvar int+ u[containers][sequences][cranes] in 0..1; 
dvar int+ v[containers][containers] in 0..1; 
dvar int+ c[containers]; 
var int+ cMax; 
execute{cplex.tilim==144000;} 
minimize cMax; 
subject to{  
forall(i in containers) 
sum(q in cranes,s in sequences)u[i][s][q]==1;  
forall(s in sequences,q in cranes) 
sum(i in containers)u[i][s][q]<=1; 
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forall(q in cranes, s in sequences:s>1) 
sum(i in containers)u[i][s-1][q]>= sum(i in 
containers)u[i][s][q]; 
forall(i in containers)    
cMax>=c[i];  
forall(q in cranes,s in sequences,i in 
  containers:i==Source[q] && s==1) 
u[i][s][q]==1; 
forall(s1 in sequences ,i1 in containers,i2 in  
containers,q1 in cranes,q2 in 
cranes:l_x[i1]==l_x[i2]&&l_y[i1]==l_y[i2]&&l_z[i1]>l
_z[i2]&&q1==q2&&i1!=i2) 
1-u[i1][s1][q1]>=sum(s2 in sequences:s2<=s1) 
u[i2][s2][q2]; 
forall(i1 in containers, i2 in containers,q1 in 
cranes,s in sequences:s<nbContainers && i1!=i2) 
c[i1]+t[i1][i2][q1][q1]+t_i[i2]-c[i2]<=1000*(2-
u[i1][s][q1]-u[i2][s+1][q1]); 
forall(i1 in containers,i2 in containers,q1 in 
cranes,q2 in cranes,s1 in 
sequences:(l_x[i1]==l_x[i2])&&(l_y[i1]==l_y[i2])&&l_
z[i1]>l_z[i2])&&(i1!=i2)&&(q1==q2)) 
c[i1]+ /*t_i[i2]*/t_d[i1][i2] -c[i2]<=1000*(2-sum(s1 
in sequences)u[i1][s1][q1]- 
sum(s2 in sequences)u[i2][s2][q2]); 
forall(i1 in containers, i2 in containers: 
(l_x[i1]==l_x[i2])&&(l_y[i1]==l_y[i2])&& 
(l_z[i1]==l_z[i2]+1)&&(i1!=i2)) 
     v[i1][i2]==1; 




     v[i1][i2]+v[i2][i1]==1; 
forall(i1 in containers, i2 in containers, 






 u[i1][s1][q1]+sum(s2 in sequences:s2>s1) 
 u[i2][s2][q2]<=1+v[i1][i2]; 
   }  
forall(i1 in containers, i2 in containers,q1 in 
 cranes, q2 in cranes:i1<=nbContainers-
 nbCranes&&i2<=nbContainers-
 nbCranes&&(i1!=i2)&&(q1<q2 && l_x[i1]>l_x[i2]-
 safety[q1][q2])){ 
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 c[i1]+t[i1][i2][q1][q2]+t_i[i2]-c[i2]<=1000*(3-




 v[i2][i1]-sum(s1 in sequences)u[i1][s1][q1]- sum(s2 
in sequences)u[i2][s2][q2]); 
   }   
forall(i1 in containers, i2 in containers,q1 in  










 v[i2][i1]-sum(s1 in sequences)u[i1][s1][q1]- sum(s2 
in sequences)u[i2][s2][q2]); 
    
   }  
forall(i1 in containers, i2 in containers,q1 in  cranes, 








 v[i2][i1]-sum(s1 in sequences)u[i1][s1][q1]- sum(s2 
in sequences)u[i2][s2][q2]); 













 class Program 
 { 
  class NumberGenerator_Controller 
  { 
   private static Random rnd = new Random(); 
   public static int SelectRandom(int first, int second) 
   { 
    int i; 
    i = rnd.Next(first, second); 
    return i; 
   } 
   public static double CalculateStdDev(IEnumerable<double> values) 
   { 
    double ret = 0; 
    if (values.Count() > 0) 
    { 
     double avg = values.Average(); 
     double sum = values.Sum(d => Math.Pow(d - avg, 2)); 
     ret = Math.Sqrt((sum) / (values.Count() - 1)); 
    } 
    return ret; 
   } 
   public static bool IsOdd(int value) 
   { 
    return value % 2 != 0; 
   } 
  } 
  class Parameters 
  { 
   public static int nbBays = 20; 
   public static int[] l_x = { 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 }; 
   public static int maxNbQuayCranes = 6; 
   public static int[,] safety_distance = new int[maxNbQuayCranes, 
maxNbQuayCranes]; 
   public static int safety_constant = 1; 
   public static int horizontal_movement_time = 1; 
   public static int unitWorkTime = 1; 
   public static int[, , ,] t = new int[nbBays, nbBays, maxNbQuayCranes, 
maxNbQuayCranes]; 
   public static void BlockingTimeGap() 
   { 
    Console.WriteLine("SAFETY DISTANCE CALCULATION"); 
    for (int q1 = maxNbQuayCranes - 1; q1 >= 0; q1--) 
    { 
     for (int q2 = maxNbQuayCranes - 1; q2 >= 0; q2--) 
     { 
      if (q1 >= q2) 
      { 
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       safety_distance[q1, q2] = (safety_constant + 1) * (q1 - q2); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       safety_distance[q1, q2] = safety_distance[q2, q1]; 
      } 
     }  
    } 
    for (int b1 = 0; b1 < nbBays; b1++) 
    { 
     for (int b2 = 0; b2 < nbBays; b2++) 
     { 
      for (var q1 = 0; q1 < maxNbQuayCranes; q1++) 
      { 
       for (var q2 = 0; q2 < maxNbQuayCranes; q2++) 
       { 
        if (q1 < q2 && l_x[b1] > l_x[b2] - safety_distance[q1, q2]) 
        {         
         t[b1, b2, q1, q2] = (l_x[b1] - l_x[b2] + safety_distance[q1, q2]) * 
horizontal_movement_time; 
        } 
        if (q1 > q2 && l_x[b1] < l_x[b2] + safety_distance[q1, q2]) 
        { 
         t[b1, b2, q1, q2] = (l_x[b2] - l_x[b1] + safety_distance[q1, q2]) * 
horizontal_movement_time; 
        } 
        if (q1 == q2) 
        { 
         t[b1, b2, q1, q2] = Math.Abs(l_x[b1] - l_x[b2]) * 
horizontal_movement_time; 
        } 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   public static int nbOfActionSets = 2; 
   public static int totalWorkload = 6000; 
   public static int[] bay_workload = { 313, 421, 80, 7, 362, 365, 136, 235, 
199, 215, 600, 390, 95, 570, 440, 457, 443, 343, 164, 165 }; 
  } 
  class Memory 
  { 
   public int nextJobNo; 
   public List<int> ActiveJobNumbers; 
   public List<int> InactiveJobNumbers; 
   public List<Solution>[] LTM; 
   public int[] ACTION_TABU; 
   public int[] MEMORY_TABU; 
   public int[] CounterNoSuccessiveImprovementByAction; 
   public int CounterNoImprovementInCmax; 
   public Solution bestSolutionFound; 
   public int LTM_Size; 
   public int ALGORITHM_STOP; 
   public int ActionTabuTenure; 
   public int MemoryTabuTenure; 
   public int NoSuccessiveImprovementByActionLimit; 
   public int NoImprovementInCmaxLimit; 
   public Memory() 
   { 
    nextJobNo = 0; 
    LTM = new List<Solution>[3]; 
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    for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
    { 
     LTM[i] = new List<Solution>(); 
    } 
    ACTION_TABU = new int[Parameters.nbOfActionSets]; 
    CounterNoSuccessiveImprovementByAction = new 
int[Parameters.nbOfActionSets]; 
    CounterNoImprovementInCmax = 0; 
    MEMORY_TABU = new int[2]; 
    LTM_Size = 50; 
    ActionTabuTenure = 8; 
    MemoryTabuTenure = 3; 
    NoSuccessiveImprovementByActionLimit = 4; 
    NoImprovementInCmaxLimit = 10; 
    ActiveJobNumbers = new List<int>(); 
    InactiveJobNumbers = new List<int>(); 
    InactiveJobNumbers.Add(0); 
    ALGORITHM_STOP = 200;//11 
   }    
   public int NextJobNo() 
   { 
    int jobNo = InactiveJobNumbers.Min(); 
    int index = 0; 
    for (int i = 0; i < InactiveJobNumbers.Count; i++) 
    { 
     if (InactiveJobNumbers.ElementAt(i) == jobNo) 
     { 
      index = i; 
      break; 
     } 
    } 
    InactiveJobNumbers.RemoveAt(index); 
    if (InactiveJobNumbers.Count == 0) 
    { 
     nextJobNo = nextJobNo + 1; 
     InactiveJobNumbers.Add(nextJobNo); 
    } 
    ActiveJobNumbers.Add(jobNo); 
    return jobNo; 
   } 
   public void EleminationJobNo(int jobNo) 
   { 
    bool flag = false; 
    for (int i = 0; i < ActiveJobNumbers.Count; i++) 
    { 
     if (ActiveJobNumbers.ElementAt(i) == jobNo) 
     { 
      InactiveJobNumbers.Add(ActiveJobNumbers.ElementAt(i)); 
      ActiveJobNumbers.RemoveAt(i); 
      flag = true; 
      break; 
     } 
    } 
    if (flag == false) 
    { 
     Console.WriteLine("Job Number has not been encountered"); 
    } 
 
   } 
   public bool IsMemoryEmpty(int memoryNo) 
   { 
    if (LTM[memoryNo].Count == 0) 
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    { 
     return true; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     return false; 
    } 
   } 
   public bool IsMemoryFull(int memoryNo) 
   { 
    if (LTM[memoryNo].Count >= LTM_Size) 
    { 
     return true; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     return false; 
    } 
   } 
   public void RecordSolution(Solution solution, int memoryNo) 
   { 
    if (memoryNo == 0) 
    { 
     if (IsMemoryEmpty(memoryNo) == true) 
     { 
      LTM[memoryNo].Add(solution); 
      bestSolutionFound = solution.SolutionCloner(); 
     } 
     else if (!IsMemoryFull(memoryNo)) 
     { 
      LTM[memoryNo].Insert(0, solution); 
      bestSolutionFound = solution.SolutionCloner(); 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      LTM[memoryNo].RemoveAt(LTM[memoryNo].Count - 1);//removes last element 
      LTM[memoryNo].Insert(0, solution); 
      bestSolutionFound = solution.SolutionCloner(); 
     } 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     if (IsMemoryEmpty(memoryNo) == true) 
     { 
      LTM[memoryNo].Add(solution); 
     } 
     else if (!IsMemoryFull(memoryNo)) 
     { 
      LTM[memoryNo].Insert(0, solution); 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      LTM[memoryNo].RemoveAt(LTM[memoryNo].Count - 1); 
      LTM[memoryNo].Insert(0, solution); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   public void ActionTabuUpdate() 
   { 
    for (int i = 0; i < Parameters.nbOfActionSets; i++) 
    { 
     if (ACTION_TABU[i] != 0) 
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     { 
      ACTION_TABU[i] = ACTION_TABU[i] - 1; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   public void MemoryTabuUpdate() 
   { 
    for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++) 
    { 
     if (MEMORY_TABU[i] != 0) 
     { 
      MEMORY_TABU[i] = MEMORY_TABU[i] - 1; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   public void ActionTabuOverride(int actionNumber) 
   { 
    ACTION_TABU[actionNumber] = 0; 
   } 
   public void MemoryTabuOverride(int memoryNumber) 
   { 
    MEMORY_TABU[memoryNumber] = 0; 
   } 
   public bool IsActionTabu(int actionNumber) 
   { 
    if (ACTION_TABU[actionNumber] > 0) 
    { 
     return true; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     return false; 
    } 
   } 
   public bool IsActionApplied(Solution solution, int actionNumber) 
   { 
    if (solution.actionsToApplyFuture[actionNumber] >= 
NoSuccessiveImprovementByActionLimit) 
    { 
     return true; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     return false; 
    } 
   } 
   public void SelectNextAction(Solution solution) 
   { 
    int nextAction = -1; 
    for (int a = 0; a < Parameters.nbOfActionSets; a++) 
    { 
     if (!(IsActionTabu(a)) && !(IsActionApplied(solution, a))) 
     { 
      nextAction = a; 
      break; 
     } 
    } 
    if (nextAction == (-1)) 
    { 
     for (int a = 0; a < Parameters.nbOfActionSets; a++) 
     { 
      if (!IsActionApplied(solution, a)) 
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      { 
       nextAction = a; 
       ActionTabuOverride(a); 
       break; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
    solution.nextActionSelected = nextAction; 
   } 
   public bool IsMemoryTabu(int m) 
   { 
    if (MEMORY_TABU[m] > 0) 
    { 
     return true; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     return false; 
    } 
   } 
   public int SelectNextMemory() 
   { 
    if (LTM[0].Count != 0) return 0; 
    else return 1; 
   } 
   public void DeleteInvestigatedSolution(Solution solution, int memoryNumber) 
   { 
    DisplayMemory(memoryNumber); 
    for (int i = 0; i < LTM[memoryNumber].Count; i++) 
    { 
     if (LTM[memoryNumber].ElementAt(i) == solution) 
     { 
      LTM[memoryNumber].RemoveAt(i); 
      break; 
     } 
    } 
   DisplayMemory(memoryNumber); 
  } 
   public Solution GetSolutionAndNextActionToInvestigate() 
   { 
    Solution tmp = null; 
    int memoryNumber = SelectNextMemory(); 
    int listSize = LTM[memoryNumber].Count; 
    for (int i = 0; i < listSize; ) 
    { 
     tmp = LTM[memoryNumber].ElementAt(i); 
     SelectNextAction(tmp); 
     if (tmp.nextActionSelected == (-1)) 
     { 
      DeleteInvestigatedSolution(tmp, memoryNumber); 
      listSize = listSize - 1; 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      break; 
     } 
    } 
    return tmp; 
   } 
   public void DisplayActiveJobNumbersList() 
   { 
    Console.WriteLine("\nJob Numbers in the Active List\n"); 
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    foreach (int i in ActiveJobNumbers) 
    { 
     Console.Write(i + "-"); 
    } 
    Console.WriteLine(); 
    Console.WriteLine(); 
} 
   public void DisplayInactiveJobNumbersList() 
   { 
    Console.WriteLine("\nJob Numbers in the Inactive List\n"); 
    foreach (int i in InactiveJobNumbers) 
    { 
     Console.Write(i + "-"); 
    } 
    Console.WriteLine(); 
    Console.WriteLine(); 
   } 
   public void DisplayMemory(int memoryNumber) 
   { 
    Console.WriteLine("MEMORY {0}", memoryNumber); 
    for (int i = 0; i < LTM[memoryNumber].Count; i++) 
    { 
     Console.WriteLine("Solution " + i + " Solution CMAX: " + 
LTM[memoryNumber].ElementAt(i).Cmax); 
     Console.WriteLine("AppliedActionsHistory"); 
     for (int x = 0; x < Parameters.nbOfActionSets; x++) 
     { 
      Console.Write("-" + 
LTM[memoryNumber].ElementAt(i).appliedActionsHistory[x]); 
     } 
     Console.WriteLine(); 
     Console.WriteLine("ActionsToApply"); 
     for (int x = 0; x < Parameters.nbOfActionSets; x++) 
     { 
      Console.Write("-" + 
LTM[memoryNumber].ElementAt(i).actionsToApplyFuture[x]); 
     } 
     Console.WriteLine(); 
    } 
    Console.WriteLine(); 
   } 
   public void DisplayTabuAction() 
   { 
    Console.WriteLine(); 
    for (int i = 0; i < Parameters.nbOfActionSets; i++) 
    { 
     Console.WriteLine("Action {0} --> Tabu {1}", i, ACTION_TABU[i]); 
    } 
    Console.WriteLine(); 
   } 
 
   public void DisplayTabuMemory() 
   { 
    Console.WriteLine(); 
    for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++) 
    { 
     Console.WriteLine("Memory {0} --> Tabu {1}", i, MEMORY_TABU[i]); 
    } 
    Console.WriteLine(); 
   } 
  } 
  class ScheduleNode : ICloneable, IEquatable<ScheduleNode> 
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  { 
   public int jobNo;//Unique identifier 
   public int qcNo; 
   public int bayNo;//node identifier 
   public int duration;//node duration 
   public int completionTime; 
   public ScheduleNode(int qcNo, int bayNo, int duration, int jobNo) 
   { 
    this.qcNo = qcNo; 
    this.bayNo = bayNo; 
    this.jobNo = jobNo; 
    this.duration = duration; 
    this.completionTime = 0; 
   } 
   public object Clone() 
   { 
    return this.MemberwiseClone(); 
   } 
   public override bool Equals(object obj) 
   { 
    if (obj == null) return false; 
    ScheduleNode objAsNode = obj as ScheduleNode; 
    if (objAsNode == null) return false; 
    else return Equals(objAsNode); 
   } 
   public bool Equals(ScheduleNode other) 
   { 
    if (other == null) return false; 
    return (this.bayNo.Equals(other.bayNo)); 
   } 
  } 
  class Solution 
  { 
   public int Cmax; 
   public int[] C; 
   public List<ScheduleNode>[] workSequence; 
   public List<int>[] assignedBays; 
   public List<int>[, ,] disjunctives; 
   public int nbQuayCranes; 
   public int[] workload; 
   public int[] appliedActionsHistory; 
   public int[] actionsToApplyFuture; 
   public int nextActionSelected;     
   public Solution(int nbQuayCranes) 
   { 
    this.nbQuayCranes = nbQuayCranes; 
    actionsToApplyFuture = new int[Parameters.nbOfActionSets]; 
    appliedActionsHistory = new int[Parameters.nbOfActionSets]; 
    nextActionSelected = 0; 
    workSequence = new List<ScheduleNode>[nbQuayCranes]; 
    for (int q = 0; q < nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     workSequence[q] = new List<ScheduleNode>(); 
    } 
    assignedBays = new List<int>[nbQuayCranes]; 
    for (int q = 0; q < nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     assignedBays[q] = new List<int>(); 
    } 
    Cmax = 0; 
    C = new int[nbQuayCranes]; 
    for (int q = 0; q < nbQuayCranes; q++) 
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    { 
     C[q] = 0; 
    } 
    workload = new int[nbQuayCranes]; 
    for (int q = 0; q < nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     workload[q] = 0; 
    } 
    disjunctives = new List<int>[nbQuayCranes, Parameters.nbBays, 
nbQuayCranes]; 
    for (int q1 = 0; q1 < nbQuayCranes; q1++) 
    { 
     for (int b = 0; b < Parameters.nbBays; b++) 
     { 
      for (int q2 = 0; q2 < nbQuayCranes; q2++) 
      { 
       disjunctives[q1, b, q2] = new List<int>(); 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   public Solution SolutionCloner() 
   { 
    Solution tmp = new Solution(this.nbQuayCranes); 
    tmp.Cmax = this.Cmax; 
    tmp.nextActionSelected = this.nextActionSelected; 
    for (int i = 0; i < Parameters.nbOfActionSets; i++) 
    { 
     tmp.appliedActionsHistory[i] = this.appliedActionsHistory[i]; 
    } 
    for (int q = 0; q < nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     tmp.C[q] = this.C[q]; 
    } 
    for (int q = 0; q < nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     tmp.workload[q] = this.workload[q]; 
    } 
    for (int q = 0; q < nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     tmp.assignedBays[q] = this.assignedBays[q].ToList();//ToList sayesinde 
sadece degerler kopyalaniyor. 
    } 
 
    for (int q = 0; q < nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     foreach (ScheduleNode n in this.workSequence[q]) 
     { 
      ScheduleNode ntmp = new ScheduleNode(n.qcNo, n.bayNo, n.duration, 
n.jobNo); 
      tmp.workSequence[q].Add(ntmp); 
     } 
    } 
    for (int q1 = 0; q1 < nbQuayCranes; q1++) 
    { 
     for (int b = 0; b < Parameters.nbBays; b++) 
     { 
      for (int q2 = 0; q2 < nbQuayCranes; q2++) 
      { 
       tmp.disjunctives[q1, b, q2] = this.disjunctives[q1, b, q2].ToList();// 
bu integer kopyalamada calisiyor 
      } 
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     } 
    } 
    return tmp; 
   } 
  } 
  class TabuSearch 
  { 
   public void SequenceAndStmMemoryInitialization(Solution solution, Memory 
memory) 
   { 
    int[] QC_WL = new int[solution.nbQuayCranes]; 
    int[] QC_RWL = new int[solution.nbQuayCranes]; 
    int[] tmpBay_workload = new int[Parameters.nbBays]; 
    for (int i = 0; i < Parameters.nbBays; i++) 
    { 
     tmpBay_workload[i] = Parameters.bay_workload[i]; 
    } 
    int wl_eq = Parameters.totalWorkload / solution.nbQuayCranes; 
    int q = 0; 
    int b = 0; 
    do 
    { 
     for (; b < Parameters.nbBays; ) 
     { 
      if (Parameters.bay_workload[b] == 0) 
      { 
       b = b + 1; 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       break; 
      } 
     } 
     if (QC_WL[q] < wl_eq) 
     { 
      QC_RWL[q] = wl_eq - QC_WL[q]; 
      if (QC_RWL[q] > tmpBay_workload[b]) 
      { 
       QC_WL[q] = QC_WL[q] + tmpBay_workload[b]; 
       ScheduleNode n = new ScheduleNode(q, b, tmpBay_workload[b], 
memory.NextJobNo()); 
       solution.workSequence[q].Add(n); 
       solution.workload[q] = solution.workload[q] + tmpBay_workload[b]; 
       solution.assignedBays[q].Add(b); 
       tmpBay_workload[b] = 0; 
       b = b + 1; 
      } 
      else if (QC_RWL[q] == tmpBay_workload[b]) 
      { 
       QC_WL[q] = QC_WL[q] + tmpBay_workload[b]; 
       ScheduleNode n = new ScheduleNode(q, b, tmpBay_workload[b], 
memory.NextJobNo()); 
       solution.workSequence[q].Add(n); 
       solution.workload[q] = solution.workload[q] + tmpBay_workload[b]; 
       solution.assignedBays[q].Add(b); 
       tmpBay_workload[b] = 0; 
       b = b + 1; 
       q = q + 1; 
      } 
      else if (QC_RWL[q] < tmpBay_workload[b]) 
      { 
       QC_WL[q] = QC_WL[q] + QC_RWL[q]; 
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       ScheduleNode n = new ScheduleNode(q, b, QC_RWL[q], memory.NextJobNo()); 
       solution.workSequence[q].Add(n); 
       solution.workload[q] = solution.workload[q] + QC_RWL[q]; 
       solution.assignedBays[q].Add(b); 
       tmpBay_workload[b] = tmpBay_workload[b] - QC_RWL[q]; 
       q = q + 1; 
      } 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      Console.WriteLine("deneme4--hata olursa loop u kiracaz"); 
      if (q > solution.nbQuayCranes)  
      {  
       break;  
      } 
      else  
      {  
       q = q + 1; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
    while (b < Parameters.nbBays && q < solution.nbQuayCranes); 
    for (int i = 0; i < Parameters.nbBays; i++) 
    { 
     if (tmpBay_workload[i] > 0) 
     { 
      ScheduleNode n = new ScheduleNode(solution.nbQuayCranes - 1, i, 
tmpBay_workload[i], memory.NextJobNo()); 
      solution.workSequence[solution.nbQuayCranes - 1].Add(n); 
      solution.workload[solution.nbQuayCranes - 1] = 
solution.workload[solution.nbQuayCranes - 1] + tmpBay_workload[i]; 
      solution.assignedBays[solution.nbQuayCranes - 1].Add(i); 
      QC_WL[solution.nbQuayCranes - 1] = QC_WL[solution.nbQuayCranes - 1] + 
tmpBay_workload[i]; 
     } 
    } 
    for (int a1 = 0; a1 < solution.nbQuayCranes; a1++) 
    { 
     List<int> tmp = new List<int>(); 
     List<int> tmp2 = new List<int>(); 
     tmp = solution.assignedBays[a1].Union<int>(tmp2).ToList(); 
     solution.assignedBays[a1] = tmp; 
    } 
   } 
   public void EstablishDisjunctives(Solution solution) 
   { 
    if (solution.nbQuayCranes == 1) 
    { 
     return; 
    } 
    for (int q1 = 0; q1 < solution.nbQuayCranes; q1++) 
    { 
     for (int b1 = 0; b1 < Parameters.nbBays; b1++) 
     { 
      for (int q2 = 0; q2 < solution.nbQuayCranes; q2++) 
      { 
       solution.disjunctives[q1, b1, q2] = new List<int>(); 
      } 
     } 
    }  
    for (int q1 = 0; q1 < solution.nbQuayCranes; q1++) 
    { 
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     for (int b1 = 0; b1 < Parameters.nbBays; b1++) 
     { 
      bool condition1 = solution.assignedBays[q1].Contains(b1); 
      if (condition1 == true) 
      { 
       for (int q2 = 0; q2 < solution.nbQuayCranes; q2++) 
       { 
        if (q1 != q2) 
        { 
         for (int b2 = 0; b2 < Parameters.nbBays; b2++) 
         { 
          if (q1 < q2 && Parameters.l_x[b1] > Parameters.l_x[b2] - 
Parameters.safety_distance[q1, q2]) 
          { 
           solution.disjunctives[q1, b1, q2].Add(b2); 
          } 
           if (q1 > q2 && Parameters.l_x[b1] < Parameters.l_x[b2] + 
Parameters.safety_distance[q1, q2]) 
          { 
           solution.disjunctives[q1, b1, q2].Add(b2); 
          } 
         } 
        } 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
    for (int q1 = 0; q1 < solution.nbQuayCranes; q1++) 
    { 
     for (int b1 = 0; b1 < Parameters.nbBays; b1++) 
     { 
      for (int q2 = 0; q2 < solution.nbQuayCranes; q2++) 
      { 
       solution.disjunctives[q1, b1, q2] = solution.disjunctives[q1, b1, 
q2].Intersect<int>(solution.assignedBays[q2]).ToList(); 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   public void RenewAssignedBays(Solution solution) 
   { 
    for (int q = 0; q < solution.nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     solution.assignedBays[q] = new List<int>(); 
     List<int> tmp = new List<int>(); 
     foreach (ScheduleNode n in solution.workSequence[q]) 
     { 
      solution.assignedBays[q].Add(n.bayNo); 
     } 
     solution.assignedBays[q] = 
tmp.Union<int>(solution.assignedBays[q]).ToList(); 
    } 
   } 
   public void RenewQuayCraneWorkloads(Solution solution) 
   { 
    for (int q = 0; q < solution.nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     solution.workload[q] = 0; 
     foreach (ScheduleNode n in solution.workSequence[q]) 
     { 
      solution.workload[q] = solution.workload[q] + n.duration; 
     } 
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    } 
   } 
   public void CheckDisjunctives(Solution solution, int lowerBoundStartTime, 
int seq, int q1) 
   { 
    int b1 = solution.workSequence[q1].ElementAt(seq).bayNo; 
    List<int> value_right = new List<int>(); 
    List<int> value_left = new List<int>(); 
    for (int q2 = 0; q2 < solution.nbQuayCranes; q2++) 
    { 
     if (q2 != q1) 
     { 
      for (int index1 = 0; index1 < solution.disjunctives[q1, b1, q2].Count; 
index1++) 
      { 
       for (int index2 = 0; index2 < solution.workSequence[q2].Count; 
index2++) 
       { 
        if (solution.disjunctives[q1, b1, q2].ElementAt(index1) == 
solution.workSequence[q2].ElementAt(index2).bayNo) 
        { 
         if (solution.workSequence[q2].ElementAt(index2).completionTime > 0) 
         { 
          
value_right.Add(solution.workSequence[q2].ElementAt(index2).completionTime 
           + Parameters.t[b1, 
solution.workSequence[q2].ElementAt(index2).bayNo, 
solution.workSequence[q1].ElementAt(seq).qcNo, 
           solution.workSequence[q2].ElementAt(index2).qcNo]); 
          
value_left.Add(solution.workSequence[q2].ElementAt(index2).completionTime - 
solution.workSequence[q2].ElementAt(index2).duration 
           - Parameters.t[b1, 
solution.workSequence[q2].ElementAt(index2).bayNo, 
solution.workSequence[q1].ElementAt(seq).qcNo, 
           solution.workSequence[q2].ElementAt(index2).qcNo]); 
         } 
        } 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
    if (value_right.Count > 0 && value_left.Count > 0) 
    { 
     int minValue; 
     int minValueIndex; 
     do 
     { 
      minValue = value_left.Min(); 
      minValueIndex = value_left.IndexOf(minValue); 
      if (minValue < lowerBoundStartTime) 
      { 
       int value; 
       value = value_right.ElementAt(minValueIndex); 
       if (value < lowerBoundStartTime) 
       { 
        value_left.RemoveAt(minValueIndex); 
        value_right.RemoveAt(minValueIndex); 
       } 
       else 
       {     
        lowerBoundStartTime = value; 
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        value_left.RemoveAt(minValueIndex); 
        value_right.RemoveAt(minValueIndex); 
       } 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       int gap = minValue - lowerBoundStartTime; 
       if (gap >= solution.workSequence[q1].ElementAt(seq).duration) 
       { 
        solution.workSequence[q1].ElementAt(seq).completionTime = 
lowerBoundStartTime + solution.workSequence[q1].ElementAt(seq).duration; 
        return; 
       } 
       else 
       { 
        lowerBoundStartTime = value_right.ElementAt(minValueIndex); 
        value_left.RemoveAt(minValueIndex); 
        value_right.RemoveAt(minValueIndex); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
     while (value_left.Count != 0 && value_right.Count != 0); 
     solution.workSequence[q1].ElementAt(seq).completionTime = 
lowerBoundStartTime + solution.workSequence[q1].ElementAt(seq).duration;// 
enson lowerbounda atama 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     solution.workSequence[q1].ElementAt(seq).completionTime = 
lowerBoundStartTime + solution.workSequence[q1].ElementAt(seq).duration;   
    } 
   } 
   public int ScheduleQuayCrane(Solution solution) 
   { 
    int[] s = new int[solution.nbQuayCranes]; 
    int[] QC_RWL = new int[solution.nbQuayCranes]; 
    for (int q = 0; q < solution.nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     foreach (ScheduleNode n in solution.workSequence[q]) 
     { 
      QC_RWL[q] = QC_RWL[q] + n.duration; 
     } 
     s[q] = 0; 
    } 
    Console.WriteLine("*****************"); 
    Console.WriteLine("SCHEDULING BEGINS"); 
    Console.WriteLine("*****************" + "\n"); 
    int maxValue = 0; 
    int qcIndex = 0; 
    while (true)  
    { 
     maxValue = QC_RWL.Max(); 
     qcIndex = QC_RWL.ToList().IndexOf(maxValue); 
     if (maxValue == 0) 
     { 
      break; 
     } 
     if (s[qcIndex] == 0) 
     { 
      CheckDisjunctives(solution, 0, s[qcIndex], qcIndex);//node, lowerbound 0 




      s[qcIndex] = s[qcIndex] + 1; 
     } 
     else if (s[qcIndex] > 0 && s[qcIndex] <= 
solution.workSequence[qcIndex].Count) 
     {    
      CheckDisjunctives(solution, 
       (solution.workSequence[qcIndex].ElementAt(s[qcIndex] - 
1).completionTime 
        + (Math.Abs(solution.workSequence[qcIndex].ElementAt(s[qcIndex] - 
1).bayNo  
        - solution.workSequence[qcIndex].ElementAt(s[qcIndex]).bayNo) 
        * Parameters.horizontal_movement_time)),s[qcIndex], qcIndex); 
      QC_RWL[qcIndex] = QC_RWL[qcIndex] - 
solution.workSequence[qcIndex].ElementAt(s[qcIndex]).duration; 
      s[qcIndex] = s[qcIndex] + 1; 
     } 
    } 
    for (int i = 0; i < solution.nbQuayCranes; i++) 
    { 
     if (solution.workSequence[i].ElementAtOrDefault(0) == null) 
     { 
      solution.C[i] = 0; 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      solution.C[i] = 
solution.workSequence[i].ElementAt(solution.workSequence[i].Count - 
1).completionTime; 
     } 
    } 
    solution.Cmax = solution.C.Max(); 
    Console.WriteLine("*****************"); 
    Console.WriteLine("Scheduling Ends"); 
    Console.WriteLine("*****************" + "\n"); 
    return solution.Cmax; 
   } 
   public Solution SolutionEvaluation(Solution solution, Solution 
nextSolution, int currentActionNumber, Memory memory) 
   { 
    if (nextSolution.Cmax < solution.Cmax) 
    { 
     Console.WriteLine("IMPROVEMENT"); 
     memory.CounterNoSuccessiveImprovementByAction[currentActionNumber] = 0; 
     memory.CounterNoImprovementInCmax = 0; 
     nextSolution.nextActionSelected = currentActionNumber; 
     solution = nextSolution; 
    }   
    else 
    { 
     Console.WriteLine("NO IMPROVEMENT"); 
     memory.CounterNoSuccessiveImprovementByAction[currentActionNumber] = 
memory.CounterNoSuccessiveImprovementByAction[currentActionNumber] + 1; 
     memory.CounterNoImprovementInCmax = memory.CounterNoImprovementInCmax + 
1; 
     do 
     { 
      if (nextSolution.nextActionSelected != currentActionNumber) { break; } 
      else { nextSolution.nextActionSelected = 
NumberGenerator_Controller.SelectRandom(0, Parameters.nbOfActionSets); } 
     } 
     while (true); 
    } 
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    return nextSolution; 
   } 
   class SwapNode 
   { 
    public int sequence1; 
    public int jobNo1; 
    public int sequence2; 
    public int jobNo2; 
    public int q; 
    public SwapNode(int jobNo1, int sequence1, int jobNo2, int sequence2, int 
q) 
    { 
     this.jobNo1 = jobNo1; 
     this.jobNo2 = jobNo2; 
     this.sequence1 = sequence1; 
     this.sequence2 = sequence2; 
     this.q = q; 
    } 
   } 
   public Solution SwapsGeneratorEvaluatorEachIterations(Solution 
nextSolution, Memory memory) 
   { 
    List<SwapNode> swaps = new List<SwapNode>(); 
    for (int q = 0; q < nextSolution.nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     for (int n1 = 0; n1 < nextSolution.workSequence[q].Count; n1++) 
     { 
      for (int n2 = 0; n2 < nextSolution.workSequence[q].Count; n2++) 
      { 
       if ((n1 != n2) 
         &&((nextSolution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(n1).duration != 
nextSolution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(n2).duration) 
         ||(nextSolution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(n1).bayNo != 
nextSolution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(n2).bayNo)) 
         && (nextSolution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(n1).jobNo < 
nextSolution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(n2).jobNo)) 
       { 
        swaps.Add(new 
SwapNode(nextSolution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(n1).jobNo, n1, 
nextSolution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(n2).jobNo, n2, q)); 
       } 
      } 
     } 
   } 
 
        /* 
            * Potential swaps are done 
            * **/ 
        Solution tmpSwapped; 
        List<Solution> CandidateSolutionsList = new List<Solution>(); 
        foreach (SwapNode s in swaps) 
        { 
            //Console.WriteLine("\nNEIGHBORHOOD SEARCH THROUGH INNER 
SWAPS\n"); 
            //Console.WriteLine("Quay Crane: " + s.q + " Job Numbers To Swap " 
+ s.jobNo1 + "-" + s.jobNo2 + " Sequences of Jobs " + s.sequence1 + "-" + 
s.sequence2); 
 
            tmpSwapped = nextSolution.SolutionCloner(); 
            SwapMoveByNodeExchange(tmpSwapped, s.q, s.sequence1, s.sequence2); 
            ScheduleQuayCrane(tmpSwapped); 
            CandidateSolutionsList.Add(tmpSwapped); 
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        } 
 
        /* 
            * The best Cmax value will be selected as new solution 
            * **/ 
        int minCmax; 
        if (CandidateSolutionsList.ElementAtOrDefault(0) != null)//at least a 
solution is the best found so far 
        { 
            minCmax = CandidateSolutionsList.Min(x => x.Cmax); 
            tmpSwapped = CandidateSolutionsList.Find(x => x.Cmax == minCmax); 
            return tmpSwapped; 
        } 
        else 
        { 
            return nextSolution; 
        } 
    } 
   public Solution ACTION_MULTI_CONSECUTIVE_SWAPS(Solution nextSolution, 
Memory memory, int noConsecutiveImprovement)//unscheduled solution 
   { 
    int cnt = 0; 
    do 
    { 
     int tmpGlobalCmax = memory.bestSolutionFound.Cmax; 
     nextSolution = SwapsGeneratorEvaluatorEachIterations(nextSolution, 
memory); 
     if (nextSolution.Cmax < tmpGlobalCmax) 
     { 
      cnt = 0; 
      memory.RecordSolution(nextSolution, 0); 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      cnt = cnt + 1; 
      memory.RecordSolution(nextSolution, 1); 
     } 
    } 
    while (cnt < noConsecutiveImprovement); 
    return nextSolution; 
   } 
   private void SwapMoveByNodeExchange(Solution solution, int q, int index1, 
int index2) 
   { 
    ScheduleNode tmp1 = new ScheduleNode(0, 0, 0, 0); 
    ScheduleNode tmp2 = new ScheduleNode(0, 0, 0, 0); 
    tmp1 = solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(index1); 
    tmp2 = solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(index2); 
    if (index1 < index2) 
    { 
     solution.workSequence[q].Insert(index1 + 1, tmp2); 
     solution.workSequence[q].RemoveAt(index1); 
     solution.workSequence[q].Insert(index2 + 1, tmp1); 
     solution.workSequence[q].RemoveAt(index2); 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     solution.workSequence[q].Insert(index2 + 1, tmp1); 
     solution.workSequence[q].RemoveAt(index2); 
     solution.workSequence[q].Insert(index1 + 1, tmp2); 
     solution.workSequence[q].RemoveAt(index1); 
    } 
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   } 
   class SplitNode 
   { 
    public int q; 
    public int sequence; 
    public int splitDuration; 
    public SplitNode(int q, int sequence, int splitDuration) 
    { 
     this.q = q; 
     this.sequence = sequence; 
     this.splitDuration = splitDuration; 
    } 
   } 
   public Solution SplitsGeneratorEvaluatorEachIterations(Solution 
nextSolution, Memory memory) 
   { 
    List<SplitNode> splits = new List<SplitNode>(); 
    for (int q = 0; q < nextSolution.nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     for (int s = 0; s < nextSolution.workSequence[q].Count; s++) 
     { 
      int midValue = nextSolution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(s).duration / 2; 
      for (int splitDuration = Parameters.unitWorkTime; splitDuration <= 
midValue; splitDuration = splitDuration + Parameters.unitWorkTime) 
      {             
       splits.Add(new SplitNode(q, s, splitDuration)); 
      } 
     } 
    } 
    if (splits.ElementAtOrDefault(0) == null) 
    { 
     Console.WriteLine("NO SPLIT OPPORTUNITY"); 
     return nextSolution; 
    } 
    Solution tmpSplitted; 
    List<Solution> CandidateSplitSolutionsList = new List<Solution>(); 
    foreach (SplitNode s in splits) 
    { 
     tmpSplitted = nextSolution.SolutionCloner(); 
     SplitNodeToNodes(tmpSplitted, s.q, s.sequence, s.splitDuration, memory); 
     ScheduleQuayCrane(tmpSplitted); 
     CandidateSplitSolutionsList.Add(tmpSplitted); 
    } 
    int minCmax; 
    if (CandidateSplitSolutionsList.ElementAtOrDefault(0) != null) 
    { 
     minCmax = CandidateSplitSolutionsList.Min(x => x.Cmax); 
     tmpSplitted = CandidateSplitSolutionsList.Find(x => x.Cmax == minCmax); 
     return tmpSplitted; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     return nextSolution; 
    } 
   } 
   public Solution ACTION_MULTI_CONSECUTIVE_SPLITS(Solution nextSolution, 
Memory memory, int noConsecutiveImprovement)//unscheduled solution 
   { 
    int cnt = 0; 
    do 
    { 
     int tmpGlobalCmax = memory.bestSolutionFound.Cmax; 
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     nextSolution = SplitsGeneratorEvaluatorEachIterations(nextSolution, 
memory); 
     if (nextSolution.Cmax < tmpGlobalCmax) 
     { 
      cnt = 0; 
      memory.RecordSolution(nextSolution, 0); 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      cnt = cnt + 1; 
     } 
    } 
    while (cnt < noConsecutiveImprovement); 
    return nextSolution; 
   } 
   public Solution SplitEachJobOfQCByHalf(Solution solution, int q, Memory 
memory) 
   { 
    Solution splittedSolution = solution.SolutionCloner(); 
    if (splittedSolution.workSequence[q].ElementAtOrDefault(0) == null) 
    { 
     return solution; 
    } 
    int cnt = splittedSolution.workSequence[q].Count; 
    int n = 0; 
    int check = 0; 
    do 
    { 
     if (cnt == check) 
     {  
      break; 
     } 
     if (splittedSolution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(n).duration != 1) 
     { 
      SplitNodeToNodes(splittedSolution, q, n, 
splittedSolution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(n).duration / 2, memory); 
      n = n + 2; 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      n = n + 1; 
     } 
     check = check + 1; 
 
    } 
    while (true); 
    memory.LTM[2].Add(splittedSolution); 
    return splittedSolution; 
   } 
   public void ActionNeighborhoodIntensificationSplitToUnitTime(Solution 
solution, Memory memory) 
   { 
    int i; 
    int unitTime = Parameters.unitWorkTime; 
    for (int q = 0; q < solution.nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     i = solution.workSequence[q].Count - 1; 
     here: 
     do 
     { 
      if (solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(i).duration > unitTime) 
      { 
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       SplitNodeToNodes(solution, q, i, unitTime, memory); 
      } 
      if (((solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(i).duration == unitTime) || 
(solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(i).duration < unitTime)) && i != 0) 
      { 
       i = i - 1; 
       goto here; 
      } 
     } 
     while (solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(i).duration > unitTime); 
    } 
   } 
   public Solution 
ActionNeighborhoodIntensificationSplitAndRelocation1(Solution solution, Memory 
memory) 
   { 
    List<SplitNode> splits = new List<SplitNode>(); 
    for (int q = 0; q < solution.nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     for (int s = 0; s < solution.workSequence[q].Count; s++) 
     { 
      int midValue = solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(s).duration / 2; 
      for (int splitDuration = Parameters.unitWorkTime; splitDuration <= 
midValue; splitDuration = splitDuration + Parameters.unitWorkTime) 
      { 
       splits.Add(new SplitNode(q, s, splitDuration)); 
      } 
     } 
    } 
    if (splits.ElementAtOrDefault(0) == null) 
    { 
     return solution; 
    } 
    Solution tmpSplitted; 
    List<Solution> CandidateSplitSolutionsList = new List<Solution>(); 
    foreach (SplitNode s in splits) 
    { 
     tmpSplitted = solution.SolutionCloner();//not to disturb solution itself 
 
     SplitNodeToNodes(tmpSplitted, s.q, s.sequence, s.splitDuration, memory); 
     tmpSplitted = RelocationGeneratorEvaluatorEachIterations(tmpSplitted, 
memory);//cok improvement yapilir burda 
     ScheduleQuayCrane(tmpSplitted); 
     CandidateSplitSolutionsList.Add(tmpSplitted); 
    } 
    int minCmax; 
    if (CandidateSplitSolutionsList.ElementAtOrDefault(0) != null)//no 
improvment has been made 
    { 
     minCmax = CandidateSplitSolutionsList.Min(x => x.Cmax); 
     tmpSplitted = CandidateSplitSolutionsList.Find(x => x.Cmax == minCmax); 
     return tmpSplitted; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     return solution; 
    } 
   } 
   public void SplitNodeToNodes(Solution solution, int q, int sequence, int 
splitDuration, Memory memory)//splitDuration Node suresinden buyukse 
sacmaliyor 
   { 
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    if ((solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(sequence).duration <= 
splitDuration) || (splitDuration == 0)) 
    { 
     return; 
    } 
    int newJobNo = memory.NextJobNo(); 
    ScheduleNode n1 = new ScheduleNode(q, 
solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(sequence).bayNo, 
     (solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(sequence).duration - splitDuration), 
      solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(sequence).jobNo); 
    ScheduleNode n2 = new ScheduleNode(q, 
solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(sequence).bayNo, splitDuration, newJobNo); 
    solution.workSequence[q].Insert(sequence + 1, n1); 
    solution.workSequence[q].Insert(sequence + 2, n2); 
    solution.workSequence[q].RemoveAt(sequence); 
    } 
   class RelocationNode 
   { 
    public int from_q; 
    public int sequence; 
    public int to_q; 
    public RelocationNode(int from_q, int sequence, int to_q) 
    { 
     this.sequence = sequence; 
     this.from_q = from_q; 
     this.to_q = to_q; 
    } 
   } 
   public Solution RelocationGeneratorEvaluatorEachIterations(Solution 
solution, Memory memory) 
   { 
    List<RelocationNode> relocations = new List<RelocationNode>(); 
    for (int from_q = 0; from_q < solution.nbQuayCranes; from_q++) 
    { 
     for (int to_q = 0; to_q < solution.nbQuayCranes; to_q++) 
     { 
      if (from_q != to_q) 
      { 
       if (from_q > to_q) 
       { 
        int candidateBayNo = 1000; 
        int maxbay_to_q; 
        int minbay_from_q; 
        if ((solution.assignedBays[to_q].Count != 0) && 
(solution.assignedBays[from_q].Count != 0)) 
        { 
         maxbay_to_q = solution.assignedBays[to_q].Max(); 
         minbay_from_q = solution.assignedBays[from_q].Min(); 
        } 
        else 
        { 
         break; 
        }   
        if (maxbay_to_q == minbay_from_q) 
        { 
         candidateBayNo = maxbay_to_q; 
        } 
        else if (maxbay_to_q + 1 == minbay_from_q) 
        { 
         candidateBayNo = minbay_from_q; 
        } 
        else 
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        { 
         int b; 
         for (b = maxbay_to_q + 1; b < minbay_from_q; ) 
         { 
          if (Parameters.bay_workload[b] == 0) 
          { 
           b = b + 1; 
          } 
          else 
          { 
           break; 
          } 
         } 
         if (b == minbay_from_q) 
         { 
          candidateBayNo = minbay_from_q; 
         } 
        } 
        if (candidateBayNo != 1000) 
        { 
         IEnumerable<ScheduleNode> potentialNodesToRelocate = from n in 
solution.workSequence[from_q] 
                                                              where n.bayNo == 
candidateBayNo   
                                                              select n; 
         foreach (ScheduleNode n in potentialNodesToRelocate) 
         { 
          int i = solution.workSequence[from_q].FindIndex(x => x.jobNo == 
n.jobNo); 
          RelocationNode r = new RelocationNode(from_q, i, to_q); 
          relocations.Add(r); 
         } 
        } 
       } 
       else 
       { 
        int candidateBayNo = 1000; 
        int maxbay_from_q; 
        int minbay_to_q; 
        if (solution.assignedBays[to_q].Count != 0 && 
solution.assignedBays[from_q].Count != 0) 
        { 
         maxbay_from_q = solution.assignedBays[from_q].Max(); 
         minbay_to_q = solution.assignedBays[to_q].Min(); 
        } 
        else 
        { 
         break; 
        } 
        if (maxbay_from_q == minbay_to_q) 
        { 
         candidateBayNo = maxbay_from_q; 
        } 
        else if (minbay_to_q - 1 == maxbay_from_q) 
        { 
         candidateBayNo = minbay_to_q - 1; 
        } 
        else //0 workload bays consideration 
        { 
         int b; 
         for (b = minbay_to_q - 1; b > maxbay_from_q; ) 
         { 
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          if (Parameters.bay_workload[b] == 0) 
          { 
           b = b - 1; 
          } 
          else 
          { 
           break; 
          } 
         } 
         if (b == maxbay_from_q) 
         { 
          candidateBayNo = maxbay_from_q; 
         } 
        } 
        if (candidateBayNo != 1000) 
        { 
         IEnumerable<ScheduleNode> potentialNodesToRelocate = from n in 
solution.workSequence[from_q] 
                                                              where n.bayNo == 
candidateBayNo 
                                                              select n; 
         foreach (ScheduleNode n in potentialNodesToRelocate) 
         { 
          int i = solution.workSequence[from_q].FindIndex(x => x.jobNo == 
n.jobNo); 
          RelocationNode r = new RelocationNode(from_q, i, to_q); 
          relocations.Add(r); 
         } 
        } 
       } 
      } 
     } 
    } 
 
    if (relocations.ElementAtOrDefault(0) == null) 
    { 
        // Console.WriteLine("NO RELOCATION OPPORTUNITY"); 
        return solution; 
    } 
 
    foreach (RelocationNode r in relocations) 
    { 
        // Console.WriteLine 
        //      ("Potential Relocations From QC: " + r.from_q + " To QC " + 
r.to_q + " at sequence: " + r.sequence + " duration of: " + 
solution.workSequence[r.from_q].ElementAt(r.sequence).duration); 
    } 
 
    /* 
        * Potential relocations are done and evaluated here 
        * **/ 
    Solution tmpRelocated; 
    List<Solution> CandidateRelocatedSolutionList = new List<Solution>(); 
 
    foreach (RelocationNode r in relocations) 
    { 
        // Console.WriteLine("\nNEIGHBORHOOD SEARCH THROUGH RELOCATIONS\n"); 
        // Console.WriteLine("From Quay Crane: " + r.from_q + " to Quay Crane 
" + r.to_q + " at Sequence " + r.sequence + " duration of " + 
solution.workSequence[r.from_q].ElementAt(r.sequence).duration); 
 
        tmpRelocated = solution.SolutionCloner(); 
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        Relocation(tmpRelocated, r.from_q, r.sequence, r.to_q); 
        RenewAssignedBays(tmpRelocated); 
        EstablishDisjunctives(tmpRelocated);// renew ile establish 
siralamasi,,, hata aldik 
        ScheduleQuayCrane(tmpRelocated); 
        //swap eklenebilir 
 
        CandidateRelocatedSolutionList.Add(tmpRelocated); 
 
 
    } 
 
    /* 
        * The best Cmax value will be selected as new solution 
        * **/ 
    int minCmax; 
    if (CandidateRelocatedSolutionList.ElementAtOrDefault(0) != null) 
    { 
        minCmax = CandidateRelocatedSolutionList.Min(x => x.Cmax); 
        tmpRelocated = CandidateRelocatedSolutionList.Find(x => x.Cmax == 
minCmax); 
        return tmpRelocated; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        return solution; 
    } 
 
   } 
   public Solution RelocateJobFromQCtoAnother(Solution nextSolution, Memory 
memory) 
   { 
    Solution tmpRelocated = nextSolution.SolutionCloner(); 
    if (tmpRelocated.nbQuayCranes <= 1) 
    { 
     return nextSolution; 
    } 
    int from_q = 0; 
    int to_q = 0; 
    int duration = 0; 
    from_q = Array.IndexOf(tmpRelocated.C, tmpRelocated.Cmax); 
    if (from_q == tmpRelocated.nbQuayCranes - 1) 
    { 
     to_q = from_q - 1; 
    } 
    else if (from_q == 0) 
    { 
     to_q = from_q + 1; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     if (tmpRelocated.C[from_q - 1] > tmpRelocated.C[from_q + 1]) 
     { 
      to_q = from_q + 1; 
     } 
     else 
     { 
      to_q = from_q - 1; 
     } 
    } 
    duration = (tmpRelocated.workload[from_q]) / 25; 
    int RWL = duration; 
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    if (from_q > to_q) 
    { 
     int minBay = tmpRelocated.assignedBays[from_q].Min(); 
     int maxBay = tmpRelocated.assignedBays[from_q].Max(); 
     bool flag = true; 
     for (int b = minBay; b <= maxBay; b++) 
     { 
      IEnumerable<ScheduleNode> potentialNodesToRelocate = from n in 
nextSolution.workSequence[from_q] 
                                                           where n.bayNo == b 
                                                           select n; 
      foreach (ScheduleNode n in potentialNodesToRelocate) 
      { 
       if (RWL < n.duration) 
       { 
        ScheduleNode tmp = new ScheduleNode(to_q, b, RWL, memory.NextJobNo()); 
        tmpRelocated.workSequence[to_q].Add(tmp); 
        int i = tmpRelocated.workSequence[from_q].FindIndex(x => x.jobNo == 
n.jobNo); 
 
        tmpRelocated.workSequence[from_q].ElementAt(i).duration = 
tmpRelocated.workSequence[from_q].ElementAt(i).duration - RWL; 
 
        RWL = 0; 
        flag = true; 
        break; 
       } 
       else if (RWL == n.duration) 
       { 
        ScheduleNode tmp = new ScheduleNode(to_q, b, RWL, memory.NextJobNo()); 
        tmpRelocated.workSequence[to_q].Add(tmp); 
        int i = tmpRelocated.workSequence[from_q].FindIndex(x => x.jobNo == 
n.jobNo); 
        tmpRelocated.workSequence[from_q].RemoveAt(i); 
        RWL = 0; 
        flag = true; 
        break; 
       } 
       else if (RWL > n.duration) 
       { 
        ScheduleNode tmp = new ScheduleNode(to_q, b, n.duration, 
memory.NextJobNo()); 
        tmpRelocated.workSequence[to_q].Add(tmp); 
        int i = tmpRelocated.workSequence[from_q].FindIndex(x => x.jobNo == 
n.jobNo); 
        tmpRelocated.workSequence[from_q].RemoveAt(i); 
        RWL = RWL - n.duration; 
        flag = false; 
       } 
      } 
      if (flag) 
      { 
       break; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     int minBay = tmpRelocated.assignedBays[from_q].Min(); 
     int maxBay = tmpRelocated.assignedBays[from_q].Max(); 
     bool flag = true; 
     for (int b = maxBay; b >= minBay; b--) 
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     { 
      IEnumerable<ScheduleNode> potentialNodesToRelocate = from n in 
nextSolution.workSequence[from_q] 
                                                           where n.bayNo == b 
                                                           select n; 
      foreach (ScheduleNode n in potentialNodesToRelocate) 
      { 
       if (RWL < n.duration) 
       { 
        ScheduleNode tmp = new ScheduleNode(to_q, b, RWL, memory.NextJobNo()); 
        tmpRelocated.workSequence[to_q].Add(tmp); 
        int i = tmpRelocated.workSequence[from_q].FindIndex(x => x.jobNo == 
n.jobNo); 
        tmpRelocated.workSequence[from_q].ElementAt(i).duration = 
tmpRelocated.workSequence[from_q].ElementAt(i).duration - RWL; 
        // Console.WriteLine("Change in solution 
"+tmpRelocated.workSequence[from_q].ElementAt(i).duration); 
        RWL = 0; 
        flag = true; 
        break; 
       } 
       else if (RWL == n.duration) 
       { 
        ScheduleNode tmp = new ScheduleNode(to_q, b, RWL, memory.NextJobNo()); 
        tmpRelocated.workSequence[to_q].Add(tmp); 
        int i = tmpRelocated.workSequence[from_q].FindIndex(x => x.jobNo == 
n.jobNo); 
        tmpRelocated.workSequence[from_q].RemoveAt(i); 
        RWL = 0; 
        flag = true; 
        break; 
       } 
       else if (RWL > n.duration) 
       { 
        ScheduleNode tmp = new ScheduleNode(to_q, b, n.duration, 
memory.NextJobNo()); 
        tmpRelocated.workSequence[to_q].Add(tmp); 
        int i = tmpRelocated.workSequence[from_q].FindIndex(x => x.jobNo == 
n.jobNo); 
     
        tmpRelocated.workSequence[from_q].RemoveAt(i); 
 
        RWL = RWL - n.duration; 
        flag = false; 
        break; 
       } 
      } 
      if (flag) 
      { 
       break; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
    RenewAssignedBays(tmpRelocated); 
    EstablishDisjunctives(tmpRelocated); 
    RenewQuayCraneWorkloads(tmpRelocated); 
    return tmpRelocated; 
   } 
   public void Relocation(Solution solution, int from_q, int sequence, int 
to_q) 
   { 
    ScheduleNode n = new ScheduleNode(to_q, 
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        solution.workSequence[from_q].ElementAt(sequence).bayNo, 
        solution.workSequence[from_q].ElementAt(sequence).duration, 
        solution.workSequence[from_q].ElementAt(sequence).jobNo); 
 
    solution.workSequence[from_q].RemoveAt(sequence); 
    solution.workSequence[to_q].Add(n); 
   } 
   class MergeNode 
   { 
    public int q; 
    public int sequence1; 
    public int sequence2; 
 
    public MergeNode(int q, int sequence1, int sequence2) 
    { 
        this.q = q; 
        this.sequence1 = sequence1; 
        this.sequence2 = sequence2; 
    } 
   } 
   public void MergeAll(Solution nextSolution, Memory memory) 
   { 
    for (int q = 0; q < nextSolution.nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     int n = 0; 
     int check = nextSolution.workSequence[q].Count - 1; 
     int cnt = 0; 
     do 
     { 
      if (cnt == check || nextSolution.workSequence[q].Count == 0) 
      { 
       break; 
      } 
      if ((nextSolution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(n).bayNo == 
nextSolution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(n + 1).bayNo)) 
      { 
       MergeNodesIntoNode(nextSolution, q, n, n + 1, memory); 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       n = n + 1; 
      } 
      cnt = cnt + 1; 
     } 
     while (true); 
    } 
   } 
   public void MergeNodesIntoNode(Solution solution, int q, int sequence1, int 
sequence2, Memory memory)//general merge function given any sequence 
   { 
    if (solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(sequence1).bayNo != 
solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(sequence2).bayNo) 
    { 
     return; 
    } 
    int cnt1 = solution.workSequence[q].Count; 
    int cnt2 = solution.workSequence[q].Count; 
    if (sequence1 >= cnt1 || sequence2 >= cnt2) 
    { 
     return; 
    } 
    int smallJobNoSequence, bigJobNoSequence; 
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    if (solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(sequence1).jobNo < 
solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(sequence2).jobNo) 
    { 
     smallJobNoSequence = sequence1; 
     bigJobNoSequence = sequence2; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     smallJobNoSequence = sequence2; 
     bigJobNoSequence = sequence1; 
    } 
    ScheduleNode n = new ScheduleNode(q, 
        solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(smallJobNoSequence).bayNo, 
        (solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(smallJobNoSequence).duration + 
solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(bigJobNoSequence).duration), 
        solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(smallJobNoSequence).jobNo); 
    solution.workSequence[q].Insert(smallJobNoSequence, n); 
    solution.workSequence[q].RemoveAt(smallJobNoSequence + 1); 
    solution.workSequence[q].RemoveAt(bigJobNoSequence); 
   } 
   public void DisplayWorkloadSequenceDuration(Solution solution) 
   { 
    Console.WriteLine("\nDuration of Bay Work Sequence of Quay Cranes"); 
    for (int q = 0; q < solution.nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     Console.WriteLine("Quay Crane: " + q); 
     for (int i = 0; i < solution.workSequence[q].Count; i++) 
     { 
      Console.Write(solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(i).duration + "-"); 
     } 
     Console.WriteLine(); 
    } 
   } 
   public void DisplayWorkSequencesBayNo(Solution solution) 
   { 
    Console.WriteLine("Bay Work Sequence of Quay Cranes" + "\n"); 
    for (int q = 0; q < solution.nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     Console.WriteLine("Quay Crane: " + q); 
     for (int i = 0; i < solution.workSequence[q].Count; i++) 
     { 
      Console.Write(solution.workSequence[q].ElementAt(i).bayNo + "-"); 
     } 
     Console.WriteLine(); 
    } 
   } 
   public void DisplayCompletionTimeQuayCranes(Solution solution) 
   { 
    Console.WriteLine("Completion Time of Quay Cranes" + "\n"); 
    for (int q = 0; q < solution.nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     Console.WriteLine("Quay Crane: " + q + " = " + solution.C[q]); 
     Console.WriteLine(); 
    } 
   } 
   public void DisplayAssignedBaysToQuayCranes(Solution solution) 
   { 
    Console.WriteLine("\nBays Assigned to Quay Cranes"); 
    for (int q = 0; q < solution.nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     Console.WriteLine("Quay Crane: " + q); 
     foreach (int v in solution.assignedBays[q]) 
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     { 
      Console.Write(v + "-"); 
     } 
     Console.WriteLine(); 
    } 
   } 
   public void DisplayAssignedJobNosToQuayCranes(Solution solution) 
   { 
    Console.WriteLine("Job Nos Assigned to Quay Cranes" + "\n"); 
 
    for (int q = 0; q < solution.nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     Console.WriteLine("Quay Crane: " + q); 
     foreach (ScheduleNode n in solution.workSequence[q]) 
     { 
      Console.Write(n.jobNo + "-"); 
     } 
     Console.WriteLine(); 
    } 
    Console.WriteLine(); 
   } 
   public void DisplayIntListElement(List<int> list) 
   { 
    for (int i = 0; i < list.Count; i++) 
    { 
     Console.Write(list.ElementAt(i) + "-"); 
    } 
    Console.WriteLine(); 
   } 
   public void DisplayWorkloadOfQuayCranes(Solution solution) 
   { 
    Console.WriteLine("Workload of Quay Cranes" + "\n"); 
    for (int q = 0; q < solution.nbQuayCranes; q++) 
    { 
     Console.WriteLine("Quay Crane: " + q + " Workload: " + 
solution.workload[q]); 
     Console.WriteLine(); 
    } 
   } 
   public void DisplayActionAppliedList(Solution solution) 
   { 
    for (int i = 0; i < Parameters.nbOfActionSets; i++) 
    { 
        Console.Write("-" + solution.actionsToApplyFuture[i]); 
    } 
    Console.WriteLine(); 
   } 
  } 
  static void Main(string[] args) 
  { 
   Console.SetBufferSize(Console.BufferWidth, 9999); 
   string startTimeDeltaIncluded = DateTime.Now.ToString("MM/dd/yyyy 
h:mm:ss.ffff tt"); 
   Parameters.BlockingTimeGap(); 
   Solution solution = new Solution(6);// Bu hatayi duzelt 
   Memory memory = new Memory(); 
   TabuSearch tabuSearch = new TabuSearch(); 
   string startTimeAlgorithm = DateTime.Now.ToString("MM/dd/yyyy h:mm:ss.ffff 
tt"); 
   tabuSearch.SequenceAndStmMemoryInitialization(solution, memory); 
   tabuSearch.EstablishDisjunctives(solution); 
   tabuSearch.ScheduleQuayCrane(solution); 
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   memory.RecordSolution(solution, 0); 
   tabuSearch.DisplayWorkloadSequenceDuration(solution); 
   Console.WriteLine(solution.Cmax); 
   int iter = 0; 
   do 
   { 
    int q = NumberGenerator_Controller.SelectRandom(0, solution.nbQuayCranes); 
    Solution nextSolution = tabuSearch.SplitEachJobOfQCByHalf(solution, q, 
memory); 
    nextSolution = tabuSearch.SplitsGeneratorEvaluatorEachIterations(solution, 
memory); 
    nextSolution = 
tabuSearch.ActionNeighborhoodIntensificationSplitAndRelocation1(solution, 
memory); 
    nextSolution = tabuSearch.ACTION_MULTI_CONSECUTIVE_SWAPS(nextSolution, 
memory, 1); 
    nextSolution = tabuSearch.RelocateJobFromQCtoAnother(nextSolution, 
memory); 
    nextSolution = tabuSearch.ACTION_MULTI_CONSECUTIVE_SWAPS(nextSolution, 
memory, 1); 
    tabuSearch.MergeAll(nextSolution, memory); 
    solution = nextSolution; 
    iter++; 
    tabuSearch.DisplayWorkloadSequenceDuration(nextSolution); 
    tabuSearch.DisplayAssignedBaysToQuayCranes(nextSolution); 
    tabuSearch.DisplayWorkloadSequenceDuration(nextSolution); 
    tabuSearch.DisplayWorkSequencesBayNo(nextSolution); 
    GC.Collect(); 
   } 
   while (iter < 25); 
   string endTimeAlgorithm = DateTime.Now.ToString("MM/dd/yyyy h:mm:ss.ffff 
tt"); 
   Console.WriteLine("Start Time Delta Calculation :" + 
startTimeDeltaIncluded); 
   Console.WriteLine("Start Time Algorithm :" + startTimeAlgorithm); 
   Console.WriteLine("End Time: " + endTimeAlgorithm); 
   Console.WriteLine("The Best Found Cmax is " + 
memory.bestSolutionFound.Cmax); 
   tabuSearch.DisplayAssignedJobNosToQuayCranes(memory.bestSolutionFound); 
   tabuSearch.DisplayWorkSequencesBayNo(memory.bestSolutionFound); 
   tabuSearch.DisplayCompletionTimeQuayCranes(memory.bestSolutionFound); 
   tabuSearch.DisplayWorkloadSequenceDuration(memory.bestSolutionFound); 
   String STOP = Console.ReadLine(); 
  } 
 } 
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